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Alyque Padamsee became India’s
greatest story-teller at a time

when we were still coming to terms
with our self-worth as a nation, ide-
alistic to the core but yet apologetic,
fumbling, barefooted and unsure

about screaming out loud on
the world stage. Films were
the only expression of our
aspiration or wish fulfill-
ment and incredible  though
we may have been, there was
no concept of Brand India,
ambassadors and advertis-
ing. India’s greatest ad guru,
who passed away at the ripe
old age of 90 — literally as a
vanguard of a nation in tran-
sit — shaped our identity in
popular culture. A people
who could have aspirations,
chase them and make them
happen while retaining their
innate Indianness. And con-
cretise wishful thinking with
home-grown products. In

that sense, he sold us our first global
dream. No wonder, till date he is con-
sidered the only god of Indian adver-
tising and sales. 

So by the time 1970s happened
and the angry young man was taking
shape on the big screen with Big B, his
female counterpart exploded in the

form of the Liril girl, soap suds glid-
ing down her green bikini as she
splashed about with Amazonian glee
and abandon under a waterfall, liter-
ally tra la la-ing her way into our
minds. The bell bottoms and halter
tops were coming but model Karen

Lunel signified the “liberation”
moment as it were for a generation of
Indian women. Such was the cam-
paign’s appeal that it became the
launchpad for later supermodels and
now stars, Preity Zinta and Deepika
Padukone. Alyque researched heavi-
ly for what seemed like an easy
breeze. In his own words, “The most
memorable brand till, possibly, today
was Liril soap. We studied the Indian
housewife to find out what she
thought about when she got 10 min-
utes to herself. HLL’s research came up
with an amazing answer that she
dreams of escape from a life of
drudgery and responsibility. Her
thoughts begin to drift as she begins
her bath. She hums a tune from a pop-
ular Bollywood film and the most
popular fantasy of all was Amitabh
Bachchan riding on a white horse and
carrying her away from
work...work...work... We decided on a
freshness soap based on these find-
ings. The soap would refresh the
housewife as she escapes into her bath.
On the basis of that was invented the

girl in the waterfall. The la-la-la jin-
gle became the theme song for young
people in India. The ad was partly
inspired by Raj Kapoor’s movies and
largely by the comic Tarzan and
Jane.”

There was no looking back for the
head of Lintas since. While he worked
with many lissome ladies, embolden-
ing a generation — Zeenat Aman and
Persis Khambatta among them — he
knew he had to keep it grounded. The
Hindi was in full pop play. So when
Surf  was desperately looking to beat
competition from a cheaper detergent
Nirma, he gave us Lalitaji, the quin-
tessential middle class mother who
weighed her choices, kept to her
family budget and whose somewhat
stentorian and disciplinarian ways
were familiar and convincing. As she
chanted, “Surf ki kharidari mein hi
samajhdari hai,” he kept changing the
situation storyboards to create one of
India’s first series campaigns that had
everyday recall and evolved with
people’s lives.  

Turn to Page 4
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It is as interesting as it gets.
Manvendra Singh, ex-BJP

MP and son of the saffron
party’s veteran Jaswant Singh,
will take on Rajasthan Chief
Minister Vasundhara Raje as
the candidate of arch-rival
Congress — the party that he
joined last month — for the
December 7 Assembly polls
from Jhalrapatan constituency.

The contest between the
two will be one of the most
keenly observed ones given
their acrimonious past as
Manvendra sees Raje as the rea-
son for his father’s image fall in
the party. Whether the son will
avenge the insult meted out to
his father, the BJP old guard
who is in coma for the last four
years, will only be known on
December 11 when the results
will be out.

The Congress hopes to pin
down the Chief Minister in her
constituency and also seeks to
cash in on the perceived Rajput
sentiments against her. But
Raje looked unperturbed as she
said, “The Congress could not
find any candidate and he
(Manvendra) was to be given
ticket from somewhere and
therefore, he was sent here
(Jhalrapatan). But they should
know that it is not a fight of one
person, this is a contest fought
by Jhalawar and Rajasthan,
which is a family.”

Raje has won Jhalrapatan
since 2003, when the Congress
fielded Rama Pilot, mother of
current Rajasthan Congress
president Sachin Pilot. In 2013,
Congress fielded a woman
Rajput candidate Meenakshi
Chandrawat hoping to get
some Rajput votes but lost the
seat with Raje retaining the seat
with a margin of 60,896 votes
by securing 63.14 per cent of
total 2,28,977 votes. 

The BJP, which is feeling a
little edgy in Rajasthan with the
State’s history of not repeating
a Government twice,

Manvendra’s choice by the
Congress is seen as an attempt
to use the lineage and heritage
of BJP’s war horse Jaswant to
further rattle the opponent
and its Chief Ministerial can-
didate. Manvendra, who is a sit-
ting MLA from Sheo (Barmer),
had also won Barmer Lok
Sabha seat in 2004.

Manvendra played out the
emotional card of “self-respect”
of the Rajput community to put
his erstwhile party in the defen-
sive. “I’m ready for the chal-
lenge,” he said and claimed  that
people of Rajasthan will take

revenge on the BJP for insult-
ing Rajput leader Jaswant.

Jaswant was expelled by the
BJP for contesting 2014 Lok
Sabha poll from Barmer after
he was denied ticket by the
party. Manvendra, who cam-
paigned for his father then, was
also suspended. 

He had accused Raje and a
few central leaders of the BJP
for denying his father a Lok
Sabha ticket. 

The rift with Raje goes
back to 2007 when Jaswant’s
wife Sheetal Kanwar had filed
a case against the former for

portraying herself as Goddess
Annapurna which hurt Hindu
sentiments. Soon after a con-
troversy broke out that at a get-
together in Jaswant’s house
opium-laced milk was served
to the guests and an FIR was
filed and an enquiry was
ordered by the Raje adminis-
tration.

Manvendra and the BJP
sought to reconcile over a peri-
od with the party also revoking
his suspension but he was kept
on the sidelines and not given
the importance that the 54-
year-old Rajput expected from
the party. His father, mean-
while, has been in coma for last
four years. 

Manvendra quit the BJP on
September 22 after taking the
Rajput community in confi-
dence and coining the tagline
“Kamal Ka Phool, Hamaari
Bhool” (lotus was my mistake).

His name was released by
the Congress on Saturday  in its
second list of 32 candidates for
the Rajasthan Assembly elec-
tions for 200 Assembly seats. 

The Congress had released
its first list of 152 candidate on
Thursday. Ahead of its rivals,
the BJP released the third list
of 8 candidates for upcoming
Rajasthan Assembly elections.
Earlier, the BJP had released its
first list of 131 and second of
31 candidates for Rajasthan
Assembly. 

Turn to Page 4
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Whatever hopes the com-
mon man had about the

law and order situation in
Kerala becoming normal fol-
lowing the Friday decision of
the Travancore Devaswom
Board to approach the Supreme
Court with a plea seeking more
time to implement the
September 28 verdict of the
Constitution Bench on
Sabarimala Temple diminished
as the police took into preven-
tive custody KP Sasikala, leader
of the Hindu Aikya Vedi — an
umbrella organisation of all
Hindu outfits — which is
protesting against the SC judg-
ment on Sabarimala.

Sasikala — a widely
respected woman activist who
is in the forefront of the agita-
tion against the apex court
verdict allowing entry of
women of all ages to Sabarimala
Temple — who was on her way
to the temple with Irumudi (the
sacred bag containing offerings
to the deity which could be

opened only at the sanctum),
was arrested by the police when
she entered the Pathanamthitta
district and was taken to the
police station at Ranni. This led
to widespread condemnation
and hundreds of devotees
rushed to the police station
singing hymns in praise of
Lord Ayyappa.

Sasikala was released on
bail by the sub-divisional mag-
istrate of Thiruvalla on
Saturday evening. Speaking to
the media, she said the
Government has unleashed an
unprecedented violation of
human rights. “The Kerala
Government and Travancore
Devaswom Board have failed to
provide even basic amenities
like toilet and resting places to
the devotees. The authorities
want to cover up these short-
comings,” said Sasikala.

The arrest of Sasikala led
the Hindu organisations in the
State declaring a dawn to dusk
hartal on Saturday and it
turned out to be total. 

Turn to Page 4
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What genre is this
one? Horror? Not
really though the

entire film and the situation
it puts a little child into
makes you squirm.

The opening credits tell
you that the film is based on
a true story. Apparently
something so horrific
happened somewhere in
Ghaziabad years ago. On
screen, it is equally so.
Cherubic girl child Pihu
brings your heart into your
mouth by roaming around in
a deserted house with her
mother lying dead on the bed
and she being far removed
from the entire concept of a
life end. On her part, Myra
who plays Pihu tugs at your
heart with all her unguarded
moments, which incidentally
are many. But the situation
she is in gets you. It is eerie,
it is highly uncomfortable
and it makes you feel the
need to somehow, anyhow
end her predicament even
though she is least aware of

the fact that her mother is
not sleeping but lying dead
on the bed after a bad bout
with her husband who has
since left for Kolkata.

Vinod Kapri and
Sidharth Roy Kapoor may
think this one to be a creative
and sensitive film but purely
from the point of view of
cinema, it is monotonous,
stretched and needless.
Seeing such harsh realities of
life through a child so tender
comes across as a bad page of
emotional porn.

Myra though is brilliant,
thanks to excellent camera
work. One can see hours
being spent to capture her
moods.
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With an end of Porus
who died with the
vision of akhand

Bharat (united India) and
fought against Alexander, The
Great, only to achieve victory
in defeat, Chanakya takes the
story forward with the rise of
yet another warrior in the
making, Chandragupta
Maurya.

The show Porus
highlighted the king’s journey
and how he and Chanakya
worked towards the vision of a
united India and prevent
outsiders to come into India.
Porus succeeds in convincing
Alexander to leave India who
leaves his general Seleucus
Nicator behind. After Porus the
assassination by Seleucus,
Chanakya takes his thought
forward and goes to
Dhananand, the king of
Magadh, who insults him who
considers everyone like dirt.
Before leaving, Chanakya tells
Dhananand that from this
speck of dust he will create a
mighty king who will take the
vision forward.

“Chanakya realised that
Dhananand has joined hands
with Seleucus and is not able to
see the future. Once Seleucus
will capture Magadh, the Greek
Army will take over and
impose their culture on us. The

culture, religion and language
of India will be lost. Which
actually happened when
Britishers came,” Tarun
Khanna, who plays Chanakya,
says adding that the show will
air at the same time slot, every
Monday to Friday 8 pm on
Sony Entertainment Television.

Taking the baton of akhand
Bharat forward, Chanakya goes
on tell the story of the making
of India’s brave and most
celebrated King in the Indian
history — Chandragupta
Maurya.

Essaying the role of
Chandragupta Maurya,
Kartikeya Malviya says: “I am
doing an in-depth study on the
life of Chandragupta Maurya.
Since the show will throw light
on the childhood of
Chandragupta, who had innate
abilities of leadership and was
a problem solver and a great
friend, I will have to work hard
in play different shades of the
character. I will be riding a
horse, doing masti with friends
and create light moments
which was very contrary to
play Shani Dev in the serial.”

Chandragupta Maurya was
a reluctant student who had no
feelings for his motherland
and harboured only one goal
— to earn his freedom from
the hunter who he was sold to

as a child. Chanakya, on the
other hand, was a wise
strategist with a vision of a
united India. But how do these
two people with such
contrasting nature join hands?

“When Chanakya met
Chandragupta, he found him
to be a carefree child. He and
his gang of friends were petty
thieves. One thing which
Chanakya found endearing
was that Chandragupta loved
his mother but never said
declared it. He thought that a
person who loves his mother so
much will ultimately come to
love his motherland as well.
That thought made  Chanakya
bet on this boy and convinces
Chandragupta to be his
mentor. This brings a big
transformation in his life,”
Khanna says who draws
similarities between Chanakya
and Mahatma Gandhi.

“Mahatma Gandhi too was
insulted and thrown out of the
train in Africa and realised that
this is not a personal issue but
a big concern for India and its
people. He came back to India
and made others join his fight
against prejudice. If he had
wanted, he could have also
become the Prime Minister but
he gave the power to Jawahar
Lal Nehru. The most powerful
person is one who has

everything and gives it to
somebody else. That is what
Chanakya did. His aim was not
to rule a kingdom but to make
a king out of an honest and just
man. He could have easily said
to Chandragupta Maurya that
you become my commander-
in-chief and I will be your king
but he chose to be his educator
and advisor. Chanakya makes
a king out of a commoner,”
Khanna tells you

Through the concept of
linear story which is used for
the first time on Indian
television, one historical show
has paved the way for another
without taking a break.  “Every
end is a new beginning. For the
first time on Indian TV one
story will move into another
seamlessly. It’s like one chapter
will end and the second will
start. The key characters from
Porus will take the story ahead
in Chandragupta Maurya, one
of the biggest warriors of our
country who had created a
united India against foreign
invasion,” says producer and
director Siddharth Kumar
Tewary.

Where Sourabh Raaj Jain
will be playing Dhananand
and Vikas Verma as Seleucus
Nicator, Chandragupta
Maurya’s mother will be
essayed by Shefali Sharma.
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Rowling’s fantastic beast
out of the Potter frame
have been engaging in

their moulds but the second
film on them, despite the
gravitas of incorrigible
screen eccentrics Johnny
Depp, Jude Law and Eddie
Redmayne, falls flat in
netherland. Never mind the
groovy French and English
locales, the giddying aerial
swoops  on razor pointed
castles and the magical views
of Hogwarts where a young
and dashing Dumbledore is
at work with mid air
suspension of candles and
training young wizards to
discipline their wands.

The film is interesting in
parts, very small and few
parts actually. But the
Rowlings touch both in
writing and as producer gives
the film expectations which
sadly fall short of moments
in the war between villain
wizard Grindelwald and the
rest of the magical world.

The film start from
where it left off in the
previous edition, with
Grindelwald making a
stunning aerial escape from a
prison facility and then
rocking the world with his
desire to rule the roost.

The cataract eyed and
silvr haired albino like
Johnny Depp does lend
weight to a character who is
otherwise not given much of
a role to play in this wizard
story mostly bereft of magic.
But yes he does look
demonic and mean and
perfect foil to a young and
dashing Dumbledore played
to the hilt by Jude Law. The
two sign a blood pact to
never fight each other and
the faint hint of a gay
relationship looks rather
inapropriate in a film for
young adults.

Redmayne, best
remembered as the Danish
girl, does what he did in the
previous one, a bit
mechanically with familiarity
of beasts like a tree walker
and the feline sky-streaker. 

Despite all the beasts, the
film lacks the beauty of a
sustainable storyline. How
could Rowling allow that?
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It is rare
that a

film’s
storyline
and
emotional
hold are as
powerful as
the actors

are and Boy Erased is that
rare one on a gay boy being
sent by his very Christian
parents to be cleansed of his
gay traits at a gay conversion
facility.

Russell Crowe and Nicole
Kidman as the parents of
Jared Eamons are more than
brilliant. Crowe who never
manages to shed his Church
inhibitions of being a priest
and Kidman who goes by

religious advise to actually
send Jared away, take you to
quite another emotional level
which, is further enhanced
by the absolutely fantastic
portrayal of Jared’s fears and
bewilderment by Lucas
Hedges. He is, by far, one of
the most astonishingly
polished actors in the young
generation and as Jared he
puts life into the film,
making it an emotional

rollercoaster even for
doubting homophobics. The
film never ambles along and
is magnificently put together
keeping a tight string around
your heart through every
frame, every dialogue and
ever situation that besets this
otherwise good family. It is
indeed, one of the most
powerful films on the gay
issue to come out in a long
while
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AD e l h i
court on

S a t u r d a y
granted antic-
ipatory bail to
AAP MLA
Amanatullah
Khan in a
case lodged
against him in connection with
the ruckus at the inaugural
function of Signature Bridge.
Special Judge Arun Bharadwaj 
granted relief to Khan, saying
that it was not a case where cus-
todial interrogation was
required. "It is directed that in
the event of arrest, the applicant
(Khan) shall be released on fur-
nishing a personal bond or �1
lakh and one surety of like
amount to the arresting officer,"
the court said.

It, however, directed Khan
to join the investigation and not
tamper with evidence or influ-
ence witnesses. Three cases
were registered at New
Usmanpur police station under
North East district in connec-
tion with the incidents during
the inauguration of Signature
Bridge following complaints
from Delhi BJP president
Manoj Tiwari.

Adv Irshad, appearing for
Khan, had moved the applica-
tion for anticipatory bail saying
the MLA feared that he will be
arrested by the police.
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Delhi cannot become a
smart city till the fighting

among multiple agencies stops,
Deputy Chief Minister Manish
Sisodia said on Saturday.
Speaking at an event organised
by the PHD Chamber of
Commerce and Industry at
the NDMC Convention Centre
here, he called for clarity in the
national Capital's governance.

Delhi industries Minister
Satyendar Jain also attended the
event. Sisodia said there is
"total confusion" in the nation-
al Capital owing to multiplici-
ty of agencies. "Until and unless
we make our governance sys-
tem smarter, no technology can
help us," he said.

"We have a Delhi that
belongs to the DDA, a Delhi
that belongs to LG sahab, one

Delhi that is of the Delhi Police,
one Delhi that belongs to the
NDMC. You need to bring
clarity for becoming a smart
city," he added. The Deputy
Chief Minister said multiple
agencies taking decisions for
the people of Delhi results in

"chaos". "There is hardly any
coordination among these
agencies for the welfare of
Delhiites and they are fighting
among themselves. 

In such circumstances,
converting the present land-
scape of Delhi into a smarter
city would not be possible," he
said. Sisodia said smart 
governance is the core solution
to develop a smart city in
which a single authority is put
in place to take decisions 
without any political ill will to
provide a better life to citizens.

Jain concurred with Sisodia
and accused the Delhi
Development Authority and
the Municipal Corporation of
Delhi of being corrupt. He
said the current system has
become quite opaque 
and there needs to be trans-
parency. 
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Delhi Police’s Sangam Vihar
and Jamia Nagar Police

Station staff members have
set an example by adopting
family members who survived
after they tried to end their
lives owing to financial issues.

Their miseries started after
Jitendra, a lawyer by profes-
sion, tried to kill his children
and wife and himself.  Jitendra
and his nine-year-old daugh-
ter died while his wife and 11-
year-old daughter survived.

It was on the night of Holi
on March 2, 2018, when
Jitendra unable to earn money
for his family, slashed the

throat of his family. 
"We received a call on

Holi from the neighbours.
When we reached the spot, we
found four people, including
two children lying in pool of
blood," said Upendra Singh the
then Station House Officer
(SHO) of  Sangam Vihar Police
Station and now posted at
Jamia Nagar Police Station.

"They were taken to 
nearby hospital where Jitendra
was declared brought dead.
After 15 days of treatment
unfortunately his nine year
old girl died too. 

“The survivor, Jitendra's
wife Meenakshi, along with her
11-year-old daughter
approached the police station
and narrated her ordeal fol-
lowing which some police per-
sonnel in Sangam Vihar police
station decided to adopt the
family and arranged a rented
house and even paid the school
fee of the child. Now every
month we pay rent of the
home and buy ration for
them," said the SHO.

"About 25 police personnel
from Jamia Nagar and Sangam
Vihar police station give
around �150-200 for the fam-
ily every month," said Krishan
Yadav, Assistant Sub-Inspector

(ASI) posted in the area. As a
matter of fact, Inspector
Upendra is also famous among
residents of Sangam Vihar as
he helped 52 habitual boot-
leggers to give up their vice and
started selling milk in the area
to earn their living.

"We had launched a crack-
down on the sale of  illicit
liquor in the area following
which most of the sellers said
what else business they should
do. I contacted Mother Dairy
and urged them to supply
milk in Sangam Vihar. Now
they sell milk instead of illicit
liquor," said the SHO.  

Upendra is in regular
touch with the family of late
Jitendra in order to ensure that
they are safe. "Since his daugh-
ter is growing and we have
ensured that she is safe and is
pursuing her studies", said
Singh.
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Installing air purifiers in your
homes and offices may help

to combat the impact of dead-
ly air on your respiratory and
circulatory systems to some
extent but the question
remains: How effective they
can be over time in mitigating
the ill-effects of Delhi's toxic air. 

While most air purifiers are
able to remove airborne 
pollutants like mold spores,
pollen, dust, bacteria and pet
dander, are they really effective
as the Air Quality Index (AQI)
nosedives to life-threatening
levels? "The air purifiers are
effective but only up to a cer-
tain extent. 

A person would eventual-
ly have to go outside where they
would be exposed to polluted
air," said Rajesh Chawla, Senior
Consultant, Critical Care, at
Indraprastha Apollo Hospital
in New Delhi.

"Air purifiers help reduce
air contamination inside the
house and reduce indoor air

pollution to some extent. They
are shown to have positive
effects on respiratory health as
well circulatory health. As there
is a saying, something is better
than nothing," added
Gyanendra Agarwal, Senior
Consultant, Department of
Pulmonology, Jaypee Hospital,
Noida. The effectiveness of an
air purifier is judged by its
capability to filter PM up to
level 2.5.

The fluctuating air quality
in cities like Delhi depends
upon various factors and the 
air pollution is high because of
the particulate matter (PM)
found in air, such as dust, dirt,
soot, smoke, etc., which are
denoted as PM10 and PM2.5
levels. According to Jai Dhar
Gupta from New Delhi-based
company Nirvana Being that
sells air purifiers and masks,
most of the brands available in
the market today or being sold
online are designed for foreign
cities. The air purifiers are

designed for "cities like London
and Singapore, etc., where, on
a really bad day, the PM2.5
reaches a mere 150 whereas in
cities like Delhi, the PM2.5
reaches 1,500 plus," Gupta said.

He said air pollution 
problems here are a "lot more
severe and alarming in com-
parison to other countries and
our solutions need to also be
equally effective and aggres-
sive". Although most of the
available air purifiers absorb
volatile organic compounds
(VOCs) — a type of indoor air
pollutant — including ben-
zene, toluene and xylene, cook-
ing gas, paint and building
material vapours, as well as
tobacco smoke, they create
huge environmental damage,
Gupta stressed.

"Every air purifier bought
requires a filter change after
every 8-12 months and the sad
part is that these filters land up
in a landfill, thus all those pol-
lutants trapped within the fil-
ter go back into the air," Gupta
noted.
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A60-year-old man abscond-
ing for last 25 years was

nabbed by the Delhi Police on
Saturday in national Capital. The
man who was sentenced to life
imprisonment for killing her
wife in Nagpur, Maharashtra
had jumped parole in 1993.

The accused is identified as
Farid Khan a resident of Nehru
Vihar, Karawal Nagar. "We have
received specific inputs that
parole jumper Farid, would be
coming to VP Market, near
Gagan Cinema in Delhi on
Friday following a team laid a
trap and apprehended the con-
vict from the spot," said Dr G
Ram Gopal Naik, Deputy
Commissioner of Police (DCP),
crime branch. 

"During sustained interro-
gation, the accused Farid, dis-
closed that his first wife did not
accepted his second wife. The

accused was not happy with the
behavior of his first wife in
respect of his second wife. The
accused hatched the conspiracy
to murder his wife with the help
of his associates. The accused
murdered his first wife to keep
happy himself and his second
wife," said the DCP. 

"The accused was convicted
of life imprisonment in the year
1991 for murdering his wife. The
accused got parole from the
court in year 1993 and after get-
ting parole from the court he did
not surrendered before the jail
authorities and fled to Delhi. 
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Unhappy over marriage, a
30-year-old mother

allegedly slit her own and her
minor children’s throat at Hauz
Rani area near Maliviya Nagar
of national Capital on Saturday
morning. The three-year-old
girl succumbed to her injuries
during treatment while the
woman and her one and half
year old boy are still battling for
life in hospital. 

According to Vijayanta
Arya, Additional Deputy
Commissioner of Police, South
district, they had received a
Police Control Room (PCR)
call at around 10.50 am that in
a house opposite Saket Max
Hospital, the woman has cut
her own and her children's
throat following which a team
rushed to the spot. 

"The woman identified as
Mohsina and her two minor
children were rush to the Saket
Max Hospital by the neigh-
bours and family members in
injured condition. During
treatment three-year-old minor
girl succumbed to her injuries
while the minor boy and the
mother are still in the hospital
and are getting treatment," said
the Additional DCP. 

"The woman had an argu-
ment with her husband on
Friday night about him coming
home late and drunk, following
which he went to his parents'

home in an opposite building.
He stayed there while his moth-
er came to Mohsina's house. In
the morning, Mohsina's moth-
er-in-law came back to her
house leaving her with the
children. It was during this
time that Mohsina allegedly
attacked her children and also
tried to kill herself," said a
senior police official. 

"The woman is  unfit for
statement. The scene of crime
is being inspected by crime
team and forensic experts. We
have registered a case under
section 302 and 307 of Indian

Penal Code (IPC). Further
investigation in the case is
underway," the Additional
DCP added.

Mohsina's father is an assis-
tant sub-inspector with the
Delhi Police while her husband
sells holiday packages at a mall
in Saket. Her family claimed
that she was in an unhappy
marriage and the incident was
triggered due to it. Her in-laws
claimed that she would 
often get upset when her hus-
band returned home late and
the couple had fights over it
earlier.
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The Delhi Police’s crime
branch on Saturday arrest-

ed three members of Naveen
Khati gang who were wanted in
two cases of attempt to murder
registered at Patel Nagar and
Sarai Rohilla Police Station in
the national Capital.

The accused are identified
as Lakhvinder (27) resident of
Jhuggi Rakhi Market Zakhira,
Moti Nagar, Rafiullah (25) also
resident of Jhuggi Rakhi Market
Zakhira and Lal Singh (30)
resident of Bhola Colony, Loni,
Ghaziabad.  According to Rajiv
Ranjan, Additional
Commissioner of Police, crime
branch, on the intervening night
of 11 and 12 November a con-
stable Amarjeet posted at Patel
Nagar, was shot twice in the
abdomen by the accused
Lakhvinder and others when he
intervened in a quarrel between
two groups in Zakhira jhuggies.

"The accused fled the spot.
A case was registered and dur-
ing investigation specific inputs
regarding their movement was
received following which a trap
was laid and the main accused
lakhwinder with his associates
was arrested from Netaji
Subhash Palace, Pitam Pura on
Friday evening," said Ranjan.
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Space constraints and lack of
facilities have left traders

and exhibitors disappointed at
38th India International Trade
Fair (IITF). 

The Trade Fair this time has
been reduced to mere 20-

25 per cent of its size due to the
implementation of the IECC
(Integrated Exhibition-cum-
Convention Center) project at
Pragati Maidan. 

As per some traders, they
are even struggling to avail
proper food and water facilities. 

UK Mishra, who has set up
a stall for Lucknow's famous
Chikankari kurta said, "We
can manage in this little space
but how can we live without
water? There are hardly one 
or two water filters in the
whole hall. Just imagine 800
stalls and only one or two
water filters."

According to Mishra, 
the traders are not being
allowed inside the fair without
a ticket. 

"And to get entry, every day
we have to buy a ticket. We did
not even get an entry card. We
have just one entry card and we
are two people who manage
this stall. My brother has to buy
a ticket of �500 every day.
Organisers should look after
this and provide concessions to
the exhibitors," he added.

Similarly, Chhattisgarh-
based Kanhaiya Lal Dewangan
is facing difficulties due to
space crunch. 

"Earlier I used to get a large
stall but this time due to the
ongoing construction work, I
had to settle with a smaller one.
I'm not even able to unfold the
saris and display them to cus-
tomers properly. It gets difficult
to handle even one customer at
a time now," he said.
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For the first
time the con-

centration of pol-
lutant in Delhi air
Particulate Matter
(PM) 10 recorded
under moderate
category whereas
PM 2.5 values
touched 'poor"
category on Air
quality Index
(AQI). 

Incidentally,
the overall AQI
was recorded at 258 on the pol-
lution index of Central
Pollution Control Board
(CPCB), and the stubble fire
count contribution in pollution
is barely two per cent on
SAFAR's trend. 

The PM2.5 — particles in
the air with a diameter of less
than 2.5 micrometres — level
was recorded at 122, while the
PM10 level was recorded at
228, according to Central
Pollution Control Board data.

Delhi's air quality showed
significant improvement on
Wednesday and Thursday 
after rain washed away the
pollutants but the rainfall also
led to an increase in air capac-
ity to hold pollutants, SAFAR

said. "Although wind speed is
better (higher) but holding
capacity (of air) is also high due
to moisture, which is
unfavourable," the SAFAR said
in a report.

Fire counts from stubble
burning increased in past 24
hours, which may contribute 8-
10 per cent to Delhi pollution,
the report said.  An AQI
between 0 and 50 is considered
'good', 51 and 100 'satisfacto-
ry', 101 and 200 'moderate', 201
and 300 'poor', 301 and 400
'very poor', and 401 and 500
'severe'. According to CPCB
data, three areas in Delhi
recorded 'very poor' air quali-
ty and 31 recorded 'poor' air
quality. 
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Brigadier (retd) Kuldip Singh
Chandpuri,  known as the

hero of the Battle of Longewala
during the 1971 Indo-Pak  war,
died at a hospital in Mohali on
Saturday, his family said. He
was 78.

Brig Chandpuri was suf-
fering from cancer. He is sur-
vived by his  wife and three
sons, his family said.

Brig Chandpuri was a
recipient of the Maha Vir
Chakra — the country's  sec-
ond-highest gallantry award
— for his role at Longewala, an
outpost  in the Thar desert of
Rajasthan. He held off a
Pakistani attack while  leading
a small group of Indian soldiers
through the night in the 1971
war.

The 1997 Bollywood clas-
sic, 'Border', in which actor
Sunny Deol played the role of
Brig Chandpuri, was made
depicting the Longewala battle.

The cremation will take
place on Monday with full
military honours.

Brig Chandpuri passed out
from the Officers' Training
Academy, Chennai, in 1963
and was commissioned into the

23rd Battalion of the Punjab
Regiment. He took part in the
1965 war on the western sector
and, thereafter, served in the
United Nations Emergency
Force (UNEF) for about a year.
He also served twice as an
instructor at the Infantry

School, Mhow.
Punjab Chief Minister

Amarinder Singh condoled the
passing away of Chandpuri,
saying his exemplary and hero-
ic leadership in the Battle of
Longewala would inspire the
young soldiers and officers of

the defence services to dis-
charge their duties with utmost
devotion, commitment and
sincerity

"Very sorry to learn of the
sad demise of Brigadier KS
Chandpuri, MVC. He was a
very brave and distinguished

soldier and the hero of the
Battle of Longewala. The nation
is poorer with his passing away.
My heartfelt condolences to his
family," the chief minister
tweeted.

The citation for his
Mahavir Chakra Award reads:
"Major Kuldip Singh
Chandpuri was commanding a
company battalion of the
Punjab Regiment occupying a
defended locality in the
Rajasthan Sector."

At the Battle of Longewala,
Brig Chandpuri exhibited
dynamic leadership, excep-
tional courage and determina-
tion in holding his command
intact and steadfast. He
inspired his men moving from
bunker to bunker till the rein-
forcements arrived, the citation
added.   
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About six crore people every
year, or 7,000 people per

hour, slip into poverty in India
due to healthcare expenses,
Ayushman Bharat- Pradhan
Mantri Jan Arogya Yojana CEO
Indu Bhushan said here on
Saturday.

AB-PMJAY Chief
Executive Officer Indu
Bhushan was speaking at a
health conference organised
by the Goa Institute of
Management.

The Ayushman Bharat-
PMJAY programme launched
by Prime Minister Narendra
Modi on September 23 is tout-
ed as the world's largest gov-
ernment funded healthcare
programme aimed at benefit-
ing 50 crore people.

Bhushan hailed the coun-
try's efforts in reducing 
poverty, but said, "At the same
time, we see that about six crore
fall into poverty every year
because of catastrophic health-
care expenses. I was astound-
ed by the number. Six crore
people means 7,000 people

every hour."
Calling the situation a

"leaking bucket", he said, "It is
like a leaking bucket. Though
a lot of effort is being put to
bring people out of poverty, due
to health expenses, people are
slipping into poverty which is
puzzling."

Speaking about what he
termed were paradoxes in the
last 70 years in India's health
sector, Bhushan said, "One of
the major paradoxes is that 70
per cent health needs of the
country are supported by the
private sector and only 30 per
cent by the public sector."

Talking about another
irony, he said people from
abroad were flying to India to
get quality medical treatment at
cheap rates, while large sections
of its own citizens didn't have
access to good health facilities.

The AB-PMJAY CEO
pointed out that despite 
India emerging as fastest grow-
ing (major) economy in the
world, its budgetary provision
for health had remained 
stagnant at 1-1.4 per cent over
the years. 
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Some key issues identified in
a consultation  held by the

National Commission of
Women (NCW) on the Sexual
Harassment of Women at
Workplace Act were that it was
not clear on "prevention" and
there was no authority to
ensure a proper mechanism 
for monitoring its implemen-
tation.

Amid the #MeToo storm,
the NCW had decided to take
up the review of the Sexual
Harassment of Women at
Workplace (Prevention,
Prohibition and Redressal) Act,
2013 to examine whether its
existing provisions require any
amendments. 

"In light of the commission
receiving petitions from
women explaining past expe-
riences of sexual harassment at
their workplaces, and also con-
sidering the recent spurt in sex-
ual harassment reported in the
media, it was decided to take
up the review of the Sexual
Harassment of Women at
Workplace (Prevention,
Prohibition and Redressal)
Act," the NCW said.

The consultation saw the
participation of experts, includ-
ing judges Sujata Manohar
(retired), G Rohini (retired),

Anuradha Paul, Assistant
Solicitor General of India,
Meghalaya and other stake-
holders.

The experts held delibera-
tions on the various lacunae
identified in the act and made
recommendations for its prop-
er implementation in address-
ing the issues of sexual harass-
ment of women at all work-
places in the country. 

The act is not clear on
"prevention" and there is no
authority to ensure a 
proper mechanism for moni-
toring its implementation are
some of the key issues identi-
fied in a consultation, the
statement said.

The consultation also
expressed dissatisfaction 
with the composition  of the
Internal Complaints
Committee (ICC).

"Options available to the
victim, if she is not satisfied
with the process of inquiry and
report by the ICC is not clear-
ly defined in the act.
Monitoring authority and
appellate authority must be
defined and established, like a
nodal agency," they recom-
mended.

The conciliation clause in
the act has to be reviewed and
there is a lack of awareness
among majority of the employ-

ees working both in organised
and unorganised sector, it said. 

The #MeToo movement
started with actor Tanushree
Dutta accusing another actor
Nana Patekar of harassing her
during the shooting of a
Bollywood film in 2008.
Patekar has denied the allega-
tions.

The movement intensified
sharply as more and 
more women coming forward
with their complaints against
men in seats of power in vari-
ous institutions, including in
entertainment, media and
advertising.

Journalist-turned-politi-
cian M J Akbar had to resign
as the minister of state for
external affairs following a
spate of complaints of alleged
sexual harassment during his
tenure as editor of various
media publications. 

He has denied the allega-
tions and has even dragged one
of the complainants to court
with a defamation case.

Other prominent person-
alities who have been accused
of sexual misconduct include
Subhash Ghai, Sajid Khan,
Alok Nath, Suhel Seth and
Jatin Das, all of whom have
denied the allegations even as
multiple women have spoken
out against them.
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BJP president Amit Shah
would undertake a three

day campaign in Telangana
from November 25 for the
December 7 Assembly polls,
state BJP president K Laxman
said on Saturday.

Prime Minister Narendra
Modi was also likely to visit the
state to address public meetings
in the first week of December,
he told reporters.

Laxman claimed that the
party was getting an 
encouraging response from
people during its campaign
and said they believed that a
change in Telangana was pos-
sible only with the BJP coming
to power.

Shah had kicked off BJP's
campaign in Telangana 
in September last and 
subsequently addressed two
more public meetings in the
State.

The party has been con-
ducting assembly constituency
wise meetings, besides other
forms of canvassing.  
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Former president Pranab
Mukherjee Saturday called

for massive decentralisation in
institutional building and ques-
tioned the legal authority of the
Prime Minister's Office (PMO).

He said there was a need to
further strengthen the
Panchayati Raj system and
maintained that concentration of
power in the hands of the Centre
and the PMO would affect the
functioning of a democratic
country like India.

The veteran politician was at
the Indian Institute of
Management (IIM) here to
deliver a lecture on "Articulating
Policy and Institutional Agenda
for Future Transformation of
India."

Replying to a question from
the audience as to why political
parties shied away from the issue
of empowering local institu-
tions and governments,
Mukherjee said, "In institution-
al building, there should be
massive decentralisation."

Citing the example of the
PMO, he said it had found a

place in "our political vocabulary
and "civil servants, politicians,
parliamentarians know that a
very powerful institution has
been developed".

"But a simple legal question
can be put as to where is its
authority? In the text of the
Constitution, 415 articles, 12
schedules — I do not find any-
where that any power has been
given to the PMO," Mukherjee
added.

He said an institution like
the PMO would "overload our
own ways of functioning" and
"eat our entire energy and activ-
ity". The former president, how-
ever, was quick to add that he
cited the PMO as an example
and had no "grudge" against the
institution.

Mukherjee said India could
not imitate the presidential form
of Government, where the pres-
ident "enjoys all the power" and
is the "real executive".

In India, the real executive
is a collective body, the cabinet,
accountable to Parliament,
another collective body. And
Parliament  is accountable to its
people, its elector.
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Economic offences pose a
direct challenge to the

nation's health and wealth,
Vice President M Venkaiah
Naidu said Saturday.

The world must wake up
to this new challenge and
adopt appropriate measures to
deal with it, Naidu said while
speaking at The Economic
Times Awards for Corporate
Excellence here.

The Insolvency and
Bankruptcy Code enacted by
the government has begun to
turn the wheel, he said, adding
that some big resolutions have
happened and banks are get-
ting back their money.

"There is now a change in
mindset. There is greater
eagerness to settle dues in a
timely fashion. Because pro-
moters know that once they
are dragged to the NCLT, they
could lose their companies.
Banks are expected to recov-
er over Rs 1.5 lakh crore of bad
debts this year itself," he said.

"What does this clean-up
mean? It is obvious that cred-
it will go to those with bank-
able ideas and not to those
with clout and connections.
This is the democratisation of
credit.

"The insolvency law epit-
omises the new way of doing
business where there is no dis-
cretion in allocation of
resources, there is no inter-
ference from the government,
and banks take decisions based
on merit of the proposal.
Efficient allocation of capital
is the bedrock of a robust
modern economy," Naidu said.

There has been a clear
demonstration of resolve,
sense of purpose and urgency

on the part of the central and
state governments, corpora-
tions, entrepreneurs, investors
and all other stakeholders to
collectively strive for building
a new India, where the aspi-
rations of all the citizens will
be fulfilled, he said.

"The formalisation of the
economy can be gauged by the
rapid rise in the number of
income tax payers. While the
total direct tax collection in
2013-14 was Rs 6.38 lakh
crore, the total income tax col-
lection for 2017-18 was Rs
10.02 lakh crore, an increase of
57 per cent in four years," the
vice president said.

"We need to convert chal-
lenges into opportunities and
ensure a nine per cent GDP
growth on a consistent basis to
improve the quality of life of
our citizens. The country can
leapfrog in development by
adopting innovative solutions
across all sectors from educa-
tion to urbanisation, from
health to infrastructure," he
said.

It is believed that if India
maintains an eight per cent
growth rate consistently, we
can become a USD 10 trillion
and the third largest economy
in the world, he said.

Naidu cited a PwC
(PricewaterhouseCoopers)
report which suggested that up
to 40 per cent of India's USD
10 trillion economy in 2034
could be derived from new
solutions.

Such solutions are likely to
be implemented with 25-30
per cent less resources than
those required by traditional
solutions, he added.

"I have recently toured
three countries in Latin
America and three countries

in Africa. I was overjoyed to
hear from the heads of state in
all these countries that Indian
industrialists and business-
men have made significant
contribution to their national
economies.

"They welcomed Indians
to their countries and
strengthened bilateral eco-
nomic ties. I find that there is
vast scope for all of our indus-
trial and business houses to
make a mark in the global
marketplace," he said.

"I also found during my
recent visits that there was
tremendous enthusiasm to
invest in India. There was
also widespread appreciation
for the growth, reforms
process and massive transfor-
mation taking place in India in
recent times. I also found that
the world is looking towards
India for investment and for
technology and innovations,"
Naidu said.

Indians for decades have
been playing an important
role in global technology land-
scape, he said.

"In fact, two of the world's
biggest technology companies
-- Google ( Sundar Pichai) and
Microsoft (Satya Nadella) --
are led by Indian CEOs. More
and more India-trained pro-
fessionals are taking top posi-
tions in the world. The latest
to join the high profile post of
CEOs are Kalyan
Krishnamurthy in Flipkart
and Manik Gupta as Chief
Product Officer in Uber," he
said.

Naidu stressed the need
for "eschewing the politics of
populism and moving towards
politics of pragmatism" which
he said will benefit society in
the long term.
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From Page 1
He created a desi Charlie

Chaplin for shoe polish brand
Cherry Blossom, giving an aes-
thete twist to something that
was not back then considered
a self-service job. And by the
time he invented the catchline
“Hamara Bajaj,” he had elevat-
ed everyday family life and its
outings on a scooter as a cult
symbol of “Buland Bharat ki
buland tasveer.”  When he cre-
ated MRF’s Muscle Man, India
was indeed ready to proclaim
itself.   

Alyque did a lot of public
service campaigns too and till
his last days was on the AIDS

task force set up by the Prime
Minister. However, he found
the Kamasutra ad a big chal-
lenge. In one of his columns, he
wrote, “One day Gautam
Singhania walked into the
Lintas office and told me he
had the knowhow for a quali-
ty condom. But the idea of cre-
ating an ad for a condom
caused a bit of a giggle; and
there were reservations too.
Finally, we came up with an apt
name, KamaSutra or KS.
Gautam had met Pooja Bedi at
a party and thought she was the
right person to carry off the
condom ad. Finally, Pooja
agreed to do the ad for a
whopping Rs 7 lakh!”

Age was no bar for the
original thinker.  So in a crowd-
ed beauty market, he was the

clutter-breaker by creating the
Fair & Handsome brand for
Emami. “Fair & Lovely was
well-entrenched in the mind of
women, so replacing that
would have been difficult.
Therefore I suggested looking
for an opportunity in the men’s
market,” he wrote. He asked
Emami to put a mirror in one
of the prominent locations at
their office and video-record
staff stopping before it. Ninety
per cent were men! Such was
his rare understanding of the
Indian psyche (born out of his
experiences of roughing it out
on buses for 10 years), that he
could direct popular thinking.
It was this genius that political
parties, waking up to a spiffed
up Amercian-style campaign-
ing in the post liberalisation

years, tapped into. The
Congress image-makers relied
on him and if Cyberabad and
Chandrababu Naidu caught
the nation’s fancy as the new IT
frontier, a fair bit of credit must
go to Alyque.   

But  no assessment of the
creative guru would be com-
plete without acknowledging
his role in serious theatre, hav-
ing directed 70 plays, Tughlaq
being notable among them.
Besides he gave India a near
Broadway experience with his
epic musical productions like
Evita  and Jesus Christ
Superstar. He also portrayed
Muhammad Ali Jinnah in
Richard Attenborough’s Oscar-
winning film Gandhi.

But Alyque was never self-
serving, keen on promoting tal-

ent at every stage of his life. So
if he created a legion of capa-
ble creative directors in adver-
tising, he gave the entertain-
ment industry more leading
lights like ex-wife Sharon
Prabhakar, singer Alisha
Chinai, actors Boman Irani
and Javed Jaffery and choreo-
grapher Shiamak Davar. 

True he won many hon-
ours, national and interna-
tional, in all his disciplines. But
his greatest takeaways were
the sales of the products he
wrapped with his genius. “The
greatest ads are the ones that
create the greatest sales. A
good ad man is a good sales-
man,” he would say. And for
every Indian, he will always be
the man who taught us to “live
life kingsize.”

From Page 1
Public transport stayed off

the roads, shops and establish-
ments downed shutters and
Kerala resembled a ghost State.

The Government fielded
Kadakampalli Surendran, the
CPI(M)'s Minister for
Devaswom and Tourism, who
lambasted the BJP and the
RSS for the breakdown in nor-
mal life. “The Hindu outfits are
trying to polarise the Kerala
population on communal lines.
The BJP and the RSS do not
want peace in Kerala,” said the
Minister while briefing the
media at Thiruvananthapuram.
He described Sasikala who was
arrested on late Friday night as
a terrorist and communalist.

The arrest of Sasikala who
was on her way to the shrine
earned the wrath of all Hindu
leaders across the States of
Kerala, Karnataka and
Katnataka. Swamy
Chidanandapuri, head of
Advaitha Asram at Kulathoor
said that this is the first time in

the history that a devotee on
his/her way to Sabarimala with
Irumudy was arrested. “Once
you pack the Irumudy with
offerings to the deity and set on
the pilgrimage, no force could
touch the devotee till he/she
reached the shrine and offered
the Irumudi at the sanctum,”
said Chidanandapuri.

Rama Gopalan, the octo-
genarian leader of Tamil Nadu's
Hindu Front too condemned
the action of the Kerala Police.
J Nandakumar, all India con-
vener, Prajna Pravah (the RSS
think tank) charged that the
present attack on Ayyappa
devotees is part of an interna-
tional conspiracy to destroy
Sabarimala Temple, a symbol of
Hindu unification. He wanted
a thorough probe into the con-
spiracy in which names of
leaders of the CPI(M) and top
bureaucrats figure.

Congress leader Ramesh
Chennithala blamed the RSS
and the CPI(M) for the present
impasse. “Both these organisa-
tions want to destroy the peace
in Kerala and they don't want
a trouble-free atmosphere in
the State,” charged the Congress
leader.

From Page 1
“I’m honoured that Rahul

& Congress CEC thought it
useful for me to contest & I’m
touched by responsibility
shown towards me. I accept the
responsibility & will run a fair
campaign,” Manvendra  said. 

Reacting to the Congress
announcement, State BJP pres-
ident Madan Lal Saini said the
decision will have no impact
and the party will retain the
seat.

He said Manvendra, who
left the BJP and joined the
Congress last month, is not a
big name and will face defeat.
Saini said being born in a
Rajput family does not give
anybody a “big name”. 

By the look of it, it is a bat-
tle between Raje’s ‘Gaurav Yatra’
versus Manvendra ‘Swabhiman
Yatra’.
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A73-year- old woman 
was killed by 

unidentified person on
Saturday evening. 

The assailant allegedly slit
the throat of the elderly woman
with knife in her house at
Sarita Vihar in Delhi. 

According to a Chinmoy
Biswal, Deputy Commissioner
of Police (DCP), south east dis-
trict, they had received a Police
Control Room (PCR) call
around 6:35 PM on Saturday
evening regarding the inci-
dent. 

"A team rushed to the 
spot where the elderly 
woman was lying in pool of
blood. She was rushed to near-
by hospital where doctors

declared her brought dead"
said the DCP. 

"There was no ransacking
in house. During our 
initial investigation we came to
know that the woman was
housewife and was alone at
home. 

She used to live with her
husband. Her husband 
had returned home around
6:30 pm on Saturday when he
found her lying in pool of
blood on sofa in house follow-
ing which he informed police,"
said the DCP.

"We have registered a 
case. Entry to house seems
friendly. We are scaning for
CCTV footage in the area to
identify the accused. Further
investigation is going on," the
DCP added.
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Citing escalation of threat to
life of Punjab Minister

Navjot Singh Sidhu, Congress
leader Randeep Singh Surjewala
on Saturday wrote to Union
Home Minister Rajnath Singh
seeking Central Industrial
Security Force (CISF) cover for
the cricketer-turned-politician.

Surjewala in his letter said
that while Sidhu was always a
"high-risk" target, there has
been "marked escalation in
threats ever since he left BJP
and joined Congress". 

"Sidhu has taken on Akali
Dal (Badal) and their anti-peo-
ple policies, besides exposing
their unholy nexus with certain
criminal elements on numer-
ous occasions. "After Sidhu
left the BJP, the threatening
tone and disparaging remarks
by various Akali Dal-BJP lead-
ers, including the BJP National
President, Amit Shah are also
well known," wrote Surjewala. 

"Unfortunately, the exten-
sion of protection to Sidhu has
been driven not by threat per-
ceptions but by his politics,"
said Surjewala urging CISF
cover for Sidhu.
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Amid increasing threat from
the Dark Web to national

security, the Centre is planning
to amend the Information
Technology Act to create a
legal basis to compel the pop-
ular Internet giants, whose
servers are located outside
India, to share their keys for
monitoring by the security
agencies here.  

Entities hit by cyber attacks
will have to mandatorily dis-
close it to the authorities con-
cerned after the new regulato-
ry framework is put in place. 

"Servers of popular sites
like social media platforms
like WhatsApp, Facebook and
Gmail are located outside India
with encrypted data and
unshared keys without having
any backdoor for monitoring
by the law enforcement agen-
cies," a senior Union Home
Ministry official said.  

In what is indicative of the
terror connection with the
Dark Net, as many as 9,800
websites and over 46,000
Twitter accounts with terrorist
contents have been blocked at
the behest of Indian security
agencies.  

The Government in coor-
dination with the Intelligence
Bureau is now working to
amend the IT Act to deal with
such attacks on even private
entities besides subversive
activities on the Dark Net. 

The amendment to the IT
Act will lead to localization of
servers of major service
providers and sovereign cloud
deployment as was done by
Microsoft for China and
Germany, the official said,
adding this is in a bid to facil-
itate better monitoring of the
service providers. 

The Union Home Ministry
is working on putting in place
legal provisions for mandato-
ry disclosure of cyber attacks
besides formulating a regula-
tory framework for web chan-
nels.  

The changes in the IT Act
and regulatory mechanisms
are needed as India now has
120 crore mobile/ telephone
subscribers, 42 crore Internet
subscribers and 28 crore mobile
Internet connections amid
lurking threat to cyber com-
munication. India has already
displaced the US as the numero
uno in terms of number of
Facebook users. But India
stands at 23rd position out of
165 nations in Global Cyber
Security Index 2017 of the

United Nations. 
Proposals for making strin-

gent KYC (Know Your
Customer) norms for mobile
wallets for tracing flow of funds
from fraud and crime are also
under consideration. 

Cyber communication
poses threat at personal level,
in the social and economic field
and in the domain of national
security. Threat to national
security is mostly posed by the
Dark Web which facilitates
online trading of drugs and
arms, human trafficking, Red
Rooms (hidden website on
Deep Web where one can par-
ticipate/see interactive torture
or murder),  mass mobilization
through social media, online
rumour mongering and per-
ception shaping. Other threats
include radicalization and
recruitment by terror groups,
inter-terrorist group commu-
nication, unregulated commu-
nication through VoIP, unau-
thorized telephone exchanges
and unregulated online video
channels like Peace channel of
alleged terrorist and online
terror motivator Zakir Naik.  

An international cooper-
ation mechanism through for-
mation of international con-
vention on monitoring and
regulation of cyber space,
bilateral and multilateral
treaties and MoUs with indus-
try and academia of global
repute is also being worked
out, officials added.
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In an effort to ensure better
coordination between offi-

cials working on the bullet
train project, its implementing
authority National High Speed
Rail Corporation Limited
(NHSRCL) organised a
Japanese language and culture
learning training programme
for its men and gave away pro-
ficiency certificates to 35 per-
sonnel on Saturday.

The high-speed rail tech-
nology is being adopted from
Japanese Shinkansen train
technology, hence there was a
need of  inter-countr y
exchanges between the offi-

cials of two countries, which
would be facilitated by profi-
ciency in Japanese language
and understanding of their
culture, according to a release.  

The training programme
on Japanese language and cul-
ture has been developed by the
Japan Foundation which is
based on the established stan-
dards for Japanese Language
Education.   "The study mate-
rial is designed with an empha-
sis on using Japanese language
for oral communication, and
better understanding the
Japanese culture," it said.

Several employees of
NHSRCL from its project
offices in Mumbai, Vadodara,

Ahmedabad, Surat and corpo-
rate office in Delhi, including
the Managing Director of the
organisation, have completed

this five-month course, the
release said.

"Similar course would con-
tinue to be organised for all the

employees.  The next course is
scheduled to start from
December 2018. NHSRCL will
also give preference to job
applicants who have Japanese
language proficiency," said

NHSRCL Managing Director
Achal Khare.  

The Director for Japanese
Language of  the Japan
Foundation,  Noguchi
Kousuke, said, "We hope that
the NHSRCL employees who
took the course will continue
to learn the language and
also the culture, and con-
tribute to the success of the
High Speed Rail project."  

NHSRCL is a joint sector
company of Government of
India and participating state
governments formed for
implementation of the High
Speed Train Corridor Project
between Mumbai and
Ahmedabad.
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New Delhi: A Delhi court on
Saturday ordered framing of
criminal conspiracy and other
charges against former
AIADMK leader TTV
Dinakaran in the alleged
Election Commission bribery
case related to two-leaves party
symbol.

Special Judge Ajay
Bharadwaj ordered to put
Dinakaran on trial for the
offence punishable under sec-
tions 120B (criminal conspira-
cy) and 201 (destruction of evi-
dence) of Indian Penal Code
(IPC) and under the Prevention
of Corruption (PC) Act.

Dinakaran, who had float-
ed  Amma Makkal Munnetra
Kazhagam party after being
expelled from the AIADMK,
was arrested in April  2017 here
and was later granted bail.

Alleged middleman Sukesh
Chandansekar, who is current-
ly in judicial currently, was also
ordered to be put on trial in the
case for the offence punishable
under sections 120-B and 201 of
IPC and under the  PC Act.

The court directed
Dhinakaran to appear before it
on December 4, when it will
formally frame the charges.

In 2017, Delhi Police's
crime branch had filed the
charge sheet alleging that
Chandansekar had conspired
with Dinakaran and others to
bribe the poll panel officials to
get the two leaves symbol for
Sasikala-led AIADMK faction.
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The Election Commission
on Saturday directed the

Chhattisgarh Government to
transfer its Public Relations

Secretary who was allegedly
caught on tape offering money
for sting operation against
Opposition Congress leaders in
the poll-bound state.

The commission directed
that S Rajesh Toppo, secretary
and commissioner of public
relations in the state govern-
ment, be transferred from his
present post "in context of
alleged statements made by
him", a spokesperson said.

"The commission
observed that such statements
indicate partisan behaviour
apart from use of uncivilised

language unbecoming of a
senior civil servant," the
spokesperson said.

Toppo was allegedly caught
on tape asking a journalist to
film a video of Congress mem-
bers abusing one of their senior
leaders. The official is pur-
portedly heard saying that he is
willing to spend some money
for the sting video. 

The second phase polling
in 72 assembly constituencies
in Chhattisgarh will be held on
November 20. The first phase
polling in 18 seats took place on
November 12.
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The Supreme Court has
agreed to examine a plea

seeking contempt action
against the chief officer of a
municipal council in Karnataka
and a private contractor on
allegations of mass culling of
stray dogs.

A bench of Justices N V
Ramana and M M
Shantanagoudar issued notice
to Wilson VT, Chief officer of
Municipal Council of
Sakaleshapura town, and con-
tractor V George Robert and
sought their response in four
weeks.

Advocate Siddharth Garg,
appearing for petitioner animal
rights activist Neveena Kamath,
said the contempt proceed-
ings should be initiated against
the two respondents for will-
fully disobeying the specific
directions of the apex court.

He said that on November
18, 2015, the apex court had
directed that all local authorities
and panchayats should strictly
follow the Prevention of Cruelty
to Animals (PCA) Act, 1960
and the Animal Birth Control
(ABC) Rules, 2001 and that no
"subterfuge or innovative meth-
ods" to circumvent the order of
the court will be tolerated.

Garg said the PCA Act
1960 and the ABC Rules, 2001
prohibit any wanton catching

and relocation of stray dogs
and only allow catching for the
purpose of sterilisation and
relocation back to the same
place, where the stray dogs
were picked up.

According to the petition,
Wilson had given contract to
George to catch and then relo-
cate stray dogs within his
municipality.

George was paid Rs 91,537
for catching and relocating 350
stray dogs.

"It must be made clear that
the Prevention of Cruelty to
Animals Act, 1960 and the
ABC Rules, 2001 only allow
catching then sterilising, vac-
cinating and then relocation at
the very same place. They do
not allow any such catching
and dislocating," the plea said.

It said that the respondents
have "deliberately and willfully"
violated the orders of this court
and contempt proceedings
should be initiated against them.

"If such violations are not
dealt, swiftly and sternly, by this
Court then it will send a very
wrong message to society that
the orders of the apex court can
be trifled with and there are no
consequences for even the most
open and egregious defiance.
The actions of the Respondents
are making a mockery of the
majesty of this Court and invite
the wrath of this Court to its
fullest extent," the plea said. 
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The Communist Party of
India (Marxist) on Saturday

said no State Government could
“obstruct” probes being inves-
tigated under court orders.

CPI(M) general secretary
Sitaram Yechury asserted that
the Left party was against the
misuse of the Central Bureau of
Investigation (CBI) for politi-
cal gains and expected the
probe agency to favour neither
Prime Minister Narendra Modi
nor West Bengal Chief Minister
Mamata Banerjee.

“We are against the misuse
of the CBI for political pur-
poses. We are in favour of jus-
tice, not in favour of Modi or
Mamata,” he told reporters at
the CPI(M) office here.

The West Bengal govern-
ment Friday withdrew the
"general consent" accorded to
the CBI to conduct raids or
probes in the state.

The decision came close on
the heels of a similar step
taken by the Andhra Pradesh
government.

Differentiating between the
stand of his party and that of
Banerjee, who is also the
Trinamool Congress (TMC)
chief, on CBI, Yechury said,
"We are (even) against the
misuse of the CBI in favour of
Mamata Banerjee."

CPI(M) politburo member
Brinda Karat pointed out that
the Left party had earlier "crit-

icised the delay by the CBI in
a court-ordered inquiry against
Mamata Banerjee".

Several TMC leaders are
under the scanner of the CBI
and other probe agencies for
their alleged involvement in the
Saradha chit fund scam and in
connection with the Narada
sting operation.  

Yechury said the CBI,
which had the powers of the
police, had to take the consent
of the state governments since
law-and-order was a State List
subject according to the
Constitution.

However, he added that the
central probe agency could
investigate matters pursuant
to court orders.

"The CBI investigations in
West Bengal are under court
orders. The agency can under-
take investigations after court
orders and no state government
can obstruct those," the
CPI(M) leader said.

Banerjee had extended
support to Andhra Pradesh
Chief Minister N
Chandrababu Naidu over the
issue, saying, "What the
Chandrababu Naidu govern-
ment has done is absolutely
right. We will also look into the
rules under which it was done.
Earlier, there was no need to
use such provisions, but we
need to do it now as the BJP is
using the CBI and other agen-
cies to pursue its own political
interests and vendetta."
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The Congress will raise the
issue of ailing Chief

Minister Manohar Parrikar's
continuance in power and the
impending "constitutional cri-
sis" in BJP-ruled Goa in
Parliament, party's national
spokesperson Randeep Singh
Surjewala said on Saturday.

The Congress leader
demanded the convening of a
special session of the Goa
Legislative Assembly while dar-
ing the Bharatiya Janata Party
(BJP)-led coalition govern-
ment here to prove its majori-
ty in a floor test.

"We are going to national-
ly put pressure on the BJP and
the Centre. If necessary, we will
move the President of India.
We will also raise the issue
inside the Parliament in the
forthcoming winter session
and we will say that Goa is the

most classic case of a fraud
being played on the
Constitution of India by the
Governor and the BJP govern-
ment," Surjewala said at a press
conference here.

"This will clear all doubts
about who is in-charge in Goa
and the floor test will deter-
mine as to which party has the
rightful claim to head a demo-
cratic government in people's
interest," he added.

The All India Congress
Committee (AICC) commu-
nications cell in-charge said the
coastal state was suffering from

a "complete breakdown of con-
stitutional machinery".

Parrikar is suffering from
advanced pancreatic cancer
and has been in and out of hos-
pitals in Goa, Mumbai, New
York and Delhi for nearly nine
months. He returned from
New Delhi's All India Institute
of Medical Sciences on October
14 and has not moved out of his
private residence for any offi-
cial event since.

The Opposition, as well
ruling coalition allies have
been demanding Parrikar's res-
ignation, claiming that the
administration has come to a
standstill due to his absence.

On Saturday, Deepak
Dhavalikar, president of ruling
coalition outfit, the
Maharashtrawadi Gomantak
Party, demanded that Parrikar
step down from the chief min-
isterial post and appoint a
replacement.
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The cloak of secrecy sur-
rounding the illness of Goa

Chief Minister Manohar
Parrikar and former Congress
president Sonia Gandhi is not
comparable, Congress nation-
al spokesperson Randeep Singh
Surjewala said here 
on Saturday.

He said that  whi le
Parrikar is a Chief Minister of
a State, Sonia Gandhi was nei-
ther a Prime Minister nor was
she holding a Cabinet post
when she suffered from 
illness.

“Sonia Gandhi was neither
the Prime Minister of India,
nor was a Minister in the cab-
inet holding a cabinet post
(when the illness occurred),"
Surjewala told IANS.

Surjewala was responding
to a question on whether the
Congress, which is demand-
ing a medical bulletin and a
public disclosure of Parrikar's

health status, had been equal-
ly transparent when it came to
relaying information about
Gandhi's prolonged illness,
when she was Congress
President and headed the
National Advisory Council
that had been set up to advise
then Prime Minister
Manmohan Singh.

Surjewala said that only
those in positions of power,
especially as heads of state,
should disclose the nature of
their affliction in public 
interest. 

"I can have five ailments.

I have for example high blood
pressure and I take medicine
for it, but I had not disclosed
it till today, till you asked me.
That does not mean that I
have to describe every prob-
lem that I have in the public
domain. It is only when you
are holding a position of
power and a position of
power as the head of the state
(that one ought to reveal the
nature of  i l lness) ,"  
Surjewala said.

The Congress spokesper-
son, who was in Goa to address
a press conference, also alleged

that in Parrikar's absence
"power-brokers" were running
amok and plundering the state's
resources, even as he ques-
tioned why a regular health
bulletin updating the Chief
Minister's medical status was
not being released.

Parrikar is suffering from
advanced pancreatic cancer
and has been in and out of
hospitals in Goa, Mumbai,
New York and Delhi for near-
ly nine months. 

He returned from New
Delhi's All-India Institute of
Medical Sciences on October
14 and has not moved out of
his private residence for any
official event since.

Goa's Health Minister
Vishwajit Rane last month
conceded that Parrikar was
indeed suffering from pan-
creatic cancer, even though the
state government has refused
to release a regular medical
bulletin detailing Parrikar's
health status.
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Itanagar: A terrorist was killed
in an exchange of fire with
security forces in Tirap district
of Arunachal Pradesh on
Saturday, Defence sources said.

Acting on specific intelli-
gence about NSCN cadres car-
rying out extortion from vil-
lagers, Assam Rifles personnel
swiftly launched an operation,
Kohima-based Defence
Spokesman Col Chiranjeet
Konwar said.

But the spokesman did not
specify which faction of the NSCN
was carrying out extortion.During
search of the area, the security
personnel noticed a few sus-
pected cadres trying to flee.

"They challenged the mil-
itants and asked them to sur-
render. However, the fleeing
militants opened fire on them
and they retaliated and brought
down controlled effective fire
on the fleeing militant and
eliminated one cadre," the
spokesman said in a release.
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Even after losing more than
200 terrorists in fierce gun-

fights and ambush along the
Line of Control (LoC) since
January 1, 2018, several
Kashmir-based terrorist outfits,
namely Hizbul Mujahideen,
Lashkar-e-Tayyeba and Jaish-e-
Mohammad, are desperately
trying to spread an ‘arc of ter-
ror’ across Jawahar tunnel in
Jammu region.

Killing of a top BJP leader
in Kishtwar, frequent recover-
ies of  huge cache of arms and
ammunition from relatively
peaceful districts of Doda,
Kishtwar, Rajouri and Poonch,
growing radicalisation of edu-
cated youth in the region and
use of Mughal road for trans-
porting weapons clearly sug-
gested these terrorist outfits
have once again managed to
carve a niche for themselves
with the help of closed network
of over ground workers
(OGW’s) across Jammu region. 

According to official
sources, the senior State police
officers and intelligence agen-
cies are closely monitoring the
investigations in majority of
these cases to study a pattern of
fresh recruitment,if any. 

So far it is revealed that the
terrorist cadre are using
Mughal road axis for smug-
gling arms and ammunition in
to Kashmir valley from the
frontier districts of Rajouri
and Poonch. 

At the same time all out
efforts are on to revive militancy
in Doda and Kishtwar districts
too.  Well educated youth from
the region have joined ranks of
terrorist outfits in recent
months. Though their number
is less but several youth from
the region are in direct touch
with the terrorist handlers
through use of social media. 

Recent killing of a top BJP
leader  in Kishtwar with active
support of OGWs has already
sent the alarm bells ringing in

the security establishment. The
local police authorities with
help of National Investigation
Agency is probing the killing of
a top BJP leader and his elder
brother. 

Two days ago police had
also arrested two terrorists,
who were part of Lashkar-e-
Taiba (LeT) module from
Mendhar area of Poonch. The
duo had had come to the town
to ferry weapons to the
Kashmir Valley. 

Senior Superintendent of
Police, Poonch, Rajiv Pandey
said a special investigation
team (SIT) headed by a sub-
divisional police officer
(SDPO) was formed to probe
the case.

Auqib Ahmad Bhat and
Shabir Ahmad Dar, both hail-
ing from Pulwama district of
south Kashmir, were arrested
during a joint operation by
police and the Army in
Mendhar area of the border
district on Wednesday.

Two AK-56 rifles, two
magazines, 60 rounds and four
hand grenades were seized

from their possession.
“Prima facie, it was estab-

lished that they were part of
LeT module and were assigned
the task to shift weapons from
Poonch to the Kashmir Valley,”
the SSP told reporters. A joint
team of army and State police
had also launched search and
cordon operations in Rajouri
on Thursday following reports
about the presence of group of
militants in the area.

In Kishtwar, local police
had identified two Hizbul
Mujahideen terrorists —
Osama Javed of Dachhan in
Kishtwar district and Sajjad
Khandey of Pulwama — as the
men who shot BJP State secre-
tary Anil Parihar and his broth-
er Ajit Parihar in Kishtwar on
November 1. 

Two others, including a
Government employee, have
been detained for providing
logistics support to the terrorists.
An OGW of Hizbul  Mujahideen
too had played a key role in iden-
tifying the targets. 

Apart from this, there has
been no let up from the
Pakistani side to push small
groups of  heavily armed
infiltrators inside the Indian
territory via International
border.  

At present, security forces
are kept in a state of high alert
after four suspected terrorists
hijacked a passenger Taxi, hired
from Jammu railway station,
near Madhopur in Punjab late
Tuesday night.
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Amid separatist sponsored
shutdown and cold weath-

er, 74.1 per cent polling was
recorded in the first phase of
panchayat polls in Jammu &
Kashmir on Saturday. The sit-
uation remained peaceful in the
poll bound areas.

Officials said that Leh and
Kargil districts of Ladakh
region recorded 59.7 and 70.9
per cent turnout respectively. In
Kashmir Valley, Srinagar
recorded 21.8, Budgam 30.14
Kupwara 71.9, Baramulla 69.1
and Bandipora 56.2 per cent
votes. The polling was held in
47 Panchayat blocks covering
21 blocks in Jammu province,
16 in Kashmir valley and 10
blocks in Ladakh region.
Udhampur district in Jammu
region recorded the higest of
83.6 per cent turnout.

Three blocks of Bandipora
district, five blocks each in
Baramulla and Kupwara dis-
tricts, one each in Srinagar,
Ganderbal and Budgam district
went to polls in the inaugural
phase.

According to the Chief

Electoral Officer, 427 candi-
dates are in the fray for 536
Sarpanch Halqas and 5951 can-
didates for 4048 Panch Wards
in the State for which voting
and counting is scheduled to be
held on Sunday. The panchay-
at polls are held on non-party
basis in nine phases in 316
blocks in 4483 pachayat halqas
comprising of over 35,000
panch constituencies.

The 2nd phase of village
polls is scheduled on
November 20. The last phase
would be conducted on
December 11.

Adequate security arrange-
ments in villages and poll
bound areas had been put in
place to ensure smooth and
peaceful polls. High speed
mobile internet services had
been suspended in poll bound
areas in Kashmir region while
train services were also sus-
pended.

The last Panchayat elec-
tions in the State were held in
2011 after a gap of 20 years and
Panchayats completed their
term in July 2016.

National Conference and
PDP have boycotted the pan-

chayat polls in the State.
However, Congress, BJP and
other parties participated in
Municipal elections and not
averse to Panchayat polls.

The normal life remained
affected on the polling day fol-

lowing a shutdown call by sep-
aratist Joint Resistance
Leadership (JRL), a grouping of
prominent separatist leaders
Syed Ali Geelani, Mirwaiz
Umar Farooq and Yasin Malik.
Mirwaiz Umar during his

weekly sermon in Srinagar’s
Grand Mosque on Friday called
for shutdown on the inaugur-
al phase of the panchayat polls
and asked the people to observe
strike in poll-bound areas in
subsequent phases.
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Two days after body of a
teenager killed by Hizbul

Mujahideen terrorists was
recovered in south Kashmir’s
Shopian district, another
youngster’s throat-slit body was
recovered from the same area
on Saturday afternoon trigger-
ing massive outrage in the
region. The outfit has claimed
that the two youngsters were
involved in providing tip-off to
security forces that led to
encounters and subsequent
killing of terrorists.

Sources said that police
retrieved body of 19-year-old
civilian Huzaif Ashraf from
Hermain village in Shopian. He

was a resident of Manzgam vil-
lage of neighbouring Kulgam
district. The body was recovered
two days after another teenag-
er Nadeem Manzoor, a student
of XI class was killed by mili-
tants and a video on his alleged
“confessional statement” was
released by the Hizb terrorists.

The killings have triggered
outrage in the Valley. Former
Chief Minister Omar Abdullah
describing it as “cold blooded
murder” said the act was
deeply disturbing.

“There can be no justifica-
tion for this act & should force
those who sympathise with
these outfits to question how
these murders make Kashmir a
better, freer place,” said Omar in
a tweet.

On Saturday Omar again
tweeted, “Another dastardly
killing of a young man, this
time the terrorists slit his
throat. This barbarism has no
place in our society and no
struggle, no matter how lofty
the claims to justify it, can con-
done this inhuman behavior,”

A purported video
emerged on social media on
Friday showing terrorists firing
a volley of bullets on Nadeem.

In the video, the gunmen
could be heard asking Nadeem
why he tipped forces about two
militants — Idrees Ahmad
(Chota Abrar) of Safnagri and
Amir Amin (Abu Shoban) of
Awneera — who were killed in
a gunfight with forces in
Safnagri earlier this month.
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Lucknow: Uttar Pradesh
Government on Saturday
enhanced the security of Iqbal
Ansari, a litigant in the Babri
Masjid-Ram Janmabhoomi case,
after he apprehended threat to
the life of minorities living in
Ayodhya in the coming days.

Sources said the local
administration in Ayodhya
provided a sub-inspector and
four constables for extending
the security of Ansari. The
security personnel will remain
with him till further orders.

Ansari had said that a huge
gathering would be witnessed at
the 'dharma sabha' being organ-

ised by Vishwa Hindu Parishad
in Ayodhya on November 25
and it was possible that a mob
of people attending the conclave
could attack the minorities liv-
ing in Ayodhya.

He had asked the
Government to ensure securi-
ty and safety of the minorities
and also that the gathering in
the name of 'dharma sabha'
would not involve in any kind
of unlawful activity.

After his security was
enhanced, Ansari thanked the
administration and said he
had faith in the Government
that it would maintain peace in

the coming days. 
It may be mentioned here

that VHP international vice-
president Champat Rai has
called a 'dharma sabha' in
Ayodhya on November 25 and
has said that over one lakh
people will attend it. 

Earlier, Director General of
Police OP Singh had also react-
ed to Ansari's security concern,
saying that not only in
Ayodhya, the minorities were
feeling safe in the entire Uttar
Pradesh as there had been no
communal riot in the state in
the past one-and-a-half year. 

PNS
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Agalaxy of Ministers and
Bharatiya Janata Party

leaders led by Union Textiles
Minister Smriti Irani will visit
Amethi on November 19,  the
birth anniversary of former
Prime Minister Indira Gandhi.  

Amethi, the bastion of the
Gandhi family, is the parlia-
mentary constituency of
Congress president Rahul
Gandhi.

The Union Textiles
Minister along with Uttar
Pradesh Ministers will launch
development projects worth
over �67 crore in Amethi.

Sources in the BJP said
here on Saturday that along
with Smriti Irani, Union

Minister of State Vijay Sapla,
Deputy Chief Minister Keshav
Prasad Maurya, UP Ministers
Shrikant Sharma, Mahendra
Singh, Mohsin Raza and others
will be present at the function
to be held at Navodaya School
campus at Khauhar village in
Gauriganj.

This will be Smriti Irani's
third visit to Amethi after los-
ing the Lok Sabha election to
Rahul Gandhi in 2014.

At the function, the Central
and State Ministers will dis-
tribute artificial limbs among
990 divyangs and senior citi-
zens and inaugurate a three-day
job fair of the Ayodhya divi-
sion. Around 50 companies are
expected to participate in the
job fair.
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Ibrahim Mohamed Solih was
inaugurated on Saturday as

the new President of the
Maldives after the Opposition
united to dislodge pro-China
strongman leader Abdulla
Yameen in September elec-
tions.

Solih, 54, emerged as com-
mon Opposition candidate as
all key dissidents were either
jailed or forced into exile by
Yameen who took power fol-
lowing a controversial run-off
in 2013.

At a special session of par-
liament held at the National
Football Stadium in the capital
Male, Solih was sworn in with
India’s Prime Minister
Narendra Modi among those in
attendance.

The Maldives Foreign
Ministry said China’s Culture
Minister Luo Shugang was also
an invitee.

Modi’s presence was a
reflection of the relief felt in
India, which has long held
sway in the archipelago, and in
the West that Yameen was
voted out.

The United States and the
European Union had threat-
ened sanctions if the vote had
not been free and fair.

Both neighbouring India
and Western nations watched
with concern as Yameen moved
closer to Beijing which loaned

the strategically placed archi-
pelago millions of dollars for
infrastructure.

“I am confident that my
visit will herald a new era of
even closer exchanges and
cooperation between our two
countries,” Modi said on
Facebook, especially in “infra-
structure, health care, connec-
tivity and human resource
development.”

Solih’s Maldivian
Democratic Party (MDP) has

pledged to end what it called
“China’s colonialism” and to
resist a “land grab” in the
country which straddles key
East-West shipping routes.

MDP leader and former
president Mohamed Nasheed
has vowed his party would
reduce reliance on China and
renegotiate millions of dollars
in loans taken from Beijing.

More than 80 per cent the
Maldives foreign debt is owed
to China, he said.

China has also loaned
other countries around the
Indian Ocean and beyond large
amounts of money for infra-
structure projects as part of
Beijing’s Belt and Road
Initiative, alarming the West.

Sri Lanka last year granted
a 99-year lease on the
Hambantota deep-sea port to
Beijing, after it was unable to
repay Chinese loans for the
$1.4-billion project. Mahinda
Rajapakse, Sri Lanka’s Prime
Minister when Colombo took
out the loans, is looking to
return to power in the severe
current political crisis grip-
ping the island nation.

During a recent visit to
Colombo in the middle of his
election campaign, Solih told
reporters that he wanted to
repair ties with immediate
neighbours Sri Lanka and
India.

Yameen awarded major
infrastructure projects to China
while taking away a major air-
port development from India.

He also relied on Beijing
for diplomatic support as the
Maldives faced international
isolation over his dismal rights
record.

Modi had cancelled his
first visit to the country in 2015
after Yameen detained pro-
India Nasheed and eventually
had him convicted on a ter-
rorism charge and jailed for 13
years. 
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The CIA has concluded that
Saudi Arabia’s powerful

Crown Prince Mohammad bin
Salman ordered the murder of
dissident journalist Jamal
Khashoggi in Istanbul, contra-
dicting the Saudi Government’s
assertions that he was not
involved, according to a media
report.

The death of Khashoggi, a
onetime insider turned critic of
the crown prince and a resident
of the US, has spurred a wave
of international anger against
Saudi Arabia and its ruler. 

Khashoggi, a Washington
Post columnist, was last seen
entering the kingdom’s con-
sulate on October 2 to obtain
paperwork for his marriage. 

Saudi Arabia had offered a
series of contradictory expla-
nations for Khashoggi’s death.
After repeated denials, Saudi
Arabia finally admitted
Khashoggi had been murdered
at the compound but blamed it
on a “rogue” operation. 

American officials have
expressed high confidence in
the agency’s assessment, which
is the most definitive to date,
allegedly linking Saudi Arabia’s
crown prince to the killing,

according to The Washington
Post. The Central Intelligence
Agency (CIA) found that 15
Saudi agents flew on govern-
ment planes to Istanbul and
carried out the killing at the
Saudi consulate, the report
said, adding that it could com-
plicate President Donald
Trump’s efforts to preserve US
ties with one of the closest
American allies in the region.

“The accepted position is
that there is no way this hap-
pened without him being aware
or involved,” a US official famil-
iar with the CIA’s conclusions,
told the daily.

Saudi Arabia has denied
any such linkage. Fatimah
Baeshen, a spokeswoman for
the Saudi Embassy in
Washington, said that the
claims in the CIA’s “purported
assessment are false. We have
and continue to hear various

theories without seeing the
primary basis for these specu-
lations.”

According to the report, it
is CIA assessment that the
crown prince who is the defac-
to ruler of the country would
survive the crisis.

Officially Saudi Arabia has
blamed the brutal murder of
Khashoggi at the Saudi con-
sulate in Istanbul to rogue ele-
ments. Khashoggi was forcibly
restrained and injected with a
large amount of a drug result-
ing in an overdose that led to his
death, alleged the Saudi prose-
cutors, who has sought  death
penalty for 11 of its officials.

Turkish investigating agen-
cies provided the CIA an audio
recording that proves the bru-
tal murder of Khashoggi. After
his killing, one of those
involved in it called Saud al
Qahtani, then one of the top
aides to Mohammed, and
informed him that the opera-
tion had been completed,
according to people familiar
with the call.

A conclusion that the
crown prince was responsible
for the murder of Khashoggi
could endanger the US rela-
tionship with Saudi Arabia,
The Wall Street Journal said.
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British Prime Minister
Theresa May fought back

Saturday against critics of her
Brexit deal, telling her
Conservative opponents that
their alternative plans for
Britain’s departure from the
European Union wouldn’t
work.

May is battling to win over
rebels in her own ranks and
save her leadership after a gru-
eling week, with two Cabinet
ministers quitting and other
Conservative critics plotting to
oust her immediately after
Britain struck a divorce deal
with the EU.

In a public relations offen-
sive, May tried to win support
in a Daily Mail interview that
revealed how her husband sup-
ported her during what she
admitted to be “a pretty heavy
couple of days.” 

She also laid into political
opponents, saying the alterna-
tives they favour to tackle a key

stumbling block — the issue of
how to avoid a hard border
between Northern Ireland and
the Republic of Ireland after
Brexit — wouldn’t resolve the
problem.

“People say ‘If you could
only just do something slight-
ly different, have a Norway
model or a Canada model,
this backstop issue would go
away. It would not. That issue
is still going to be there,” she
said in the interview , published
Saturday.

“Some politicians get so
embroiled in the intricacies of
their argument they forget it is
not about this theory or that
theory, or does it make me look

good,” she added.
Calling her husband Philip

her “rock,” May said that when
the Conservative revolt erupt-
ed on Wednesday, the first
thing he did was pour her a
whisky.

While May appeared to
have survived the week’s polit-
ical storm intact, her trial is far
from over — disaffected
“Brexiteers” believe they have
the numbers required to trig-
ger a challenge to her leader-
ship within days. 

They are aiming for 48 let-
ters of no confidence, the num-
ber needed for a vote under
party rules. So far, more than
20 have publicly said they sub-
mitted such letters.

British media also report-
ed that several pro-Brexit
senior Conservatives, including
House of Commons leader
Andrea Leasom, are working to
persuade May to change her
Brexit plans and renegotiate the
divorce deal to make it more
acceptable to them.
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President Donald Trump has
played down a court deci-

sion that forced him to restore
the press pass credentials of
CNN’s correspondent Jim
Acosta and threatened to walk
out of future press briefings if
reporters do not act with “deco-
rum”. 

The press pass of Acosta,
CNN ’s White House
Correspondent, was suspend-
ed last week after an altercation
he had with President Trump
during a news conference. The
White House had accused him
of placing his hand on an
intern. Acosta and the CNN has
denied the allegations. 

A federal US court on
Friday ordered the White
House to immediately reinstate
the press credentials of Acosta
in a ruling seen as a major vic-
tory for mediapersons.

Trump played down the
ruling, saying it wasn’t “a big
deal”.

But, he said, “people have
to behave”, adding his staff

were “writing up rules and reg-
ulations” for the press to abide
by, including sticking to the
agreed number of questions.

“If they don’t listen to the
rules and regulations we’ll end
up back in court and will win,”
Trump said. “But more impor-
tantly, we’ll just leave, and then
you won’t be very happy.”

“You can’t take three ques-
tions and four questions and
just stand up and not sit down,”
he added. “Decorum. You have
to practice decorum.”

CNN  this week it filed a
lawsuit against the White
House urging the court to
reinstate the press pass of its
Chief White House
Correspondent.
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Aload of space station sup-
plies rocketed into orbit

from Virginia on Saturday, the
second shipment in two days.

And another commercial
delivery should be on its way in
a couple weeks.

“What an outstanding
launch,” said NASA’s deputy
space station program manag-
er, Joel Montalbano.

Northrop Grumman
launched its Antares rocket
from Wallops Island before
dawn, delighting chilly early-
bird observers along the
Atlantic coast. 

The Russian Space Agency

launched its own supplies to the
International Space Station on
Friday, just 15 hours earlier.

The US delivery will arrive
at the orbiting lab Monday, a
day after the Russian ship-
ment. 

Among the 7,400 pounds
(3,350 kilograms) of goods
inside the Cygnus capsule: ice
cream and fresh fruit for the

three space station residents,
and a 3D printer that recycles
old plastic into new parts.

Thanksgiving turkey din-
ners — rehydratable, of course
— are already aboard the 250-
mile-high outpost. The space
station is currently home to an
American, a German and a
Russian.

There’s another big event

coming up, up there: The space
station marks its 20th year in
orbit on Tuesday. 

The first section launched
on November 20, 1998, from
Kazakhstan.

“As we celebrate 20 years of
the International Space
Station,” Montalbano noted,
“one of the coolest things is the
cooperation we have across
the globe.” 

Then there’s the US com-
mercial effort to keep the space
station stocked and, beginning
next year, to resume crew
launches from Cape Canaveral. 

“To me, it’s been a huge
success,” he said.

This Cygnus, or Swan, is
named the SS John Young to
honour the legendary astronaut
who walked on the moon and
commanded the first space
shuttle flight. 
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Officials on Saturday recovered a boat that sank in rough
weather off Thailand’s southern resort island of Phuket in

July, killing 47 Chinese tourists. Two tour boats sank off Phuket
on July 5. Tourists from one boat were rescued, while the sink-
ing of the double-decker Phoenix left 47 Chinese tourists dead.
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Chinese President Xi Jinping
and US Vice-President

Mike Pence traded barbs in
speeches at a summit of world
leaders on Saturday, outlining
competing visions for global
leadership as trade and other
tensions between them simmer.

Pence said there would be
no letup in President Donald
Trump’s policy of combating
China’s mercantilist trade pol-
icy and intellectual property
theft that has erupted into a tit-
for-tat tariff war between the
two world powers this year.

The US has imposed addi-
tional tariffs on $250 billion of
Chinese goods and China has
retaliated. Pence reiterated
Trump administration threats to
more than double the penalties.

“The United States,
though, will not change course
until China changes its ways,”
Pence said, accusing Beijing of
intellectual property theft,
unprecedented subsidies for
state businesses and “tremen-
dous” barriers to foreign com-
panies entering its giant mar-
ket.

Pence announced the U.S.
would be involved in ally
Australia’s plan to develop a
naval base in Papua New
Guinea, where the summit is
being held. 

China has been intensely
wooing Papua New Guinea
and other Pacific island nations
with aid and loans for infra-
structure.

“Our vision for a free and
open Indo-Pacific will pre-
vail,” Pence said.
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Africa’s leaders applauded
Ethiopia’s Prime Minister

Abiy Ahmed for making sub-
stantial reforms in his country
as they met to consider
improvements to the conti-
nent-wide body at a summit
that started on Saturday.

“Ethiopia is undergoing a
profound renewal. In the past
seven months, far-reaching
reforms were made in response
to various challenges,” said
Abiy, 42.

“We have opened a new
political space for dialogue,
released thousands of prison-
ers, lifted bans placed upon
political parties and media
outlets and unblocked websites.

We are now actively cracking
down on corruption and
reforming our judicial system
in its entirety,” said Abiy, win-
ning enthusiastic applause from
African leaders at the meeting.

He stressed that his gov-
ernment must be accountable
for its actions. He also high-
lighted that his administration
has achieved peace with neigh-
boring Eritrea and has
appointed a Cabinet in which
50 per cent of the members are
women. Abiy spoke as African
Union leaders, led by Rwanda’s
President Paul Kagame, con-
vened an extraordinary summit
at its headquarters in Addis
Ababa to consider reforms to
encourage peace, development
and a united Africa.
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President Ram Nath Kovind
will inaugurate the inter-

national agricultural fair on
December 1 here, a
Confederation of Indian
Industry (CII) official said
Saturday.

CII Agro Tech 2018,
India’s biennial four-day Agro
Technology and Business Fair,
organised by the CII is being
held from December 1 to 
4 here.

The theme for this year,
which happens to be the 13th
edition of the fair, is
‘Technology in Agriculture:
Increasing Farmer’s Income’, he
said.

In a statement, Ajay S
Shriram, Chairman, CII Agro
Tech 2018, and Chairman and
Senior Managing Director,
DCM Shriram Ltd, said part-
ner country is Great Britain
while focus countries are
Canada and China.

Two special pavilions have
been added this time – States
of India Pavilion and country
pavilions from Canada, China,
and the UK, besides participa-
tion from Germany, Italy,
Spain, the Netherlands and
the US, they said.

The CII Agro-Tech 2018
exhibition area will be spread
over an area of 16,000 square
metres of with 110 exhibitors,
which would include 103
domestic and seven interna-
tional.

While the host states are
Punjab and Haryana, partner
ministries included the
Ministry of Agriculture and
Farmers Welfare, Ministry of
Food Processing Industries.
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Showering praise on Finance
Secretary Hasmukh Adhia,

who retires on November 30,
Finance Minister Arun Jaitley
Saturday said he was a no-non-
sense civil servant who per-
formed his job with profes-
sionalism. 

In a Facebook post titled
‘Dr. Hasmukh Adhia retires’,
Jaitley said “he was unques-
tionably a highly competent,
disciplined, no-nonsense civil
servant and of course, with
impeccable integrity.” 

His only diversion from his
duties was his passion for spir-
ituality and yoga, he added. 

Jaitley also said the
Government wanted to use the
outgoing Finance Secretary’s
capability and experience in
some alternate capacity. “He
(Adhia) had informed me earli-
er this year that he would not
work for a single day after the
30th of November 2018. His time
thereafter belongs to his favourite
passion and of course his son,”
Jaitley wrote. 

Adhia, a 1981-batch Gujarat
cadre officer of the Indian
Administrative Services (IAS),
moved to Delhi in November
2014 as secretary in the
Department of Financial Services
after Narendra Modi became the
Prime Minister. In a series of
tweets, Adhia thanked Modi
and Jaitley for their guidance and
expressed gratitude to his officers
and staff. “I am indeed privi-
leged to have worked in
Finance Ministry for 4 years
under the guidance and lead-
ership of Hon Prime Minister
Shri Narendra Modi and Hon
Finance Minister Shri Arun
Jaitley,” Adhia tweeted.  

“I retire on 30th November
with a sense of great satisfac-
tion for what I could do for the
country. I am grateful to all
those officers and staff who

worked with me.
“My special gratitude to

Hon Prime Minister for his
guidance and to Shri Arun
Jaitley ji for having acknowl-
edged my contribution pub-
licly,” Adhia added.

Giving credit to Adhia for
implementing GST, Jaitley said,
“It was his efforts supported by
his team of officers of centre
and State Governments, which
made it possible to hit the
deadline of 1st July 2017. Rate
reductions and smoothening of
the rough edges were also
achieved in a record time.”  

Recalling Adhia’s tenure
as Revenue Secretary, Jaitley
said tax base and tax realisation
saw an “exponential increase”. 

“He was ably supported by
the two boards, CBDT and
CBIC. The follow-up after
demonetisation in detecting
the large cash depositors and
making them accountable was
no mean challenge,” the
Finance Minister noted. 

During his four-year stint
in the Finance Ministry, Adhia
spearheaded rollout of the his-
toric Goods and Services Tax
(GST) besides implementing a
host of laws to unearth black
money. He was also deeply
involved in formulation of var-
ious social sector programmes
of the Modi Government.

Jaitley in his post said
Adhia’s tenure as the Revenue
Secretary will be remembered
for various initiatives where he
provided the bureaucratic lead-
ership in shaping and imple-
mentation of the policy.  

“The campaign against black
money both within and outside
the country was the initial high-
light of the Revenue
Department,” he said. Jaitley
also noted that the Income Tax
department now functions
online with no physical interface
between the assessee and the
assessment official.
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Britain’s arts minister has
imposed an export  bar on

a unique watercolour painting
depicting a traditional musi-
cal  performance in mid-18th
century northern India in an
attempt to find  a UK buyer
for the 550,000-pound 
artwork.

Michael Ellis, Minister for
Arts, Heritage and Tourism, is
hoping  a museum would be
interested in acquiring
‘Trumpeters’ by Nainsukh  of
Guler (1710-1778).

The painting is described
by experts as a delicate minia-
ture of  a “rarely found calibre”,
showing seven village musi-
cians on a terrace,  striking dif-
fering poses and faces, while
energetically blowing the
exceptionally long Pahari horns
called Turhi, in the hill region
of northern India.

It has been categorised as
a fine example of Nainsukh of
Guler’s  trademark gift of
detailed observation and com-
plex directional composition.

“Nainsukh’s artistic influ-
ence has been felt around the
world for  generations and
this piece demonstrates the
outstanding aesthetic  impor-
tance of his work,” said Ellis.

“I hope that this piece can
be kept in the UK, not only for
its  beauty, but to help further
the study of Indian art and his-
tory,” he said.

The artist is considered to
be one of the most acclaimed
of the Pahari Movement, a
major and popular genre of
Indian miniature painting dur-
ing the period.

Some of his other works
are exhibited in public collec-
tions in the UK, including the
Victoria and Albert Museum
and the British Museum.
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Facebook investors have
called on the company’s

chief executive Mark
Zuckerberg to step down as
chairman following reports
that the company hired a pub-
lic relations firm to smear its
critics, a media report said on
Saturday.

The New York Times
recently published a report
revealing that Facebook at
times smeared critics as anti-
Semitic or tried to link activists
to billionaire investor George
Soros, and tried to shift public

anger away toward rival tech
firms.

It also said that the com-
pany also used a Republican
public relations firm, Definers
Public Affairs, to help repair its

battered reputation following
intense criticism of the social
media platform’s handling of a
scandal over Russian interfer-
ence in the 2016 US elections
and the Cambridge Analytica
scandal, The Telegraph report-
ed.  

Jonas Kron, a senior vice
president at Trillium Asset
Management, a US investor
which owns an £8.5m stake in
Facebook, last night called on
Zuckerberg to step down as
board chairman in the wake of
the report, the paper said.

“Facebook is behaving like
it’s a special snowflake,” the
paper quoted him as saying.

“It’s not. It is a company
and companies need to have a
separation of chair and CEO,”
he said.

The attack on Zuckerberg
is set to complicate the daunt-
ing challenge facing Sir Nick
Clegg, Facebook’s new global
head of policy and communi-
cations, who joined last month
and has been asked to conduct
a review of Facebook’s use of
lobbying firms.

Definers allegedly encour-
aged the depiction of
Facebook’s critics as anti-
Semites and had published
news articles criticising
Facebook’s competitors. 

The business has also been
accused of attempting to
encourage journalists to report
that anti-Facebook groups were
linked to Mr Soros, the paper
said.

In a call with journalists on
Thursday, Zuckerberg denied
knowing that his business had
hired the firm. 

“As soon as I learned about
this, I talked to our team and
we are no longer working with
this firm,” he said. 

Kron said the new revela-
tions about Facebook’s use of
Definers offered fresh reasons
for Mr Zuckerberg to relin-
quish his dual role as chairman
and chief executive.
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Oracle’s ex-product chief
Thomas Kurian will head

Google’s cloud division, replac-
ing Diane Greene.

In a blog post Friday,
Greene said Kurian will join
Google Cloud on November 26
and transition into the leader-
ship role in early 2019.

“I believe that he’ll do an
amazing job helping to take
Google Cloud to the next
level. Thomas has 22 years of
experience at Oracle; most
recently he was President of
Product Development,”  
she said.

She will continue as CEO
through January, working with
Kurian to ensure a smooth
transition.

Greene, who will remain a
director on the Alphabet board,
had joined Google in
December 2015 to run its cloud
business.

“After an unbelievably
stimulating and productive
three years, it’s time to turn to
the passions I’ve long had
around mentoring and educa-
tion,” she added.
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Washington: US President
Donald Trump on Friday said
he thinks there will be a trade
deal with China, reiterating that
he wants a deal which is fair
and on a reciprocal basis.

Trump’s statement came
ahead of his meeting with his
Chinese counterpart Xi Jinping
in Argentina later this month.

The US President kicked
off the trade war in June by
slapping additional tariffs on
billions of dollars of Chinese
exports, piling up pressure on
China to reduce over USD 335
billion trade deficit in USD
710.4 billion bilateral trade.

“We have tariffs coming in
on USD 250 billion worth of
goods and we’re talking about
billions and billions of dollars
a month will flow into our
country, and has already start-
ed flowing into our country,
that comes from China,”
Trump told reporters during a
news conference. PTI
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Union Coal Minister Piyush
Goyal Saturday said the

Government is committed to
resolve the issues impacting
production and supply of coal
in the country.

He said the situation in the
key sector has improved in the
last four years.

“We will be importing less
coal than what we did four
years ago and the quality of coal
today has never been so good,”
he said at the ET Awards 2018
here.

The Government is com-
mitted to resolve all issues
related to the sector, he added.

Captive power producers
coming from sectors like alu-
minium, steel and copper have
been complaining the issue of
coal supply to run their plants.

In this regard, the Indian
Captive Power Producers

Association (ICPPA) had ear-
lier submitted a letter to the
Prime Minister’s Office (PMO)
requesting to address the issue
of coal availability and its sup-
ply.

Supply of coal is a long
standing issue for the captive
power producers who unlike
the independent power pro-
ducers (IPPs) don’t produce it
for commercial purpose.

Holding responsible the
previous Government for con-
tributing to the issue, Goyal
said “This is the weakness of
the previous Government that
they insisted you (the players)
todesign power plant on
imported coal then we will
allow you environmental per-
mission to set it up.

“They could never imagine
that country could have 10 per
cent growth of coal production
which we have this year in the
first half."

In the monsoon, he said
there was stress of power, the
requirement shot up and coal
production could not keep
pace with the monsoon.

Earlier this month, the
minister urged state-run Coal
India Ltd to pledge self-suffi-
ciency in production to elimi-
nate import of the dry fuel, and
look at reviving the 1-billion
tonne output aim.
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In the second week of July 2018, when the
entire world was curious to know about
who’s going to lift the 2018 FIFA World Cup
in Russia, around 1,200 km away from the
jampacked Luzhniki Stadium in Moscow at

Tampere in Finland, the world saw a rise of a new
star in track and field from India, which isn’t a
familiar face in the world of fast moving world.

Participating in her maiden International
Association of Athletics Federations (IAAF)
World Under 20 championship, 18-year old Hima
Das created history by becoming the first ever
Indian to win the Gold medal in track and field
events at world level. Participating in 400 m cat-
egory, with bib number 1731 in the back, Das was
one of the favourites to win and the young ath-
lete stands up to the expectations by running
supreme (51.46 seconds) and create history.

She had done well in the earlier rounds as well,
winning Heat 4 with a time of 52.25 seconds. She
emerged on top in the semi-finals as well, win-
ning her race in 52.10 seconds.

Initially, after having a slow start, where she
was trailing by three athletes, the Assamese
pressed the final gear in the last segment and pro-
duce a powerful sprint in the final 100m of the
race and left everyone miles apart to not only win
her maiden title at world level but also enroll her-
self in record books of Indian sports in spectac-
ular fashion by doing something which hasn’t
been done before by anyone.

Talking about that race which gives her so
much to cheer about in such a small span of time,
Hima remembers that moment saying it was like
a dream come true for her which she had in her
mind ever since she came into this sport.

“It has been like a dream so far. I have always
wanted to get into Indian team and wear Indian
jersey. My goal was to make India proud and I
am happy that I did that by becoming the world
junior champion,” she says.

She is the only Indian — male or female —
to have won Gold in a track event at the world
level. She joined Neeraj Chopra, who won Gold
in the javelin — a field event — in the IAAF World
U-20 Championships in the last edition in 2016
in Poland.

Das’ rise has been nothing short of meteoric.
One of her village school teachers saw her pace
while she was playing football on a muddy field
at his village. He told her to take up athletics. And
soon the teenager was spotted by Nipon Das, an
athletics coach with the Directorate of Sports and
Youth Welfare during an inter-district meet late
in 2016.

Nipon asked her to shift to Guwahati, 150 km
from her village and convinced the youngster that
she had a future in athletics. Her parents were ini-
tially reluctant but later relented.

However, her coach Nipon Das feels that this
is just a start for her on the road to victory as she
will get more medals in upcoming tournaments. 

“She always had the zeal and dedication to
achieve her dreams and make it happen. When
I met her for the first time in January 2017, I knew
that she will touch the sky and will do something
great for the country,” Nipon, the athletics coach
with the Directorate of Sports and Youth Welfare
tells you.

But before the big win in Finland, the 18-year-
old had to spend days practicing football in the
mud pits adjoining rice fields. This was the time
when Nipon met her.

He convinced her parents to shift her to
Guwahati and got her admitted to the State acad-
emy that only served in boxing and football. He
along with the State coach Nabajit Malakar was
so impressed with her talent that they took loans
to send her to the World Youth Championships
in Kenya the same year.

Talking about her love for the game, Nipon
said: “She was always into 100 and 200-metre race
and was doing great, but we thought that she can
do better in 400 meters as well. I started taking
her trial for 400 meters and she performed real-
ly well. After that, her schedule for the 400-metre
race started.

“I feel that Hima is very hard working, ded-
icated and has strong psychological power. She
learns by observing things. She has good relations
with everybody. When she is on the ground, noth-
ing can distract her except work.”

He also says that Hima always liked training

with the boys. 
“That was a strategy. If a girl trains with a

boy, her performance improves. She has a high
confidence level and when she thinks of doing
something, she ends up doing that,” he said.

Talking about her future goals, Nipon is con-
fident that she will win big at upcoming events
too. “I am sure she is going to win the upcom-
ing events too. She is more confident than me.
She keeps telling me: ‘Sir I never run after medals
but against time’. When I will take less time to
finish a race, I will automatically win. She will
definitely make India proud once again,” he said.

Refreshing the memories about when she
(Hima) told her parents that she wants to pur-
sue her career in sports her father, who was him-
self a footballer lend her support and inspired
her to follow her passion.

“My father was a football player and he
always used to say me that get into sports. My
family has been very supportive. My father has
been a source of inspiration for me and because
of him, I am into this sport,” Hima tells you.

Das trained at the Indira Gandhi Athletics
Stadium at the Sarusajai Sports Complex,
Guwahati. Then, she won Gold in the 400m race
of the Federation Cup in Patiala in March to
qualify for the Commonwealth Games.

She finished sixth in the Commonwealth
Games' 400 m finals and then lowered the Indian
U-20 record in 400 m to 51.13 seconds while
winning Gold in the National Inter-State
Championships in Guwahati to qualify for the
Asian Games in Indonesia. 

At the Asian Games even she maintained
that top level of performance which was expect-
ed from her and broke two national records in
a span of two days in the women's 400m (51.00
and 50.79 seconds) race though she had to be
content with a Silver behind Salwa Naser
(50.09) of Bahrain.

Hima was also part of the Gold winning
4x400m relay team and Silver-winning mixed
4x400m relay quartet.

Talking about her vision as an athlete, Hima,
who is still shaping herself for big challenges
ahead, is very much clear about her goals and
about the priorities she is going to have in her
career. Unlike any other, the girl from the
Northeast doesn’t want to run behind medals.
That isn’t her priority but more importantly,
wants to improve on her timing as much as she
can before her body gives up. 

“I never wanted to run behind medals, my
aim since the time I begin to understand this
sport has been to improve my timing. More than
thinking about how to make a podium finish,
I am more concerned about beating my previ-
ous best score,” she says.

“Like at moment my personal best timing
is 50.79 seconds, so before my next race, I am
more concerned about how to make it 50.78 or
even less. Because it is very important for a
sprinter to work on his timing especially
because even a difference of Single microsec-
ond can make a difference on its day,” Hima says.

In April 2018, Das competed in the 2018
Commonwealth Games at Gold coast, in the 400
meters and reached the final where she finished
sixth with a time of 51.32 seconds, 1.17 seconds
behind Gold medalist Amantle Montsho from
Botswana. 

Remembering that race, she said: “I lost in
CWG because of just a difference in a microsec-
ond. I was tied with the fellow athlete but since
she got better of me in one-hundredth of a sec-
ond, I wasn’t able to win the medal. So to avoid
further mishap of such kind, I train more exten-
sively to not let go any chance of failing at any
point.”

It’s her building years in this sporting world
and she well realizes this fact that for an athlete
the major challenge apart from competitors is
his physical fitness level, which doesn’t tend to
remain same throughout. So before that stage
arrives she wants to work on everything she
could improve.

“For a sprinter, it is never easy to maintain
the same level of performance throughout her
career. Because after a certain point of time the
body doesn’t remain in that good shape and you
can’t really help over it. It’s a part of life. So my
aim is that before I reach that stage, I keep the

hard
work going

and improve as much,”
Hima shares.

And because of her
stunning season, she was
honored with Arjuna Award
along with Neeraj and Jinson
Johnson, both of them also
were the Asian Games Gold
medal winners in the Javelin
throw and 1500m respectively.

However, she said that she
wasn’t expecting to be nominat-
ed for the award this year.

“I didn’t expect to win the
Arjuna this year. I was thinking
maybe next year, I will be con-
sidered.”

Discussing her upcoming
schedule, Hima said: “The sea-
son is over now. Next year, there
is South Asian Games, Asian
Championship and World
Championship, so how to
approach the different events and
how to prepare I will do it dur-
ing training.”

Asked which race she holds
close to her heart, Hima said:
“The Finland (World Junior
Championship) race remains
one of my favorites and also the
semifinal at Asian Games when it
had started raining.”

Nicknamed the ‘Dhing
Express’, after her school, Hima has
been a sensation ever after that
Finland race which changed every-
thing for her. The 18-year-old daugh-
ter of farmer parents at Kandhulimari
village at Nagaon district has become
the toast of the nation.

Her father Ronjit Das owns a 2
bigha (0.4 acres) plot of land and her
mother Junali is a housewife. The small
piece of land was the only source of
income for a family of six.

She is the eldest of four siblings. She
has three younger sisters and a younger
brother.

After her remarkable performance that
gained limelight in July, which her par-
ents along with the majority of the
media houses didn’t even take seriously
until Prime Minister Narendra Modi
himself took Twitter to congratulate the
athlete on her rare feat.

Soon after when reporters reached her
family members after she did unimaginable
at Finland her father expressed joy on her
daughter’s achievement saying that his child
is very determined and once she made up her
mind to do something. So gives everything to
fulfill it and that’s what is 

“She is very stubborn if she wants to do
something she will not listen to anybody but she
will do it with aplomb. She is a strong girl and
that is why she is coming up to achieve some-
thing. I hope she will do something for the coun-
try,” her father Ronjit tells you from his village
in Assam.

While her cousin added: “Physically also,
she is very strong. She can kick a football like
any of us. I told her not to play football with the
boys but she did not listen to us.”

It is a tough life for her parents given the
meager income but after that winning moment,
they can’t stop celebrating.

“We are happy that she chose sports and she
is doing well. Our dream is for Hima to win
more and more medals. Since this morning, the
whole village is celebrating her Gold medal. A
lot of our relatives have dropped into our place
and we are distributing sweets,” Ronjit says.
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Hosts India kept its all-win record
intact on the third day of the
AIBA Women's World Boxing

Championships with Pinki Rani, Sonia
and Simranjit Kaur notching up victories
in their respective bouts to enter the pre-
quarterfinals here on Saturday.

Sonia, a farmer's daughter from
Haryana, secured a unanimous 5-0 win
in 57kg category before seasoned cam-
paigner Pinki (51kg) and Simranjit
(64kg), who was fighting a bout after the
death of her father in July, scored iden-
tical 4-1 wins to maintain a clean slate for
the host country.

On Friday, Sarita Devi (60kg) and
Manish Moun (54kg) had won their
respctive bouts to enter the pre-quarter-
finals.

On Sunday, five Indians, including
five-time world champion M C Mary
Kom, will take the field. The 35-year-old
Mary Kom, who got a first round bye, will
beginning her campaign against Aigerim
Kessenayeva of Kazakhstan in 48kg.

Sonia was the first Indian to take the
field and the 21-year-old used her "defen-
sive" style to good effect to emerge win-
ner in an unanimous 5-0 verdict against
Doaa Toujani of Morocco.

It was a close bout with all the five
judges giving 10-9 points in all the three
rounds to either boxers. Toujani got only
one favourable decision from a judge in
the second round as Sonia won 29-28, 30-
27, 30-27, 30-27, 30-27.

This was Sonia's first major interna-
tional event having risen to senior level

by winning a Gold
in the National
Championships in
2016. Last year, she
won a Gold in the Serbia
Cup. She won a Bronze in
the Ahmet Comert Boxing
Tournament this year.

Sonia began with an
open guard inviting the
Morocco pugilist to take
the initiative. The rookie Indian managed
to land a couple of left jabs and a straight
during the first round which looked a
close one.

Sonia continued with her left jabs,
trying to land on the real scoring areas of
her opponent using her unconventional
methods, especially with the right. The

experienced Moroccan, too, changed her
strategy and lowered the guard more out
of frustration than anything else. Though
she did manage a few blows, she strug-
gled to connect her punches.

But the third round proved to be deci-
sive when the Indian landed a right, then
a combination of right-left and a left jab,
even as both pugilists went attacking.

In the pre-quarters, Sonia, who got
a first round bye, faces 2014 World
Championships Gold medallist Stanimira
Petrova of Bulgaria on Monday.

"I began boxing in 2011 (at the school
level) and this is my first major interna-
tional event and I am happy to win this
bout. It was a tough fight. My style is basi-
cally defensive and I stuck to it. My coach-

es told me to play from a distance, draw
her in and punch. That I did," Sonia said
after her bout.

"I knew I had to maintain my distance
and go close only to find openings. I was
successful on a few occasions in the first
two rounds. But in the third, I went attack-
ing and used my combination punches."

Sonia's opponent Toujani, who had
beaten Somalian Ramla Ali in the first
round, was in tears after losing the bout,
but said she had no issues with the result.

"I had a good fight and I am happy
to have competed at this stage. I have no
issues with the result," she said through
an interpreter.

The next up for India was Pinki and
the 28-year-old boxer from Hisar in
Haryana beat Armenia's 2014 youth
World Champion Anush Grigoryan 4-1
(30-27, 30-27, 30-27, 30-27, 30-27) on
points.

Pinki is a seasoned campaigner who
began the sport in 2006. This year, she
won Gold in India Open and a Silver in
Ahmet Comert tournament. She now
now faces Alice Jones of England in the
pre-quarterfinals on Monday.

"I am an aggressive player but in the
first round, I observed my opponent to
decide my strategy. My coaches told me
that I was playing closer to my opponent.
So in the second and third round, I
changed my strategy and kept distance.
I dodged some of her punches and then
returned the punches," she said.

"This is my third World
Championships and I have not won a
medal yet. This time, I want to make my
countrymen happy by winning a medal."

The 23-year-old Simranjit, who won
a Gold in the Ahmet Comert tournament
in Turkey this year, was taking the ring
three months after he father passed away
and she said she would try hard to win a
medal for him.

From Chakar village in Ludhiana,
Simranjit had a tough fight against 28-
year-old Amelia Moore of the United
States. Four judges ruled in favour of the
Indian while one went for Moore (30-27,
30-27, 30-27, 27-30, 30-27).

"My father passed away in July and
it was tough for me to be here but it is
World Championships. I want to win a
medal for him," she said.
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Speedster Chris Morris
claimed two wickets as

South Africa strangled
Australia to a 21-run victory
in their rain-reduced
Twenty20 international on
Saturday.

The South Africans easily
protected their 108 for six
total off 10 overs to restrict
Australia to 87 for seven with
Morris the star of the Proteas
bowling attack.

Morris claimed the wick-
ets of D'Arcy Short for a gold-
en duck and Chris Lynn for 14
in his opening over to trigger
a wicket slide.

The Australians fell away
from 21 for one after two
overs to be 60 for six upon the
dismissal of Alex Carey for
eight in the seventh over.

Glenn Maxwell was
Australia's topscorer with 38
off 23 balls with two sixes but
was guilty of moving around
the wicket and missing hittable
deliveries as the pressure
mounted on the home side.

In the end the difference
was the execution of the pow-
erplays. South Africa smashed
42 runs, losing just the one
wicket, while Australia could
manage only 27, and lost their
top three batsmen.

Earlier Andrew Tye and
Nathan Coulter-Nile claimed
two wickets each as South
Africa reached 108 for six
after being sent into bat.

The Proteas got away to a
flyer with opener Quinton de
Kock clubbing 22 off 16 balls
with two sixes and skipper Faf
du Plessis hitting 27 from 15
balls.

The South Africans raced
to 42 inside the opening three
overs before Coulter-Nile
claimed the wicket of Reeza
Hendricks for 19 caught in the
deep by Ben McDermott.

Maxwell had de Kock
stumped by wicketkeeper
Carey and two overs later du
Plessis fell to a brilliant leap-
ing catch over the boundary
rope by Maxwell off Billy
Stanlake.

That left South Africa at
84 for three, triggering a rash
of late wickets for only 24 runs.

Heinrich Klaasen chipped
in with 12 and David Miller hit
11, before he was the first of
Tye's wicket double.

Tye bowled out his only
two overs at the end of the
innings to finish with two for
18 while Coulter-Mile cap-
tured two for 19.

The match was reduced to
10 overs a side after heavy rain
prevented a scheduled start.
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Parthiv Patel top-scored with 94
before India A declared at 467 for

eight, but their bowlers struggled in the
face of New Zealand's strong response
in the unofficial first Test here on
Saturday.

Opting to bat after winning the
toss, India A declared their first
innings after some useful contri-
butions from the lower-order
batsmen. The visitors were 340
for five at stumps on the
opening day at the Bay Oval.

Medium pacer Blair
Tickner was the most suc-
cessful bowler for the home
team, returning figures of 4/80.

New Zealand made a
strong response, reaching 176 for
one at stumps on the second day.
Opener Hamish Rutherford,
son of former New Zealand
captain Ken, was going
strong at 106 off 169 balls,
hitting 16 boundaries and
a six. Is opening partner, Will

Young, made 49 before falling to off-
spinner Krishnappa Gowtham.

Gowtham was the only India A
bowler to pick up a wicket, as the New
Zealand A openers put on 121 runs.

Mohammed Siraj and
Gowtham did the bulk of
the bowling while medi-
um pacer Deepak Chahar
proved to be ineffective.

Earlier, the experienced
Patel narrowly missed out
on a hundred, having been

dismissed for 94 by Tickner,
who had earlier bagged the

wickets of Murali Vijay and
Mayank Agarwal.

The wicket-keeper bats-
man's departure didn't derail

the Indian innings as Vijay
Shankar stepped up to
score an impressive 62
off 96 balls while

Gowtham chipped in with
47. While Rutherford was looking good,
Glenn Phillips was giving him compa-
ny with 13 runs from 60 balls at the close
of play.
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Spinners led by Jack Leach helped
England close in on a series-

clinching victory after Sri Lanka lost
a fighting Angelo Mathews for 88 in
the second Test on Saturday before
rain stopped play.

Moeen Ali trapped Mathews lbw
in the first over after tea to end the
senior batsman's solid resistance that
had kept alive Sri Lanka's hopes of
chasing down a target of 301.

Leach struck soon to get
Dilruwan Perera for one when tor-
rential rain halted proceedings for the
day with Sri Lanka on 226 for seven
in Kandy.

The hosts, who trail the three-
match series 0-1, need another 75 to
win with three wickets and three ses-
sions in hand. Niroshan Dickwella
was batting on 27 when play was
stopped.

Leach has claimed four wickets
with his left-arm orthodox spin while
Ali has taken two on a turning pitch.

Mathews, who hit his third half-
century of the series, took crease with

Sri Lanka on a shaky 26-3.
The former captain played a grit-

ty innings that lasted 137 deliveries
and also built crucial partnerships.

His 73-run fifth wicket stand with
Roshen Silva (37) frustrated the
English spinners in the afternoon ses-
sion.

Ali had Silva caught behind with
a faint edge. The umpire had given
Silva not out before England suc-
cessfully reviewed the decision in their

favour.
Leach had rattled the

Sri Lankan top-order with
three early wickets after
the tourists were bowled

out for 346 in the morning session.
Left-handed opener Dimuth

Karunaratne then put on 77 runs with
Mathews before falling to Adil Rashid
for 57.

England, who had resumed the
day on 324-9, stretched their second
innings lead to 300 with overnight
batsman Ben Foakes hitting an
unbeaten 65.

Foakes, who hit a ton on debut in
Galle, added 14 to his overnight 51
and shared 41 runs for the last wick-
et with James Anderson (12).

���!�Skipper Shakib Al Hasan returned from
injury as Bangladesh on Saturday named a 13-
man squad for the first Test against the West
Indies, starting in Chittagong on November 22.

It was feared Shakib would be sidelined for at
least three months after he underwent surgery on
an injured finger in late September.

He missed the recent home series against
Zimbabwe but Bangladesh chief selector Minhjaul
Abedin said the all-rounder recovered from the
injury sooner than
expected.

"He has been
cleared by the
physio to play
against the West
Indies," Minhajul
said.

"There is no
pain in his finger
now. And he
should be available
from the first Test. He has a lack of match practice.
But we thought as a senior cricketer he could adjust,"
he said.

Left-arm spinner Nazmul Islam, who played
against Zimbabwe, made way for Shakib.

Batsman Liton Das, Nazmul Hossain, and pac-
ers Saiful Islam and Abu Jayed, who were also part
of the squad for Zimbabwe, have also been exclud-
ed.

Top-order batsman Soumya Sarkar was recalled
for the Test. The hosts also included uncapped off-
spinner Nayeem Hasan in the squad.

Nayeem was in the squad for the home series
against Sri Lanka earlier this year but did not play.

The West Indies will play two Tests, three one-
day internationals and as many Twenty20 interna-
tionals during their month-long series in Bangladesh
from November 22 to December 22. AFP
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Anya Shrubsole took a hat-trick as England
thrashed South Africa by seven wickets in Saint

Lucia to boost their hopes of reaching the Women's
World Twenty20 semi-finals.

Hosts and reigning champions West Indies
could send themselves and England into the last
four if they beat Sri Lanka later on Saturday.

It was a must-win game for World Cup cham-
pions England after their
opening game against Sri
Lanka was washed out, but
a tame effort with the bat
from South Africa
ensured the match
was never a real
contest.

"Anya's bowled
brilliantly for us, and to
have so few runs to chase
was nice," said England cap-
tain Heather Knight.

The usually big-hitting Lizelle Lee crawled to
a 26-ball 12 before being trapped by Natalie Sciver,
who ended with incredible figures of three for four
from four overs, as South Africa mustered a pal-
try 85 all out.

Shrubsole, the star of England's thrilling World
Cup final win over India last year, wrapped up the
innings by becoming only the second woman from
her country to take a T20 international hat-trick
after Sciver against New Zealand in 2013.

She dismissed Shabnim Ismail, Masabata Klaas
and Yolani Fourie with the first three deliveries of
the final over. 

England openers Danni Wyatt and Tammy
Beaumont put on a quickfire 55, and wicketkeep-
er Amy Jones' driven four wrapped up a thump-
ing victory with 35 balls to spare.
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Left-arm pacer Trent Boult helped New
Zealand foil Pakistan's advantage with four

wickets as the first Test was evenly poised after
day two in Abu Dhabi on Saturday.

Boult's 4-54 derailed the Pakistani bats-
men who were bowled out for 227 in response
New Zealand's first innings total of 153.

He was well supported by debutant spin-
ner Ajaz Patel (2-64) and Colin de
Grandhomme (2-30) as Pakistan managed a
first innings lead of just 74.

New Zealand then battled to 56-1 when
bad light forced umpires to
end the day with 4.2 overs still
remaining.

The Black Caps still trail
by 18 runs with nine wickets
remaining.

Skipper Kane Williamson will hold the key
for his team as he walked off with 27 not out
and with him opener Jeet Raval on 26 not out.

The pair has added 56 for the second wick-
et after Tom Latham was bowled by Hasan Ali
for nought in the second over, negotiating the
spin bowling well under cloudy conditions.

New Zealand can take heart from the fact
that Pakistan lost a Test at this venue last year
against Sri Lanka by 21 runs, falling short of
a target of just 136.

Pakistan squandered a good chance of tak-
ing a big lead through some inept batting, with
only Babar Azam (62), Asad Shafiq (43) and
Haris Sohail (38) making significant contri-
butions.

Azam hit five boundaries in his 109-ball
knock and was the last man out when he edged
Boult for wicketkeeper BJ Watling to take a
low diving catch.

Pakistan had resumed at 59-2 but lost
overnight batsmen Sohail and Azhar Ali (22)

in the space of just six balls at
the same score of 91.

Sohail  hits four boundaries
but was caught at short mid-
wicket by Latham after a loose

shot off leg-spinner Ish Sodhi's low full toss.
Azhar was dropped by Jeet Raval off Boult

on 19 and was again lucky two runs later when
given not out as the fast bowler reviewed for
a leg-before decision.

But Boult had the last laugh, forcing an
edge off Azhar's bat for Watling's one-hand-
ed diving catch.

Boult checked hosts progress in second
session by dismissing Asad Shafiq for 43,
bowled off an inside edge. That was 174-5,
the start of a passage that saw Pakistan's last
six wickets fall for 63 runs.

Patel had Sarfraz Ahmed caught off a
miscued sweep for two and Bilal Asif
stumped by Watling for 11 while Boult, de
Grandhomme and Neil Wagner also chipped
in.

Wagner, playing in his 37th Test, achieved
a personal milestone by becoming the eighth
New Zealand bowler to take 150 wickets
when he dismissed Yasir Shah for nine.
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Neymar kept his cool
to score the contro-

versial penalty that fired
Brazil to a 1-0 win over
Uruguay in a full-blood-
ed friendly.

Brazil  captain
Neymar was subjected to
some ferocious fouls
from Uruguay as the
clash between the South
American rivals boiled
over at Arsenal's Emirates
Stadium.

But the Paris Saint-
Germain striker had the
last laugh, netting from
the spot late in the second
half after Diego Laxalt
was harshly ruled to have
fouled Danilo.

Brazi l  are now
unbeaten in their last 10
meetings with Uruguay,
who haven't defeated the
five-time world champi-
ons since 2001.

Brazi l ,  building
towards hosting the Copa
America next year, take
on Cameroon in another
friendly in Milton Keynes
on Tuesday.

It will be their last
match of 2018, having
recorded five successive
friendly victories since

losing in the World Cup
quarter-finals against
Belgium.

"It was a typical South
American derby. We have
respect for Uruguay. They
have dangerous players,"
Brazil boss Tite said.

"We managed to con-
trol them. This is our
third game now without
conceding a goal."

Uruguay manager
Oscar Tabarez added:
"Neymar was playing
with freedom. We weren't
controlling him very well.

"But I thought our
young team matched
Brazil. It's a shame it
comes down to a contro-
versial situation."

Neymar was the
headline act as the

Maracana came to the
Holloway Road.

His ever y touch
brought cheers of
approval from the crowd
and it wasn't long before
he conjured the Selecao's
first chance.

Uruguay's  Lucas
Torreira was on home
turf and the Arsenal mid-
fielder showed the steely
streak that has endeared
him to Gunners fans
when he earned a book-
ing for clattering into
Neymar.

That crunching tack-
le was typical of the
robust approach that has
remained Uruguay's
trademark for decades.

There was little love
lost between the sides

and referee Craig Pawson
dished out five bookings
in the first half alone.

Brazil  nearly fel l
behind just before the
interval as Alisson was
forced to repel Edinson
Cavani 's  close-range
strike from a Suarez
cross.

Suarez went close
himself, blasting a low
free-kick that forced
Alisson to save at full
stretch after the interval.

Neymar was growing
increasingly irritated by
the Uruguayan tackling,
shaking his head in frus-
tration after being clipped
by Mathias Suarez.

But he almost found
the perfect response with
a mazy run and shot that
tested Alisson.

Neymar finally got
his revenge for the rough
treatment in the 76th
minute.

When Uruguay's
Laxalt dived in on Danilo,
the Brazilian launched
into a theatrical fall that
convinced Pawson to give
a dubious penalty.

Neymar grabbed the
ball and stepped up to
send Campana the wrong
way from the spot.
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Juventus forward Paulo Dybala
shone as Argentina comfortably

beat Mexico in a friendly on Friday
despite the absence of Lionel Messi
and Sergio Aguero.

In cruising to a 2-0 victory in
Cordoba, Argentina showed more
signs of a newfound unity under
interim coach Lionel Scaloni as
they rebuild following a fraught
World Cup in Russia.

"We're on the right path,"
Scaloni said after his side secured
their third victory in five games
under his command as they eye next

year's Copa America in Brazil.
Mexico could have opened the

scoring when Raul Gimenez's head-
er hit the crossbar early in the game,
but Argentina went ahead when

Dybala's free kick was headed in by
Mexican defender Ramiro Funes
Mori moments before half-time.

Loudly applauded by the home
fans, Dybala supplied the creative
spark throughout and could have
doubled the score but his second-
half lob narrowly missed the target.

Argentina's second goal came
when Mexican defender Isaac
Brizuela put into his own net under
pressure from substitute Mauro
Icardi.

Mexico have a chance for
revenge when the same countries
meeting again in Mendoza on
Tuesday.
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The Netherlands have quali-
fication for the Nations

League semi-finals in their sights
after beating France 2-0 on
Friday to hand Didier
Deschamps' side their first defeat
since winning the World Cup.

Georginio Wijnaldum
struck on the stroke of half-time
and the dazzling Memphis
Depay chipped home a cheeky
stoppage-time penalty to bag a
win in Rotterdam for Ronald
Koeman's revitalised side that
leaves the impressive Dutch
needing just a point against rel-
egated Germany on Monday to
leapfrog France and make the
semi-finals.

The Dutch are a point
behind leaders France, who
only needed a draw themselves
on Friday to qualify for the
knockout stage in their last
match of the group but came up
way short.

"I was not expecting a per-
fect match from our side but
that's really what it was. We were
very, very good," said Koeman.

Wijnaldum's goal came
practically at the midway point
of a match dominated by the
hosts, who have bounced back
from the doldrums after failing
to qualify for the World Cup.

They dominated the lack-
lustre world champions from the
off and were only denied an even
bigger win by a magnificent per-

formance from France goal-
keeper Hugo Lloris.

"This win shows the spirit of
the team, the quality of the play-
ers we have," said Depay.

"It shows that we have a
bright future, we have to con-
tinue like this. This is just the
start."
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Young Indian shuttler Lakshya Sen
defeated Aidil Sholeh Ali Sadikin of

Malaysia 21-8, 21-18 to storm into the
semifinals of the men's singles event of
the BWF World Junior Championship.

The world No 3 Lakshya opened
strongly against his Malaysian rival
and completed the quarterfinals tie in
just 31 minutes. He surged ahead with
a solid lead in the first game where his
opponent was a mute spectator.

But in the second game, the
Malaysian did well to keep abreast of
Lakshya and was separated only by a
few points. The Indian used his court
craft and hitting to led throughout.

In the semifinals, Lakshya will take
on the top-seeded Kunlavut Vitidsarn
of Thailand, who disposed of
Indonesian Alberto Alvin Yulianto 21-
14, 21-17.

"He is a very good player and I am
aware of it. I will have to be on my feet
to beat him. I am up for the challenge,"
Lakshya said.

However, the Indian pair of Vishnu

Vardhan Panjala and Srikrishna Sai
Podile could not progress any further
as the duo went down to Koreans Tae
Yang Shin and Chan Wang in the quar-
terfinals. The 10th-seeded Koreans
won 21-11, 21-8 in the men's doubles
quarterfinals.

The Indian doubles pair was no
match to the Koreans which worked in
tandem and complimented each other
with better display, especially at the net.
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Top-ranked Kento Momota was sent
packing from the Hong Kong Open on

Saturday after a stunning semi-final loss
to South Korean Son Wan-ho.

Son triumphed 18-21, 21-16,
21-19 in an exhausting 89 minutes
—the longest match of the tour-
nament so far — after seeing off a
late boost from the exhausted Japanese star
in the decider.

Momota led through the first game but slipped for long enough for his
opponent to level at 17-all after conceding six consecutive points.

He kept the edge after the interval before Son broke into the lead at 12-
11 with a gravity-defying let after a tap at net.

Momota evened with a backhand after springing back from prone posi-
tion after a stumble but couldn't stop the sixth seed from powering ahead.

Son led through most of the third game but Momota kept at his heels, draw-
ing level five times before an agonising miss on match point.

Momota has been in searing form since his return to the sport after a gam-
bling scandal saw him slapped with a 12 month ban.

But the 24-year-old has had a slow run through the Hong Kong tourna-
ment. He beat Chinese great Lin Dan in the first round but complained of
burnout after his first three matches all went to three games. Son, 30, is through
to his first top-flight singles final since his win at the 2016 Korea Masters. 
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Alexander Zverev came of age to beat
Roger Federer 7-5, 7-6 (7/5) on
Saturday and set up a title decider at

the ATP Finals against either Novak Djokovic
or Kevin Anderson.

The 21-year-old German, leading the
charge of the new generation against the old
guard, has flattered to deceive on the game's
biggest stages but is now just one win away
from the biggest title of his career.

Serve dominated the first set of a high-
class match at London's O2 Arena, with nei-
ther player able to make serious inroads,
Zverev sending down howitzers around the
140 miles per hour (225 kilometres per hour)
mark.

Six-time champion Federer, 37, and third
seed Zverev both showed a willingness to get
to the net in a match featuring power and
guile.

The Swiss veteran eventually faltered in
the 12th game of the opening set, watching
helplessly as Zverev zipped a magnificent
passing shot past him down the line on his
way to breaking to love.

The second seed regrouped and drew
first blood in the second set, breaking in the

third game with a thunderous backhand
down the line that drew enormous cheers
from the partisan crowd.

But the frustrated 20-time Grand Slam
winner could not consolidate his position,
losing the next game as Zverev levelled at 2-
2.

Federer's level slipped as his young oppo-
nent stayed focused but he clung on to take
the set to a tie-break.

The tie-break went with serve until the
10th point, when Federer netted a simple
forehand at the net to hand Zverev two match

points.
He saved the first but Zverev

sealed the match on his own
serve.

Zverev, who has three Masters
series titles under his belt in his

short career, is the youngest final-
ist at the event since Juan Martin del

Potro in 2009.
In Saturday's later match, world number

one Djokovic takes on South Africa's Kevin
Anderson in a repeat of the
Wimbledon final for the right
to face the German in
Sunday's final.

The Serbian top seed has
stormed up the rankings in
the second half of the year and
is just two wins away from
pulling level with Federer's

record number of titles at the season finale.
Earlier on Friday latenight clash, Novak

Djokovic prepared for last-four clash with
Kevin Anderson in ominous fashion by out-
lasting Marin Cilic 7-6 (9/7), 6-2.

The Serbian world number one started
Friday's evening match at London's O2
Arena with the luxury of knowing he had
already qualified as the winner of the Guga
Kuerten Group but looked sharp and
focused from the first point.

Djokovic, dressed all in black, won a
remarkable 31 points in a row on his serve
from the third game of the first set until the
fourth game of the second against a deter-
mined Cilic, who was unable to progress
even with a victory.

"Obviously I knew before the match that
I had already qualified, and I knew who I'm
playing, so it wasn't easy to approach this
match with 100 percent willingness to win
it," said Djokovic. "But this is a unique for-
mat and both of us wanted to win from the
first point. It was a close first set which prob-
ably decided the match.
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Prajnesh Gunneswaran out-
classed compatriot Saketh

Myneni in straight sets to win the
$ 1,50,000 Bengaluru Open ATP
Challenger title here on Saturday.

In the all-Indian summit clash,
Gunneswaran thrashed Myneni 6-
2 6,2 under an hour to improve his
ATP rankings from 144 to 110.

The Chennai lad did not allow
Myneni to make a comeback in the
entire match as he smashed heavy
serves and forehands to neutralise
his opponent.

Gunneswaran played with lot

of confidence, unlike the last time
he met Myneni in an ATP
Challenger event.

"I knew it would be tough play-
ing Prajnesh (Gunneswaran). Yes,
I made far too many errors. Credit
should go to Prajnesh, whom I
found a tad confident in this match,
compared to the last time I played
where he was tentative," Myneni
said in the post-match press con-
ference.

More than anything else,
Gunneswaran started off very
strongly in both the sets which
derailed the confidence of a tired
looking Myneni.

"Saketh (Myneni) looked tired.
Hence I said to myself that I should
not give away and sustained pres-
sure on him. From outside 6-2 6-2
wins looks easy, but it wasn't. The
walkover in the quarterfinals also
helped me save some energy com-
ing into the finals," Prajnesh said.

Myneni committed far too
many unforced errors that ruined
his day.

"It is very tough to play against
left-handed players as they have
heavier spin in their shots. Also
many right-handed players are not
used to left-handed players,"
Myneni said.
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Marin Cilic said that playing against
some of the top players in the world

at the ATP Finals had given him a boost
ahead of next week's Davis Cup final
against France.

The Croatian crashed out of the
tournament at London's 02 Arena in the
group stage, winning one of his three
round-robin matches against John Isner.

But the world number seven said he
would approach the Davis Cup final,
being held on clay courts in the north-
ern French city of Lille, in good heart.

"Just playing against top guys just
maybe lifts your level a bit, focus-wise,"
he said Friday after his 7-6, (9/7), 6-2
defeat against world number one Novak
Djokovic.

"Playing-wise, you have to play
every single point on a high level. I feel
that might help me."

Cilic, 30, will be joined by Borna

Coric, ranked 12th in the world, as well
as Franko Skugor, Mate Pavic and Ivan
Dodig at the final, which takes place
from November 23 to 25.

It will be Croatia's third final after
winning the 2005 title and losing in 2016
to Argentina.

Last year, the French beat Belgium
to claim their 10th crown. In 2014 they
lost to a Swiss team led by Roger
Federer and Stan Wawrinka.

The meeting is a repeat of the foot-
ball World Cup final in July in Moscow,
which France won 4-2.

"We are expecting great atmosphere
obviously in Lille," said Cilic, who
reached the Australian Open final at the
start of the year.

"It's going to be great. The French
team always plays great at home. They're
known for having great results in France.
So it's going to be fun. It's going to be
great to play, great excitement for both
teams." 
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�What prompted you to write The Best
Mistakes of My Life?

It was a fascinating journey. From
becoming a star to having a wonderful fam-
ily to the extraordinary experiences and
adventures I have had overcoming life
threatening situations. Meeting some of the
most powerful men in the world and
becoming friends. All these stories have
been some of the best mistakes of my life.
My friends used to gather around me lis-
tening to stories and urged me to write a

book before I forget. I agreed and worked
towards it seriously.
�Can you tell us an anecdote from your
book?

I was in Iran to shoot a film in 1976
when I got a call from an assistant of a war-
lord who said that the chief was a fan of
mine and would like to meet me. I accept-
ed the invitation and took two flights along
with a friend — George Masbetuny. We
drove to the desert in the starry midnight
and came to a large tent city. People received
us and ushered us inside the tent which
looked like a fairytale with Persian carpets,
chandeliers, a centre table which had a wide
spread of fruits and snacks to eat. We were
wondering what type of Khan he was. A
bearded one with a black robe and turban
in a typical Iranian style. I oppose to meet-
ing religious people, so I was hoping that
he would not be one.
�Isn’t that dramatic?

Suddenly, from the wings, like an
actor enters the stage, a 35-year-old man
came out wearing turtle neck black

sweater and say, ‘Hi, I am the Khan’
(laughs). We embraced each other  and sat
down. He called his four wives and said:
‘They are your big fans and they are going
to sing a song.’ I was delighted. The eldest
was about 25 and the youngest was about

16- year, all dressed in long Qashqai tribe
gowns. They played mandolin and sang so
beautifully. Khan was looking at me and I
was looking at the ladies. When I noticed
that Khan is watching me, he said: “You can
look at the first three but not the youngest,
she is my favourite (laughs).” It was such
an amusing experience. He was liberal, hon-
est and my regard for this man went up.
What happened later, one will have to read
the book. There are more such interesting
anecdotes.
�How has your relationship been with
your family?

Once a banker asked me my net
worth and I just smiled and said, ‘take a
head count of my wife, four children, three
son-in-laws, nine grandchildren and one
daughter-in-law. Attach a figure on each
and you will get the total. That is my net
worth’. That is how much my family
means to me and I am not overtly con-
cerned with the ups and downs of the mate-
rial world.
�What is the best thing that has hap-
pened in your life?

Zarine! I am very grateful to have her
in my life. I, as a husband and father, have
fulfilled my duties. My children have
received a good education and learnt to be
patient, to respect the elders and help the

weak and the poor. This may sound to you
like any standard parent, but all this was
taught to me by my parents. I still remem-
ber my mother’s words, she said: ‘Son, you
God’s hand. You must help people’.
�How was the phase like when you met
with a fire accident during the shoot of
The Sword of Tipu Sultan?

It is easy for one to imagine, but to
experience 65 per cent third degree burns,
the trauma of 13 months and 73 surgeries
was difficult. That time, I felt like a insect
trapped in a deep circular space and I just
wanted to come out a little hole which was
like a window from where the light was
coming in. I kept telling myself that I must
fly out. The treating doctors in the US said
perhaps I am the only man in a billion who
can be described as a miracle. That’s why
they used to call me The Miracle Man.
�How has the Bollywood journey been?

It has been very fruitful. I was very pop-
ular at one time and everybody wanted to
work with me. When I was labeled as the
most handsome actor in the industry, I used
to look into the mirror and say to myself:
‘These guys are pulling my leg’. Even after
my recovery, I never stopped working. One
thought which kept me going was one
should put the heart in whatever they do,
and the body will follow.

�What is your film Jaon Kahan Ae Dil about?
It is an anti-romantic movie. It takes the conventional genre

of romance without any filters. The couple in the movie talks
about things what I have heard from people in real life. It is a
kind of film that Bollywood has been talking about making but
never did due to budget constrains and industry concerns. The
movie explores how deep and dark relationships can get.
�Why such a realistic portrayal of romance?

There has been under representation of factors that exist in
the society. Each filmmaker can come up with an explanation
why he chose to tell one side. Cinema, according to me, at the
end of the day is a medium for the masses. Inspite of calling it
commercial cinema, we don’t show working population or talk-
ing about politics. if we want to talk about masses, we should
be able to do so
�What are the challenges in making such films?

The challenge or constrain is to keep the movie within a bud-
get where the people involved don’t suffer losses since one is tak-
ing such a big risk. next, comes working within that amount and
develop an OS for that particular film.
�How does a director then make money and ensure that mass-
es watch it?

There is no way that one can make masses watch a film. We
have a population of over 1.3 billion. In theatres, around 3-4 crore
people watch it; out of this 35-40 per cent are satellite subscribers,
digital is even less. So 50 per cent of India is any which way not
watching movies. That leaves 50 per cent. Even here, the kind
of noise that needs to be made depends on marketing. People
go and watch films that are recommended. In this whole sce-
nario, independent films are way below. How much time it will
take for films to go viral can’t be predicted. Therefore, directors
like me depend on the digital space.
�Why do such movies do well at the digital platform or film
festival circuit?

There is diversity in independent cinema. When we see the
history of Hindi cinema — art or parallel cinema — there were
different school of thoughts. Shyam Benegal school of thought
was very different. Salim-Javed were writing films that were very
different from the kind of movies that were made in the 60s like
Deewar and Zanjeer. If a main stream film is spending �6-8 crore
on marketing for a nation-wide release, the independent cine-
ma budget is way below; in fact there is no comparison and hence
not be able to do so well.
�Does this mean there is some hope?

I don’t seen any hope. I don’t want to be a pessimistic but
for me to see any hope, I have to be able to see some changes
but that is not happening at present.
�How do you showcase honest work through a film?

One has to be clear why one is making it in the first place.
If it for the audience, then you have to make sure that this is the
effect you want to portray. Then there are kind of films where
the makers make the kind of movie that they want and let the
audience decide it for themselves.
�Define good cinema.

Something that makes you think for more and feel for more.
Right now, it doesn’t do this. 
�How do such stories/scripts come to you?

Till now, I observe things around me without any direction
in my mind. This gets accumulated in my mind. Then one fine
day, it explodes and comes out in a story format. Whether this
will work in the future can be predicted.
�All time favourite films.

At present, they are Ardh Satya, Pyaasa, Naya Daur, Satya
and Black Friday. 
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Cutting the wind with its electric
blue symmetrically patterned
wings, taking a swirl up in the air

moving to form a figure of eight and
then smoothly landing on to a bloom-
ing flower. “That’s rare Blue
Swallowtail,” says Ajmal Hasan, edu-
cation manager at the Mleiha
Archaeological Centre and Al Noor
Island in Sharjah, as he brings his both
palm close to the butterfly in order to
make him sit on his hands.

“There are many techniques to
hold these gentle creatures. Holding its
wings would leave them injured. It is
best to hold them gently from their
body. The best way is to just bring both
your hands close to butterfly and try to
give a space for them to step on your
hand. You can also put a cut fruit on
your hand and they will come to suck
the nectar from it. If you wear a bright
floral dress, they will come and sit on
you considering you a flower,” Hasan
says, who is originally from Bengaluru.

Amid hot climate, beautiful archi-
tectures and in middle of the Arabian
Gulf sea, these lies Al Noor Island, a
place of wonder nature which is home
to over 15 exotic species of butterflies
whose egg and larva are imported from
the Philippines and Costa Rica and kept
in a man-made habitat. Species like
Zebra longwing Heliconian, passion-
fruit butterfly, monarch butterfly, red
admiral, orchard butterfly, squinting
bush brown, malachite, and many
others flaunt their bright colourful
wings. Resting with its wings held

upright over its body, these butterflies
suckle the nectar of not just flowers but
cut fruits as well like orange, banana,
pineapple, and other fruits.

“They are fed fruit slices where they
suck the nectar from the fruits using
their long proboscis. Also, regular
medicinal supplements are sprayed
onto the fruits in order for the butter-
flies to obtain their mineral salts. The
eggs and larvae are procured from sup-
pliers based in the Philippines and
Costa Rica currently. The Butterflies
arrive in their chrysalis state when they
are nurtured and hatch within the
Butterfly House. The total population
has reached 400 now. Most of the
Butterfly are common species and not

threatened in the wild. The life cycle of
most butterflies housed with the island
us from three to four weeks maximum,”
Hasan explains.

No matter what the temperature is
outside, the oval-shape glass enclosure
maintains a tropical temperature
between 26 to 30 degree C with 80 per
cent and above humidity, best suited for
the butterfly to flourish. “A lot of hard
work, money and conservation time has
been spent in developing the Island,
primarily so that Sharjah residents can
enjoy a lush tropical paradise retreat in
between the concrete jungle. Many
tropical and milkweed plants have
been installed inside the enclosure
which gives a natural habitat to these

butterflies to lay eggs and transform
into the next generation. The hope is
to promote butterfly conservation
awareness on the island and promote
being outdoors appreciating nature’s
beauty. We routinely educate school
children and visitors with engaging

workshops and guided Butterfly house
tours in order to make the communi-
ty more aware about how butterflies are
not just beautiful but are part of nature
and need to be protected,” Hasan says.

A walk through the Al Noor
Island, especially in the evenings, will
mesmerise you with a light and sound
show. The Island is home to over 2000
trees and plants including Khejri trees,
palm trees, peepal, hibiscus and many
others. There are numerous art instal-
lations like Wind Column Structure
which have been strategically placed
across the island and aims to spread
positivity. Inaugurated in December
2015, the island, which is spread across
45,000 square metres, has been
designed by the famous Australian
designer Andre Heller, the man behind
creating many famous landmarks like
Swarovski Crystal Worlds of Wattens
in Austria and designing green spaces
and landscapes in the gardens of
Schonbrunn Palace in Vienna.
Connecting Khalid Lagoon with a
pedestrian bridge over the sea, this
island is truly a great leisure destination
that combines nature and art.
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Delhi is known for its his-
torical monuments.
From the Red Fort to the

Qutub Minar, people who visit
the city make a trip to them. But
the city in not just identified with
its monuments that have stood
the test of time. It is also known
for several iconic buildings. The
Taj Mahal on Mansigh Road is
one on the list. Such was the
beauty of the hotel’s facade that
when George Harrison (Beatles
band member) was in town, he
so was “intrigued and attracted”
by it that walked into the hotel
only to be spellbound by its inte-
riors. So much so that he ended
up staying there!

The hotel which surrounds
itself with culture and tradition
and has a list of a few firsts. It was
the first hotel in the country to
introduce a concierge service; it
was also the first with its butler
service.

Most of us who have visit-
ed the property are also famil-
iar with Machan, the coffee
shop, which was a  trendsetter
back then. It introduced the con-
cept of the midnight buffet.
The buffet was a success and the
hotel often buzzed at midnight.
The timings were 12-3 am and
it was so popular that there
would be queues during the

those hours to enjoy the buffet,
priced at just �21! 

The decor at Machan was
thought over and designed by
Divyabhanusingh Chawda, an
avid wildlife enthusiast. Guests
visiting the restaurant loved it so
much that the present decor
continues to resonate the theme.

Satyajeet Krishnan, Area
Director-North and General
Manager, Taj Mahal, New Delhi,
who has been with the proper-
ty for four years but with the
company for 25 years, tells you
that the hotel came up in the late
70s. “Back then the only luxury
hotel in the city was The Oberoi.
The Government was hosting an
important international confer-
ence for the first time. That is
how the story of this hotel start-
ed. We partnered with the
Government (NDMC) in creat-
ing it. In many ways, we are the
pioneers of bringing luxury
hoteliering to the city. We start-

ed several concepts that
we today take for grant-

ed. For example, we were
the first to introduce concierge
service which began in England.
We were the first to introduce
Sichuan Chinese food in North
India. We created a restaurant
Haveli which brought tradi-
tional Indian food to the table,”
Krishnan says.

He tells you that the location
of the hotel has dual advantage.
First, it is strategically placed —
close to CP for business trav-
ellers and Government offices;
for those on a leisure traveller,
most monuments are within a
20-minute drive. Second, this is
the most sought after address.
Nowhere in Lutyens Delhi
would one find such a big piece
of land. Interestingly, a hotel —
Fonseca — was already being
run by a family in the place

where Taj Mahal stands today.
“They shut shop and we took
over. The Government demol-
ished the old hotel and a new
structure was made which took
three years. Once the building
was complete, we took over
and did the decor,” Krishnan
recalls, adding that over the years
many changes in the menu have
been made.

“When we started off, we
created new dining concepts,
some of the menu concepts
have stood the test of time like
Machan and House of Ming.
Ten years back, we decided to
revisit the dining experiences
and brought in fine dining
Japanese food — Wasabi by
Morimoto. We also revisited
Indian food and replaced Haveli
with Varq,” Krishnan recounts.

Chef Tapash Bhattacharya
tells you that his journey with
The Taj Mahal Hotel, particu-
larly at Machan, has been won-
derful. “My unparalleled passion
and zeal for Machan has only
strengthened over the years.
My priority is our guests who
have been frequenting the leg-
endary restaurant. They have
woven memories here, they
have numerous stories and nos-
talgic experiences to cherish.
The guests are extremely senti-

mentally attached to this eatery
and they are the ones who have
made it so special not just for the
hotel but for the entire city,”
Bhattacharya says.

As for the service staff,
many have been with the prop-
erty for decades. Krishnan him-
self started his career from this
property in the 90s and came
back to the property as General
manager. Some of his colleagues
who were there back then are
still here. “That is why we are so
successful in getting repeat
guests. The recognition that the
staff has with the guests bring
builds a connect which is the
third most important reason
why people return to this prop-
erty,” Krishnan says and tells you
that the staff is taught to be pro-
fessional.

“The staff is trained to cater
to the guests’ need. What they
are not taught is warmth, this
comes naturally to the staff and
to the Taj hotel. 

This leads to a bond,”
Krishnan says and tells you that
they are looking at renovation
but they are not going to shut
shop.

Will this renovation also
bring back the Cona Coffee to
Machan? We hope that it does
but only time will tell!
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Miracle man who rose from death after 65
per cent third degree burns and 73 surgeries,

the 77-year-old Khan talks to 
Sangeeta Yadav about penning his
extraordinary journey in his mem-

oir The Best Mistakes Of
My Life
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Asilent but spectacular revolution
has taken place in India’s neigh-
bourhood, which went unnoticed
by our agile and alert media, spe-
cialists in ‘breaking news’ every

other minute. This is a revolution which has
large-scale implications for India in the imme-
diate future itself. Sri Lanka — which wit-
nessed a more than three-decades-long ethnic
war that culminated in 2009 with the oblitera-
tion of the LTTE terrorists fighting for a sepa-
rate Tamil country by vivisecting the island
nation — overtook India and emerged as
South Asia’s most literate country.

The United Nations rated Sri Lanka as a
country with 94 per cent literacy rate, while
big brother India is far behind with a mere 74
per cent literacy. “Yes, Sri Lanka has become
the country of enlightenment in Asia,” says
Prof BM Hegde, leading educationist and for-
mer Vice-Chancellor of Manipal University.

It is no mean achievement. A country,
which has an area of 65,610 sq km to India’s
3.287 million sq km and which has been devas-
tated by an ethnic war between Sinhalese and
Tamils, rose like the proverbial phoenix from
its own ashes to emerge as a global leader in
education and counter-terrorism operations.

The striking feature about the island
nation is the uniqueness of the politics prac-
tised by its leaders. They had to face a lot of
problems, internal as well as external. The
average Sri Lankan citizen is still in the dark
when asked about the terrorism unleashed in
the country by the Liberation Tigers of Tamil
Eelam. The LTTE wanted to create a separate
nation inside Sri Lanka by integrating the
northern and eastern provinces, which would
have made the country shrink by 18,880 sq
km. Though there is no justification or ratio-
nality in the demand by the Tamils for a sepa-
rate country, it got support from many parts of
the globe, thanks to the media blitzkrieg let
loose by the Tamil diaspora.

The Tamil expatriates from Sri Lanka
spread the news all over the world that they
were being discriminated against by the
majority Sinhala population and the
Government. That was absolutely false. The
effort by the Government at Colombo to
make Sinhala the national language was
resisted by the Tamils. The fact is that 75 per
cent of Sri Lanka’s population of 2.16 crore
speak Sinhala, while Tamil is spoken by just
15 per cent of the population. It is natural for
any sovereign country to
have a national language. 

The scenario is similar
to what we experience in

India where the
Dravidian politi-
cal parties are

out and out

against Hindi as the national language. Hindi
is not taught in Government schools in Tamil
Nadu and it is the only State in India which
does not allow Navodaya Vidyalayas,
launched by late Prime Minister Rajiv
Gandhi, to make public school education
available to the poorest of the poor, especially
the rural poor. The Dravidian politicians,
who have not given up their demand for a
separate Dravida Nadu, are afraid of the fact
that if the students are taught Hindi — the
language spoken by majority of the popula-
tion — it may make the youngsters from
Tamil Nadu join the national mainstream.

The ethnic riots, which began in the
1970s with the indirect help offered by the
then Prime Minister Indira Gandhi, pulled
Sri Lanka backwards by many decades. Tamil
Nadu played host to armed training camps
for the LTTE guerrillas and they used the
State as a base camp to organise suicide
attacks in the island nation.

Anton Balasingham, the LTTE ideologue,
in his autobiography has described how
Tamil Nadu politicians, especially late Chief
Minister MG Ramachandran, had hosted him
and Velupillai Prabhakaran and provided
them with crores of rupees to mobilise arms
for fighting the Sri Lankan Army. Not only
that, MGR deputed his police chief to ensure
that the duo reached Talaimannar in Sri
Lanka without any problems. The Sri Lankan
Army of the 1970s and 1980s vintage were
mainly for ceremonial parades as the then
leaders, mainly peace loving Buddhists, did
not foresee the possibility of an armed upris-
ing against the Government.

In spite of the ethnic crisis and terrorist
attacks, which claimed the lives of hundreds
of thousands of civilians including some of
the best statesmen and scholars, there were
some silver linings in the country’s dark
horizon. There were many Sinhala leaders
who worked for the uplift of the poor and
the downtrodden, irrespective of ethnicity,
language, and religion. The shining star of
Sri Lanka was Lalith William Samarasekera
Athulathmudali, Lalith to his friends and

well-wishers. He rose like a meteor 
in Sri Lankan politics, did a lot for

the people in a short span of time
before the bullets fired by the
LTTE assassins felled him at 
a comparatively young age of 
56 in April 1993. 

Born in a family of lawyers
on November 26, 1936, Lalith
was a bright student who was
internationally recognised
for his academic brilliance.
Sri Lanka owes it to him
for its emergence as a
nation of

enlightenment. It were the farsighted poli-
cies initiated by Lalith as the Education
Minister of the country from 1990 to 1991
that turned out to be the game-changers in
its high literacy rate. Lalith was educated at
Oxford, from where he graduated with dis-
tinction. “He was doing his post-graduation
at Oxford in 1959 when his father passed
away.  Lalith had to return as he faced finan-
cial strains. But the then Prime Minister of
Sri Lanka, SWRD Bandaranaike, wanted him
to continue his education and offered him
the national scholarship with which he com-
pleted his post-graduation as well as law,”
reminiscences SVD Kesaralal Gunasekera,
his long-time associate and friend.

The national scholarship offered to him
by the Government was the turning
point in Lalith’s life. Having completed

his education with flying colours from
Oxford and Harvard, he returned to Sri
Lanka and launched a career which saw him
working as a lecturer in some of the best uni-
versities in the world. In 1973, he joined the
United National Party and contested the 1977
General Elections. President Junius Richard
Jayewardene appointed Lalith as the minister
for trade. His raise in the Government hierar-
chy was spectacular, as he was entrusted with
the responsibilities of many sensitive min-
istries, including national security. That was
the time when the LTTE was very aggressive,
causing murder and mayhem all over the
island nation demanding a separate country
within Sri Lanka. It was Lalith who initiated
steps to modernise the Sri Lankan military,
which hitherto was a ceremonial force, and
he succeeded in controlling the terrorist
activities to a certain extent.

Even before becoming a minister, Lalith
had set up the Mahapola Trust Fund in 1981
for offering financial assistance to students
opting for higher education. He was the chair-
man of the Trust Fund and the Government
allowed him to retain the chairmanship even
when he was a Union Minister handling vari-
ous portfolios. The Mahapola Trust Fund has
been renamed since as the Mahapola Higher
Education Scholarship Trust Fund.

What makes this Fund unique is its inclu-
sivity. Students from any ethnic community
or religion or caste can get this scholar-
ship provided they meet the mandatory

norms. Even while
the Tamils in the

island nation
were cam-

paigning

against the Sinhala politicians accusing them
of discrimination, Tamil students were
offered the Mahapola Scholarship for higher
education. Lalith’s dream was to make higher
education accessible to all, irrespective of
their ethnicity or language.

“I was the son of a retired police sergeant
when I was at the University of Peradeniya 22
years ago. It was not easy for our family-of-six
to afford my higher education with all other
commitments of the family. Thanks to Lalith, I
also received the Mahapola Scholarship, which
helped me manage my expenses on studies. I
still remember that there were students send-
ing money from their Mahapola to their fami-
lies for a living. I believe what I am today
wouldn’t have been a reality if Mahapola
Scholarship did not exist. Dreams of many
university students, who are lucky enough to
enter a State university in Sri Lanka but are
not financially blessed, would be the same,”
said GD Kapila Kumara, a senior lecturer at
the faculty of agricultural sciences,
Sabaragamuwa University in Sri Lanka.

Kapila Kumara says millions of university
students are benefited in the country because
of this scholarship. Mahapola has contributed
to preserve education “as a right to all” and to
alleviate poverty through education, says
Kumara, who also disclosed that he says a
prayer for Lalith every night before he goes to
bed. “As a tribute to him, a gold medal named
‘Lalith Athulathmudali Memorial Gold Medal
for the Best Academic Performance’ is award-
ed annually at the general convocation of
Sabaragamuwa University,” said Kumara.

The Trust Fund was established by the Act
of Parliament in 1981. The management and
control of the Fund is with the Chief Justice of
Sri Lanka; Minister of Trade, Secretary;
Ministry of Higher Education, Secretary;
Ministry of Education; and Secretary, Ministry
of Trade. There are also two nominated mem-
bers, whilst the other five are all ex-officials. 

“The vision is to create an
educated society with the aim

of alleviating poverty. The
mission is to provide

scholarships for the
underprivileged youth

to complete their higher
education and creation of

equal opportunities
through the development
of facilities for higher 
education,” said Siri
Fernando, a Trustee,
friend and close 
confidante of Lalith.
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Though he had presided over most
of the ministries in Sri Lanka,
Lalith had a passion for the

department of education. He was
enchanted by the Chinese proverb
which stated that: “Give a fish and be
fed for only a day. Teach how to fish
and be free from hunger forever.” He
had visualised a Sri Lanka where there
won’t be any illiterate people and the
youth would have some professional
skills or other, which would ensure 
an assured livelihood.

It was in 1990 that Lalith was des-
ignated as the Minister of Education.
By that time, he was an international-
ly acclaimed statesman having led
various ministries of the
Government. “But he met the press
only after 10 days because he was
adamant that he should familiarise
himself with the nuances of education
before making a policy statement. For
a person like Lalith, it was not a
tough job, but he knew that he was in
charge of the most sensitive ministry,”
recalled Gunasekera.

Gunasekera, who was present 
during the press meet, reminiscences:
“One of the reporters asked Lalith what
would be his top priority as the
Minister of Education. Lalith replied
instantly that students would be his top
priority. The journalist asked him what
would be the second and third priori-
ties. ‘Students and students,’ replied
Lalith, without batting an eyelid.”

“Any changes made in the field of
education would bear fruit only after
10 years. That is, to know the impact
of the changes, we have to wait for 10
years. Then only we will know whether
the change made was for the best or
for the worst. If we rectify the mistake,
it will take another 10 years to know
the results. That’s why education and
the changes in education policy are
important for us,” is what Lalith told
journalists in the press meet.

Lalith insisted that no student in
Sri Lanka should be denied the right
to higher education due to lack of
funds. He got a law enacted to ensure
that all students, irrespective of their
ethnicity or the language they speak,
got scholarships for higher education.
“It is another thing that the Tamil stu-
dents who benefited from the
Mahapola Foundation Scholarship go
abroad and complain that they were
being discriminated against in Sri

Lanka,” said an educationist, who 
did not want to be named. The funds
for running the LTTE Government 
in exile, operating from Europe and
Canada, are mobilised  by these 
same expatriate Tamil youth, who
completed their higher education 
with the scholarship.

The Mahapola Trust, which began
in 1981 by awarding 422 scholarships,
has benefited more than 3,50,000 stu-
dents by 2017. “At any time of the year,
60,000 students are beneficiaries of
this scholarship,” said Gunasekera,
who has set apart five to six hours of
his daily life to ensure the smooth
functioning of the scholarship scheme.
According to Gunasekera, 65 per cent
of students enrolled for higher educa-
tion in Sri Lanka are getting the
Mahapola Scholarship.

The scholarship is in the �5,500 to
�7,500 range per month, depending on
the course of study. The beneficiaries
are selected depending on the financial
status of the parents. “If the income of
the parents is within the stipulated
amount, the students are offered the
scholarship for the entire duration of
the course, with a limit of four years,”
said Gunasekera.

Siri Fernando said most of the stu-
dents manage to supplement the

income of their parents by sending
home a part of the scholarship amount.
“It is as good as a source of income,
even as they study in professional 
colleges,” said Fernando, former chief
of a British company in Colombo, 
who shadowed Lalith throughout his
life as a friend and follower.

The scholarship programme, which
began with the funds donated by Lalith
in 1981, has emerged as the biggest
education programme in the country.
It is sustained by Mahapola Lottery
organised by the Development
Lotteries Board of the Government.

“The students who complete their
education using this scholarship are
in no way obliged to us. Lalith was
not for it because he wanted no com-
mitment from the beneficiaries other
than completing the education suc-
cessfully. Till date, we have not asked
for any favours from the students who
benefited from this unique scheme,”
said Gunasekera.

It was the Mahapola Foundation
that set up the Sri Lanka Institute of
Information Technology. So, don’t be
under the impression that the
Foundation only disburses scholar-
ships and sits back for the rest of the
time. Not a single student has com-
mitted suicide in Sri Lanka for want

of funds or denial of opportunities
for higher education. This is the
biggest achievement of the Mahapola
Scholarship. Pola in Sinhala language
means festival and the scholarship
has helped the beneficiaries make
their life a great festival, pointed 
out Siri Fernando.

There is one factor on which the
entire political spectrum of Sri Lanka
is unanimous. They are all of the view
that Lalith was the best President or
head of the state Sri Lanka did not
have. But politics is a strange and
treacherous path where there are ter-
rorists and landmines of different
forms waiting to take lives out of
unsuspecting victims.

The objectives and missions of 
the Mahapola Foundation, drafted 
and written by Lalith, speak volumes
about his vision:
�To provide higher education facilities
to the youth.
�To provide assistance to deserving
youth, enabling them to complete their
academic, industrial, or technical educa-
tion in a higher education institution in
consequence of the successful comple-
tion of their secondary education.
�To set up and assist in the management
of vocational training institute with the
view to improve skills of the youth.

�To set up and assist schools and other
institutions in the furtherance of education.
�To provide assistance for the
improvement and development of 
skills of persons who are engaged in
the furtherance of education.

The question which comes to mind
is whether we have a scheme like this
in India or in any other neighbouring
countries? Mahapola Foundation is the
one and only inclusive scheme which
has made a big impact in the lives of
the poor in the island nation. There
are ministers, bureaucrats, education-
ists, military officers, lawyers, vice-
chancellors, medical doctors, and
other professionals who came up in 
life only because of this scheme. 

A vice-chancellor, who hails from
the northern province, recounted his
gratitude to the Mahapola Foundation
for the scholarship. “The first thing I
did with the scholarship amount was
to buy a time piece which helped me
get up early in the morning. This was
useful because I could complete my
homework and also supplement my
mother’s income by working as a help-
ing hand in the nearby store for a few
hours daily,” he said.  

Lalith gave his countrymen a rose
garden itself while they were looking
for a simple rose. This inclusive
scheme itself would qualify him for
the Nobel Prize for Peace as he had
implemented this scheme in a war-
torn country. Lalith was a proponent
of human rights as well as democratic
rights. The steps he initiated to resolve
the ethnic crisis in the island nation
during his tenure as Minister for
National Security could be told only
through a comprehensive book. 

But the truth is that Lalith died an
unsung hero of Sri Lanka; a person
who was felled by the bullets fired by a
vile assassin. Lalith would definitely
have taken Sri Lanka to newer heights
had he been alive. Strange are the
ways of this world. If there is one per-
son who qualifies for the Nobel Prize
from this part of the world, it is Lalith
Athulathmudali.  

What struck the mind after hear-
ing Lalith’s story was the scenario in

Tamil Nadu, a State in India where the
Dravidian politicians bay for Sinhala
blood for alleged discrimination
against Tamils. We come across
reports routinely in Tamil Nadu about
youngsters committing suicide
because of failure to get admission in
medical colleges. Do we have a
scheme like Mahapola Foundation in
any of the Indian States?

“All we have to do is divert 10 per
cent of the funds allocated for corpo-
rate social responsibility to a corpus
account and all States in India too
could boast a Trust like Mahapola. It
should be based purely on merit,” said
Jayaprakash Valliathan, a veteran
marine engineer, who has opened a
school for the poor in his village after
retiring from service. He adds that the
political leadership of the country
should have the will power to imple-
ment such innovations.  

Tamil Nadu, hardly 30 nautical
miles off the Sri Lankan shore, saw
many students committing suicide fol-
lowing failure to crack the National
Eligibility cum Entrance Test (NEET),
the gateway to medical colleges. This
is unheard of in Sri Lanka where all
beneficiaries of the Mahapola
Scholarship laugh all the way to the
banks. Had he been alive, Lalith would
have turned 82 this November 26. As
usual, his friends and associates from
all over the world would assemble
under the auspices of the Lalith
Athulathmudali Foundation to take
stock of last year’s performance and to
discuss future plans. 

Sri Lanka is less than half the size
of Tamil Nadu and does not have
monikers like the Oxford or
Cambridge of the South. Sri Lanka has
neither this many engineering colleges
or medical colleges which you see in
Tamil Nadu. Still, the students (both
Sinhala and Tamil) are happy and con-
fident of their bright future. Lalith
Athulathmudali revolutionised educa-
tion into a mission, while in our own
Tamil Nadu, it is a multi-billion dollar
business along with TASMAC (Tamil
Nadu State Marketing Corporation),
the State monopoly on liquor trade.

Aflight lands in Bali every seven
minutes. This was actually an
observation made by my friend
as we sat gorging on delicious
sea food at a restaurant by Kuta

beach, very close to Ngurah Rai
International Airport, Denpasar. The
sound of waves slapping the shores was
music to ears, even as the eyes got attract-
ed to the lights hanging in the mid air,
before they made a perfect landing. Soon,
we lost count of the number of air planes
that made it to the island, but not before
concluding what a popular tourist destina-
tion this island nation was.

Part of the world’s largest archipelago,
Indonesia, Bali is the most favoured desti-
nation among tourists what with its forest-
ed volcanic mountains, iconic rice paddies,
beaches and coral reefs. Ancient temples on
cliff sides and shores speak of the island’s
connect with ancient India, that lives in the
form of a prevalent Hindu society that this
part of the island nation is today.

Happy go lucky island vibe throbs in
the lively bars of Kuta and resort towns of
Seminyak, Sanur and Nusa Dua to the
south. Those who love clubbing swear by
Potato Head Beach Club, Seminyak and the
Rock Bar at Ayana Resort and Spa,
Jimbaran!  For a mind and body balance,
you find a generous smattering of spas,
yoga and meditation retreat.
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From Rishikesh to Bali — though I can’t
really boast much of water adventure
sport experience, but the thought of travers-
ing rapids on Ayung River that flows
through Ubud in Bali was quite appealing.
Dressed aptly and armed with respective
safety gear and oars, our group of five
women set out on this fun adventure. 

The trek to the river is a decent climb
down and an equally treacherous climb up,
especially when your clothes are all wet and
clinging. However, it is worth every step once
you get into the raft. The river stretch is sur-
rounded by lush forest and panoramic views
along the course. Somewhere along the way
we crossed a stretch with black rock carv-
ings depicting stories from Ramayana.
Covered in moss, these carvings looked real-

ly old but apparently these have been craft-
ed not too long ago by a skilful artisan on
a commission from a local hotel owner. 

With rapids of grade moderate to easy
and a busy stretch, rafting on this river is
often about avoiding big stones and bump-
ing into a fellow raft as one goes along.
Nevertheless, it is a fun activity with all the
brief stops one gets to make by the banks
for a coconut water/snack break or a halt by
the small waterfalls for some splashing fun.
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When travelling towards Ubud, visit to
Sacred Monkey Forest is a must. The for-
est is a sanctuary or natural habitat of
Balinese long-tailed Monkey and a very pop-
ular tourist attraction. Well known for its
conservation efforts, over a hundred
macaques inhabit the forest, and in-depth
research and studies are carried out for
observing their health, diet and breeding
habits. Shiva Shakti Temple is housed
inside the forest and dates back to the 14th
century. It is only open to the locals for per-
forming religious ceremonies.

We were well warned not to carry any
sunglasses or jewellery on our body. The
guides tell you to even remove hair acces-
sories, if you happen to be wearing any.
Stone statues inside the forest pay ode to
the inhabitants and make for a hangout
spaces for them. I chose to hang out near
the temple rather than venture into the
forest. Given the familiarity Indians have
with their cousins here, there is not
much novelty, but then perhaps…

��������	
�
The Indonesian Islanders have great respect
for nature and strongly believe in co-habi-
tation. This also explains the efforts made
by them to conserve the fast getting
extinct species. Green sea turtles is anoth-
er such example. Located 10 km south of
Denpasar is Serangan Island, a frequent
nesting ground for green sea turtles. 

Not too long ago, consumption of tur-
tle meat as well as the use of sea turtles in cer-
emonies led to extinction threat for this beau-
tiful species. Public awareness and timely
community action, however, checked the loss
and now, a conservation project is run by the

local people in partnership with the govern-
ment on this island to conserve the species. 

A popular tourist spot, visitors com-
bine with other water sports activities that
they can participate on the eastern side of
Serangan, especially surfing. You can
choose to just ride on the waves in a glass
boat, should you just want to take it easy.
After all, Bali is part of the Coral Triangle,
the area with the highest biodiversity of
marine species and is home to over 500
reef-building coral species. This, indicate
the statistics is about seven times as many
as in the entire Caribbean!
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These rice terraces offer a perfect Bali photo
opportunity with its dramatic views.
Located on the north side of Ubud (around
20 minutes drive), Tegallalang makes for
a famous tourist attraction for beautiful rice
terraces The vista sprawls down and away
to the rice terraces on the slopes across the
valley and offers a great showcase of
Subak (traditional Balinese cooperative irri-
gation system), which according to histo-
ry, was passed down by holy man Rsi
Markandeya in the 8th century. 

The highlight of our visit was also the
adventurous Bali swing that flies over the rice
fields and offers an opportunity for a per-

fect Instagram shot. Well that is what most
tourists come here looking for. Quite a scary
adventure, if you don’t have a thing for
heights, the swing is well secured with har-
ness to keep you in place. I have to admit,
with all the courage I could muster, I could
do it only one way looking into the fields. 

�����������	��
No visit to Bali is complete without a visit
to their beautiful temples. A pocket of
Hindu religion and culture, locals not only
worship the same gods and goddesses, per-
form similar rituals, and build sacred tem-
ples as Indian Hindus, but Hinduism is a
way of life for them. I found it fascinating
to see that every Balinese Hindu home
houses a temple of its own, especially in
Ubud, and elaborate one at that. Some of
the famous temples of Bali and most fre-

quented by tourists include, Ulun Danu
Beratan Temple in Bedugul, Tabanan;
Tanah Lot in Tabanan and Uluwatu Temple,
Jimbaran. Most temples are dedicated to the
trinity and pays homage to the local gods.
In most temples visitors are not allowed to
pray inside the temple and can only enter
the premises if they are wearing a sarong.
The rituals and prayers can only be per-
formed by the locals and follow strict codes. 

There is a lot that is there to be shared
about the local culture and religious
beliefs. Perhaps another time. But as a
travel destination, there is so much that
the visitors can do as part of their stay
here, or not should they choose to. It’s not
for nothing that it tops people’s travel list.
And you just can’t cover all in one trip.
You have to come back for more. Well,
that’s my promise to self.
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The visit by Pranab
Mukherjee, former
President of India, to
the RSS headquarters at
Nagpur, earlier in 2018,

has set the ideological stage for
the 2019 General Elections. 

Pranab Mukherjee’s political
career has spanned the decades
from the long innings of absolutist
Indira Gandhi, all the way
through to the present dispensa-
tion. He has been a consummate
Congress politician and man for
all seasons at the highest echelons
of the Government.

Kingshuk Nag, in his eighth
book, has used Mukherjee’s illus-
trative and unabashed tribute to
the importance of the RSS today,
for his insightful study on RSS
chief Mohan Bhagwat. 

Earlier, Nag, a veteran former
journalist, has written books on
Narendra Modi, Atal Bihari
Vajpayee, Subhas Chandra Bose,
The BJP, Vijay Mallya and the
Kingfisher Airlines imbroglio, and
the infamous Satyam scam featur-
ing its key actor, Ramalinga Raju.

The symbolism of the RSS and
its Sarsanghchalak Mohan
Bhagwat at centre-stage in today’s
politics, stands in stark contrast to

the RSS’ much vilified past during
the decades of Nehru-Gandhi
domination and this book is
therefore very timely. The RSS,
indicates Nag, prefers to paint on
a much wider canvas than the
Nehruvian reference points of
Western inspired modernism. It
draws inspiration from “Bharat”,
albeit an inclusive continuum, that
is centuries old, rich in history,
tradition, knowledge and culture. 

That the time has come to
acknowledge and incorporate this
broader view of India’s nation-
hood is possibly why Pranab
Mukherjee went to Nagpur.
However, other reasons, have also
been advanced for the visit.

The RSS, often painted as an
anachronism by the Congress,
seeks to derive its vision of

Hindu Rashtra from the gaze of
millennia. That this automatical-
ly tends to dwarf and render
shallow the Nehruvian vision of
a “secular” India is the very
problem according to the Libleft.  

The RSS and the NDA has
gained traction however precisely
because the idea of Nehruvian
secularism has been moulded to
discriminate against the majority
community of Hindus. 

The Indian electorate has
awakened to this discrimination
against Hindus combined with a
distaste for the blatantly dynastic
politics promoting the Nehru fam-
ily gradually. This found its first
expression in voting in non-
Congress Governments in the
eighties and nineties as the erst-
while captive vote banks began to

migrate to other political parties. 
Then the seeming anathema

of voting for a “communal” BJP, as
opposed to a socialist and diverse
Janata Dal, was also penetrated
when the Vajpayee Government
completed a full-term in power. 

The induction of more and
more RSS stalwarts into key posi-
tions in the BJP, both in the Party
and Government has marked a
shift during the current Bhagwat-
Modi period. However, despite
this, effective in governance has
not exactly been stellar.

Vajpayee tended to hold the
RSS at arms-length in gover-
nance. Modi has a much better
equation with Bhagwat, the same
age as himself, as Nag points out.
Both are 1950 born, well after
independence. 

The lines have indeed blurred
between RSS as the ideological
compass, and the BJP as the vehi-
cle of governance. However, some
differences in emphasis are appar-
ent. Modi tends to regard devel-
opment or vikas as a universal
panacea. The RSS wants Hindu
Rashtra and some historic
wrongs against the Hindus right-
ed on a priority basis. 

It is clear Modi and the BJP
could not have won without RSS
support in 2014, though the mag-
nitude of the win, took the RSS by
surprise. This sort of majority win
may repeat in 2019, given a weak
and disparate Opposition. This,
despite Narendra Modi having
failed to keep many of the promis-
es he made. And the effects of
controversial decisions such as the

sudden demonetisation, that is
thought to have hurt small busi-
nesses and the poor. 

Also, the Modi Government
has done next to nothing to pro-
mote the RSS agenda for a Hindu
Rashtra. Still, the RSS may be con-
strained to back Modi once again
as its best hope for realising its
vision in the future. 

The construction of the Ram
Temple at Ayodhya is a sticking
point, as is the unchanged status
of J&K, despite RSS inductee Ram
Madhav being in-charge of party
matters in the latter state.  The
Mandir construction, long pend-
ing, is coming to a head now. The
pressure is coming from the VHP,
the SS, groupings of seers and
mahants, members, some union
ministers of the Modi

Government,  and, of course,
Mohan Bhagwat and the RSS
itself. Interestingly, there is sup-
port for an urgent commence-
ment of the Ram Temple con-
struction from the Shia Wakf
Board too. The Supreme Court
however continues to drag its feet
on the title dispute.

Nag refrains from putting
words into Bhagwat’s mouth
throughout the book. Instead, he
lays out the multiple concerns of
the RSS as very much a work-in-
progress. Of paramount concern
to a pragmatic and modernising
Bhagwat today is the BJP’s and
particularly Modi’s winnability. 

Today, even as the RSS exerts
its influence on the choice of elec-
toral candidates, policy matters
and union ministers alike it has
not made much headway on core
issues. The commitment therefore
to a second term for Modi and the
BJP is perforce intact.

This is the eighth decade of
the RSS’ existence though
Bhagwat is only the sixth
sarsanghchalak. Because of
Bhagwat’s relative youth, ascend-
ing to the top job at 59, the reach
of the RSS has been markedly
extended. It is active in Bengal,
and more effectively, in the North
East, for the first time. In terms of
inclusion, the Muslims and Dalits
feature significantly in the RSS
structure today. 

Bhagwat has been less suc-
cessful in influencing educational
policies of the Government, possi-
bly because of a large cadre of
entrenched Leftists.

The fates of Narendra Modi
and Mohan Bhagwat are, on the
face of it, intertwined, looking at
2019. But waiting in the wings, is
Nagpur’s first choice for prime
ministership, should Modi falter. 

Nitin Gadkari, elected from
Nagpur, is the only union minister
who has had a free hand in the
Modi Government, and the only
other senior leader with both
Modi’s development credentials,
BJP’s organisational experience,
and consummate RSS backing.
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What makes The
Rainbow Acres work is
that the narrative cap-

tures the universal human
desire to move about in search
of better opportunities and a
better life. Human diaspora is as
old as human civilisation itself.
By interweaving the stories of
Sophia from Mexico and
Kishan Singh Dillon from
Punjab, the writer further
underscores the ubiquity of this
experience. As the novel tells its
readers, unlike popular percep-
tion, immigration is not only
about the destination, it is also
about the journey. The
immensely exhausting, endless-
ly dangerous, and yet uniquely
invigorating journey of the
countless Mexicans, Punjabis,
Japanese, and Chinese immi-
grants is at the heart of this
book. Every individual has a
heart wrenching (and heart-
warming) story, waiting to be
told: Be it Han-Gan or Harbans
Singh. Like many others before
and after them, Kishan and
Sophia are also drawn by the
siren’s call that is California —
the land of gold and golden
opportunities. 

As a reader, the cultural and
linguistic shock and alienation
that characters like Kishan,
Jaspal and Han-Gan experience
are easy enough to understand,
and even pre-empt, but what is
not as easy to grasp is the bitter-
sweet taste of nostalgia that
lingers in the heart of these
expatriates. The longing for the
homeland is a persistent ache
that can find respite, only tem-
porarily, in hazy memories.
Trying to capture it in words is
a failed enterprise. Hence, the
immigrant is always locked in
an unbreakable hold of his own
memories. As Jaspal, Kishan
Singh’s adoptive brother, tells
him, he will never be able to
fully explain certain experiences
to his wife Isabel: “She will
never know the lost wheat fields
back in Noor Mahal or the
smell of simmering saag that
filled up my house on winter
evenings. She will never know
how influenza came in through
the dark of the summer nights
and tore my world apart. She

will never know the reckless
farmer boy that I was before
boarding the ship to California
in search of new moors.” 

Yet, this untranslatability
forms a bond which connects
all immigrants, irrespective of
religion, language and national-

ity. As a woman of Indian ori-
gin, living in the US, Dhir has
captured the complexities of the
diasporic life with both subtlety
and nuances. The character of
Kishan Singh has been very
well-etched, especially in the
first part of the novel. Sophia’s

character on the other hand,
seems a little rushed, in parts
at least. Sophia’s turmoils en
route California are too pre-
dictable and just as easily
brushed off. She lacks the
detailed delineation that has
been bestowed on Kishan.

The American Dream is a
constant presence in the text
and informs and shapes the des-
tiny as well as the life-choices of
the protagonists. Both Kishan
and Sophia are enterprising
individuals, thus, their success
in this land of opportunities is
almost a given. Entrepreneurship
is shown to be the cornerstone
of the American economy and
the writer seems to be fully
invested in this ideal, at a per-
sonal level almost. The praise of
America and the boundless
avenues of personal and profes-
sional growth it offers are often
on the verge of turning into
populist puree. But, usually
with Kishan Singh as her
mouthpiece, the author also
manages to make the readers
understand the irony of it all.
America is the land of freedom
and yet for immigrants, like
Jaspal and Kishan, freedom is a
like the receding horizon —
tantalising but ever just out of
reach. And, it is in these

moments that the protagonist
truly shines out as the moral
center of the text. Kishan
Singh and Sophia are heroic
not in the martial sense but in
their actions and intentions.
Their perseverance, integrity
and zeal, whether for them-
selves or their loved ones,
makes them stand out.

As mentioned above, the
narrative operates on two lev-
els — the story of Sophia’s life
in Mexican Acapulco, then
Guadalajara, and her (much)
later life California; and the
story of Kishan which begins
in Punjab and then moves to
Colorado. This interesting nar-
rative technique eventually
becomes one of the most jar-
ring aspects of the novel. The
two stories intersect much too
late in the text and the later
bond between Kishan and
Sophia is not given sufficient
time to develop. 

In the final section of the
novel, it seemed as if the writer
decided to shift the focus from
Kishan to Jaspal-which would
not have been such an issue but
for the fact that the latter does
not have a well-defined charac-
ter arch until this point in the

text and as a reader it is difficult
to suddenly invest in him. 

Other than this, the novel is
a gripping read and adds a great
deal to one’s understanding of
the diaspora of the Punjabis —
Hindus, Muslims and Sikhs —
to the US as farmers and a
farmer’s undying love and com-
mitment for his land. Both
these aspects are especially
interesting as one rarely reads
about such topics in popular
fiction. Kudos to the writer for
her painstaking research and
her lucid prose.

The Rainbow, like the rain-
bow at Kishan Singh’s farm
after the storm, is the promise
of hope that keeps one going
in spite of all odds. It repre-
sents the quintessential
American promise of wish-ful-
filment at the end of a trial. It
represents the cycle of nature-
that transcends all nationalities
and political boundaries —
where spring will inevitably
follow after winter.
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Elections in the United States are a spec-
tacle par excellence. This is equally true

for both the anointed Presidency and the
Congressional elections. Awareness and
deliberations about the US Foreign Policy
across the larger international system are
everyone’s pet peeve but the scenario in the
domestic politics remains a realm which
has been investigated to a lesser extent else-
where. Also, it is a theoretical principle in
the discipline of international relations that
there lies a continuum between the domes-
ticity of a nation and its larger footprint
in the international ecosystem. It is in this
twilight zone where the electoral narrative
holds sway.

Typically, 218 seats are required for a
majority in the US House of
Representatives, which has Paul Ryan as
the Republican leader and Nancy Pelosi
standing forth as the leader of the
Democrats in the House.

The related aspersion is that the ver-
dict of the midterm elections has played
a substantial role in the firming up of a
substratum for the future of President
Donald Trump in his next tenure if that
transpires at the second-term electoral hus-
tings. In the recently concluded elections,
55 Congressmen didn’t seek re-elections;
it makes the midterm outing as significant
and decisive in the making of a political
consensus for the crucial future and the
American Dream. 

Several outcomes of the elections are
of significance: The Republican and
Democratic control the Intelligence,
Investigative and Foreign Affairs come
through as a key and crucially contextu-
al realm of these midterm elections, but
the results have denied them this privilege.
The Supreme Court vacancies are up for
the grab as the elections have weakened
the prerogative of President Trump, espe-
cially in the light of the Kavanaugh can-
didature for the Supreme Court. The
Obamacare repeal was defeated by one
vote in 2017 and the Bill could get final-
ly erased. In the light of the refugees and
undocumented aliens marching on to the
US-Mexican border, immigration and
President Trump’s eviction oriented poli-
cies have come up for scanner with the
southern and immigrant oriented popu-
lations, all across the United States being
real testing grounds for the immigration
theme of the Republicans which further
found them divided under the White
House’s decisions in the context. 

It has been witnessed that the House
of Representatives has been won over by
the Democrats and the Republican Party
has retained its majority in the Senate. Still,
a great iota of unpredictability was asso-
ciated with some of the races as the “tug

of war” was a very narrow one in them.
In the midterm polls of 1994, 2006 and
2010, the parties of the Presidents with
dwindling approval ratings lost out but
does that hold up as a role model trend,
after the Trump inaugural, has been test-
ed as a hypothesis at the November 2018

hustings. The Washington Post and Schar
College pointed towards advantage
Democrats, where the quotient is bigger
for pshephological error as most of the
races were very closely fought. It is defi-
nitely an acid test for the “Trump sur-
prises” wherein the decision-making and

the influence-potential of White House
might be up for the asking which gets
weakened as Democrats have performed. 

Also, on the other hand, going by
Democratic candidates such as O’Rourke,
apart from the Democratic strongholds,
the youngsters, Texans and the Hispanic

voters have replicated their inclinations
and choices elsewhere also to give
Democrats a win in the overall picture,
which is far from being picture perfect. The
final results point towards better days for
the dandy Democrats. Also, now after the
midterm polls, Democrats hold 47 seats

and the Trump’s gladiators are on the 51
mark in the US Senate. In the House of
Representatives, the number 36 is the trick
wherein Democrats have improved their
tally by 36 votes with their tally reaching
the healthy figure of 231. The Republicans
have gone down by 36 seats wherein their
strength has come down to a measly 198.
The Guardian has called it a blue wave.
What needs to be relooked by President
Trump that though the nation’s economy
is roaring and unemployment figures are
under control, but still the “America
First” Brigade has not done well in the
House of Representatives. That demands
a re-look by the Republican Party and the
issue of environment also has impacted
results. 

As results have come out, the all
important State of Arizona has gone the
Democrat way with the leading critique of
President Trump, Krysten Sinema, pipping
Republican Senator Jeff Flake to the post.
The British national daily has called the
midterm polls as not a Democrat “Blue
wave”, but an affront to the Republican
vanguard which resulted in flipping seven
stately Governorships. It was only after the
Richard Nixon’s Presidency and the
Watergate scandal in 1974 that Democrats
have performed in such a positive man-
ner in the midterm Congressionals.

The elections in a blitzkrieg manner
have obfuscated the Trump Presidency as
he will have to combat the Democrats
mortally and the Democrats will be
numerically emboldened to persist with
their investigations on the Trump
Administration after the elections. Still, as
the Senate majority still rests with
President Trump, his Supreme Court,
Cabinet and other representatives will con-
tinue to sail through for another two years.
What surprises is that the Arizona winner
compared the immigrant rage to the Iraq
war outrage, and her outrage was com-
bated by the Republican candidate on the
context of the Democrat candidate oppos-
ing the creation of new Air Force bases and
weakening the national security objective
of Washington exemplified by President
Trump. 

Still, the core constituency of the
Republicans is only rattled and the battle
for the next Presidency might still be a
tough task for President Trump’s rivals
after the good showing of the Democrats
in the midterm elections. Some analysts,
after the elections, are pointing towards a
sub-urban revolt which might have pivoted
the Democrats in the midterms.

(The writer teaches International
Relations at Indian Institute of Public
Administration, Delhi)
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The recent upsurge in conflict
between Israeli security agencies

and Palestinian organisation Hamas
that has taken seven lives in Gaza
Strip in last one week is a reminder
of an array of issues the West Asian
region has to grapple with. As
many as 2,000 civilians and over 100
soldiers have died in the conflict
ever since resurgence of conflict
after a lull that ended in 2014.

Deeply concerned at the violent
onslaught, the UN is pulling out all
stops to find permanent solution to
the vexing problem. But the road to
peace is not that easy as the current
state of affairs does not offer any
hope for resuming dialogue between
warring factions for ceasefire. A trial
of strength is going on between the
security forces of Israel and Hamas.

The present crisis is the out-
come of a combination of factors,
deeply interwoven in the compli-
cated saga of the conflict in West
Asia since 1948. Although on many
occasions the Israeli Government
had designed a series of policies
aimed at quick results, Hamas took
the extreme step of working against
the peace proposals. However,
recently a third party (Egypt sup-
ported) brokered peace and recon-
ciliation efforts have been agreed
upon by Hamas, but only time will
test the sustainability of such efforts
as the third party mediation has not
yielded positive results in the region
in the past.

In these circumstances, the

solution to the biggest West Asian
crisis depends on the present lead-
ership of Israel and Hamas.
However, the mounting Israeli
strikes on Gaza Strip have aggra-

vated the crisis further dashing the
hopes for peace. Also, Hamas has
already vowed to avenge the “Israeli
slaughter” and is preparing for a
fresh onslaught. Hamas has poten-

tial to strike with efficiency and its
expertise has extended beyond con-
ventional guerilla warfare.

The emboldening factors favour
Hamas locally. Hamas enjoys an

immense advantage because of
three factors: politically, the
Palestinians want Israel to withdraw
from the West Bank and Gaza
Strip; militarily, Hamas has suffi-

cient arms & ammunition and well-
trained fighters; and, at the local
level, Hamas has been able to
mobilise people ideologically.

The ongoing Israeli attacks have
not only jeopardised US President
George Bush-led Israeli-Palestinian
Peace Accord of November 2007 but
have also created serious concern
among the security and military
intelligence throughout the region.

The violent attacks, some of
which were retaliatory, suggest that
the present crisis is deeply inter-
woven in the issue of separate
national identities and the never-
ending claim over a common piece
of land. Gradually, both Israel and
Palestine have understood that they
could only survive if a two-State
solution was accepted. The Oslo
Peace Accord allowed the
Palestinians to build an air and sea
passage in the West Bank and Gaza
Strip, with then Palestinian
President Yasser Arafat denouncing
terrorism and the recognition of
Palestine by Israeli Prime Minister
Yitzhak Rabin. However, Hamas
does not recognise the right of Israel
as a State and its claim over territory.

There were rays of hope but
nothing much came of these decla-
rations. Earlier, Israel was keen to
build around 30,000 houses for its
citizens on the West Bank and
Gaza Strip by 2020 but the
Palestinians were vehemently
against it. The Palestinians always
wanted to have full control of the

West Bank and almost 90 per cent
withdrawal of the Israeli Army.

Palestinians always accused
Israel of not abiding by the 34 com-
mitments such as freeing of
Palestinian prisoners, dismantling
settlements in Jerusalem, free
movement for Arabs from other
countries and allowing free air and
sea passage to Palestinians. The for-
mation of the Palestinian National
Authority (PNA) was a welcome
step towards the restoration of
peace and reconciliation in the
war-torn area but the increasing
number of attacks and conflict
between the Fatah and Hamas
members compelled Palestinian
Authority President Mahmoud
Abbas to dissolve the Unity
Government and allow Hamas to
take control of the Gaza Strip.

The existence of two separate
Governments in West Bank and the
Gaza Strip has created many com-
plications for the peace process.
Soon after, in June 2007, Hamas
members tried to dismantle the
Fatah authority in Gaza. The very
idea of control over the Gaza Strip
did not go down well with Israel and
the US. Ever since the victory of
Hamas in the Palestinian 
parliamentary elections in January
2006, Israel has made all efforts to
isolate it. 

(Author is Chandigarh-based
Professor of Political Science and an
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Paris has vaulting ambitions
to capture a share of the
world gold trade from

London, reviving its historic role
as a top-tier power in the interna-
tional bullion market. The
Banque de France has teamed up
with JP Morgan to offer a full
range of swaps, leases, and gold
deposits for global central banks
and sovereign wealth funds.
Global reserve managers will be
able to pledge bullion as collateral
for deposits or for raising foreign
currency on the Paris market.

Sylvie Goulard, the BdF’s
deputy governor, called it the
spearhead of a sweeping shake-
up of the French gold industry
and left no doubt that one aim is
to challenge the hegemonic posi-
tion of the City in bullion deal-
ing. “While these gold investment
services have until now only been
offered from London, it recently
became possible for the Banque
de France to offer them also from
Paris. As a result, Paris could
gradually re-emerge as a key
marketplace for gold,” she wrote
in the Alchemist, the in-house
journal for the London Bullion
Market Association (LBMA).

While the French plans pre-
date the Brexit referendum, they
have taken on fresh salience as
President Emmanuel Macron
openly strives to peel away some
of the Square Mile’s banking,
wealth management, euro clear-
ing, and insurance business.

Mme Goulard said the BdF
will act as a ‘principal’ for the
first time so that foreign central
banks can generate a return from
gold transactions without taking
on counterparty risk, a crucial
service in the ultra-cautious
world of reserve managers.

One aim is to muscle in on
the swap business as gold becomes
eligible collateral under the Basel
III framework for banks. The BdF

is upgrading the quality of its gold
reserves to ensure that they meet
the LBMA benchmark standard
for global trading. This means
refining to a 999.9 per cent purity.
It is reported that the BdF is offer-
ing much lower storage costs that
the Bank of England.

Paris was a central hub of the
world bullion nexus in the 19th
Century when the Napoleon 20
franc gold coin rivalled the
British gold sovereign and the
American Eagle. The gold
reserves of the French Third
Republic were stored in the wine
cellars of Hotel de Toulouse in
Paris until the First World War.
Deemed vulnerable, they were
switched to the famous
Souterraine beneath the Seine
River in the 1920s, the deepest
and biggest gold vault in the
world. Its underground cathedral
of 720 pillars and Dantesque cir-
cles, with its seven ton armoured
door, were immortalised by the
interwar writer Stefan Zweig,
who called it the “heart of our
economic world, the epicentre of
the invisible waves that stir mar-
kets, bourses, and banks.”   

The London gold market —
or loco London in trader parlance
— is a hard nut for the French to
crack. The Bundesbank has been
repatriating gold holdings from
vaults in Paris and New York to
assuage Germany’s “bring-home-
our-gold” movement, but it has
not yet withdrawn any bars from
the vaults of the Bank of
England. “If the Bank for

International Settlements want to
trade on behalf of central banks,
for example, it does so in
London. It is an all-or-nothing
effect, and it is self-reinforcing.
Although Shanghai is breathing
down London’s neck,” he said.

Peter Hambro, a London gold
veteran and president of the
Russian miner Petropavlovsk,
said the French held onto to most
their gold when Gordon Brown

sold half the Bank of England’s
bars at the bottom of market, for
a quarter of current price.

France sold 580 tonnes under
Nicolas Sarkozy — to great protest
— but remains the world’s fifth
biggest holder with 2,436 tonnes.
“The Banque de France has an
excellent reputation as the manag-
er of the French national reserves
of gold and foreign exchange. It is
in a select club of countries like

China and Russia that still under-
stand the value of gold as a store
of value and a medium of
exchange that is in itself no one
else’s promise,” he said.

Ross Norman from Sharps
Pixley said there is a reason for
this stickiness. London remains
the most liquid gold market in the
western world by far, with trusted
courts under the rule of law. “I
haven’t heard of a ‘loco Paris’ gold

trade for decades, so it is going to
be tough for them,” he said.

The LBMA says the daily
notional trade in London in 2016
was $234bn, far ahead of the
COMEX  in the US at $28.9bn, or
the combined Shanghai futures
and gold exchanges at $9.4bn.
However, the LBMA members
provide deep liquidity to the mar-
ket and this cannot easily be repli-
cated. “Constructing anew such a
system would be expensive and
wearisome. For Paris to challenge
London’s pre-eminence the BdF
would need to encourage more
than just JP Morgan to operate
there with such a back-up,” he said.

France’s 20th century rever-
ence for gold had unintended
consequences. The country
accumulated too much of the
world’s bullion stock in the
1920s after it returned the post-
Versailles Gold Standard at an
undervalued rate. This exerted a
deflationary effect on the inter-
national system, deepening the
Great Depression. At one point
it amassed 5,000 tonnes.

Gold hoarding recoiled with a
vengeance in the 1930s when
France remained the last major
power fixed to the Gold Standard,
and therefore remained trapped
in contractionary vortex that
delayed recovery and led to bitter
Left-Right political conflict. It was
a key reason why the country suc-
cumbed to defeatism in 1940.  

London can boast an even
more illustrious past than Paris
as a bullion hub. It dates back to

the gold shipping partnership of
the East India Company and
Moses Mocatta in the late 17th
Century — later helped by the
great gold enthusiast, Sir Isaac
Newton, master of the Royal
Mint and part-time alchemist,
when he could tear himself away
from gravity theory.

The Bank of England estab-
lished the London Good Delivery
List in 1750 to set a unified stan-
dard for gold refiners. The quin-
tet of N M Rothschild & Sons,
Mocatta & Goldsmid, Pixley &
Abell, Samuel Montagu & Co.
and Sharps Wilkins ran the cele-
brated ‘London Fix’ for decades.
The anachronistic Fix was
reformed after the global finan-
cial crisis to make it more trans-
parent. It is now electronic and
partially regulated. Barclays was
fined $26m in 2014 for abuses
linked to the old system. 

The Bank of England’s gold
vaults hold 5,200 tonnes on
behalf of global central banks and
for the LBMA, with sealed lips on
the who customers are. Some
7,500 tonnes in total are stored in
London. JP Morgan, HSBC, and
Brinks, among others, have their
own vaults. In the long run, the
real challenge for the London
gold market almost certainly
comes from Shanghai and Asian
hubs. Some might say the sibling
rivalry between the French and
the British — over the most
atavistic of all commodities —
borders on national caricature.
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AKashmiri political sci-
entist once said to me,
“You cannot discuss
Kashmir, or the
Kashmir conflict,

without starting with history”. I
was puzzled: What did the
region’s ancient or medieval histo-
ry have to do with a conflict that
began after the Partition of India
in 1947? It was only when I start-
ed researching this book that I
found that many contemporary
threads of the conflict — and,
more importantly, its solution —
lead back in time.

Internally, the valley’s particu-
lar form of religious syncretism,
which is so different from the
demographic pluralism of Jammu
or the “living together separately”
model of Ladakh, is rooted in the
opening centuries of the 1st
Millennium CE. Kashmir was
amongst the earliest regions of the
Indian subcontinent to record its
history, and through the ages,
Kashmiri historians and mytholo-
gists preserved much of the cul-
ture as it developed. The tradi-
tions that were anchored through
retelling were not unbroken:
Kashmir too fell under a series of
empires as well as a rapid succes-
sion of dynasties, each of which
left its imprint. But the philosoph-
ical underpinnings of Kashmiri
tradition were relatively undis-
turbed, perhaps because it was at
the periphery of empire and few
ancient empire-builders treated
peripheries as bulwarks. The
beliefs that Kashmir and
Kashmiris are exceptional, that
they are guardians of the religious
sites of all faiths, that the pursuit
of knowledge requires engage-
ment with every view, that the
military is an inferior occupation
— a view shared by India’s nine-
teenth-century social reformer
Swami Vivekananda — remain
strong even today, though they are
increasingly under threat. 

Externally too, the region’s
horizons have not altered in any
major way despite the changing
geopolitics of the region.
Neighbours continue to play
make-or-break roles in the state.
Afghanistan’s leaders, who once
ruled Kashmir, no longer seek
control or influence there. Yet,
events in Afghanistan continue to
fall out on Kashmir, largely
because of Pakistani activism in
both regions. Attacks from mod-
ern Pakistan, which includes the
ancient territories once called
Dardistan, have increased, but
only to the extent that there are
shorter lulls between attacks than
there were centuries ago. While
Iran is less prominent than
ancient Parthia, it continues to
sway Shias in the state politically
and Kashmiri elites culturally.
China is no longer a potential ally
for Kashmir, since it occupied a
large part of the state’s territory
after the 1962 India-China War
and became a stakeholder in the
Kashmir conflict. Tajikistan and

Uzbekistan, once of some signifi-
cance for both trade and cultural
exchange, may regain those ties if
plans for connectivity take off.
Kashmiri leaders lobby for inclu-
sion in emerging regional road
and rail networks that will revive
the relations they built during the
ancient Silk Route period, in a
more peaceable neighbourhood
than there was then. 

No wonder any discussion on
Kashmir has to begin with history,
however mythologised some of it
may be. For ancient Hindus,
Kashmir was a sacred geography
to which humans were introduced
by divine intervention. The
Nilamata Purana, also known as
Kasmira Mahatmya, was regarded
as one of the texts in the Vedanta,
a body of scriptural literature that
combines myth and legend with
what may have been real-life
events and often interprets one
through the other. It describes the
Kashmir valley as originally one
vast lake, home to the gods Shiva
and his wife, Parvati, but it also
refers to the valley itself as Uma,
another name for Parvati, turning
it into a place to worship as well as
a place of worship. 

This vast lake, says the
Nilamata, was drained at the
order of the sage Kashyapa,
grandson of the god Brahma, by
cutting a rock gorge at Varahmula,
which is Baramulla today. It grad-

ually separated into large and
small lakes when the divine clan
of Nagas, who were protagonists
in the epic Mahabharata, and
other fortunate mortals settled
there. “Because water called Ka
was taken out by Balarama the
plough-wielder from this country,
so it shall be called Kas’mira in
this world.” A paradise to live in,
with soaring mountains and flow-
ering orchards, the goddesses Sati,
Saci, Ganga, Aditi, Yamuna, Diti
and Karisini all took the form of
rivers flowing through it. “The
water of Vitasta [today’s Jhelum]
mixed with that of Sindhu [Indus]
is like milk mixed with nectar,
beauty combined with elegance,
and knowledge combined with
good nature.”

Descendants of the sage
Kashyapa, whose wife Kadru gave
birth to the Naga clan, the
Nilamata’s writers saw Kashmiris
as guardians of the sacred “who
perform sacrifices and are
engaged in self-study and contem-
plation, virtuous ascetics well-
versed in the Vedas.” Their life
sounds idyllic, if unreal; protected
by the formidable mountains that
surround it, Kas’mira had never
been conquered and its people
were free from fear. The valley
echoed with the sounds of lutes
and drums, religious chants,
dance and theatre in an unending
round. “One should feast in the

company of friends and should
play to one’s content.”

Yet, if they failed to follow the
edicts of their founder-king Nila,
retribution would descend on
them in the form of “floods,
excess of rain, drought, famine,
deaths, untimely death of the
king, and dreadful punishments.”
Just such an eventuality was
described in the Mahabharata,
written a thousand years earlier,
with Kashyapa’s two wives falling
out and turning their children, the
Nagas, and the great bird Garuda,
into sworn enemies. To trump his
foes, Garuda brought the Nagas
the nectar of immortality but pre-
vented them from swallowing it,
and a series of disasters followed.
The Naga chiefs fell out, their
people were massacred, their king,
Gonanda I, besieged the god
Krishna in Mathura and was
killed by Krishna’s brother, while
Krishna himself killed Gonanda’s
son, Damodara I, in Gandhara,
which comprised present-day
Kandahar and Kabul in
Afghanistan together with
Pakistan’s Khyber-Pakhtunkhwa
and Swat. A repentant Krishna
anointed the dead king’s wife,
Yasovati, the new ruler of
Kashmir, because “the goddess
Uma (was) the same as Kas’mira.”

Whether these myths consti-
tuted imaginative interpretations
of actual alliances and conflicts

between rulers of the time is
debatable, though it would be
aetiologically unsurprising given
Kashmir was a Hindu kingdom
during the Mahabharata period. It
became a part of the Buddhist
Mauryan empire between the 3rd
and 1st Centuries BCE. The
Emperor Ashoka founded the
beautiful city of Srinagari in the
3rd Century BCE, some twenty
kilometres from today’s capital
Srinagar, abutting its suburb
Soura. Modern Srinagar dates
back to the 7th Century and is in
fact built on the site of the 6th
Century royal capital Pravarapura,
mentioned in the Chinese annals
of the Tang dynasty. The modern
city took the older Ashokan name.

Buddhism flowered in
Kashmir under Ashoka, who dis-
patched hundreds of monks from
Gandhara to spread the faith, at
the same time building a Shiva
temple at Vijeshwari to support
what was then the religion of the
majority. Vijeshwari is now
Bijbehara in Anantnag district, the
constituency of former Chief
Minister Mufti Mohammad
Sayeed from 2002-15. Buddhism
continued to blossom in close
proximity to Hinduism under
Ashoka’s son and grandson, as
well as under the Kushana kings
who captured Kashmir from the
Mauryan empire in its decline.
The Kushanas are believed to be

of Turkic origin and possibly
belonged to the Xinjiang and
Gansu regions of modern China.
Folklore has it that the Kushana
king Kanishka hosted the Fourth
Buddhist Council in the first cen-
tury at Harwan, today’s Shalimar
Garden in Srinagar. The council
drew 500 Buddhist and Hindu
scholars from all over the region,
including China, to codify
Sarvastivada, the precursor to
Mahayana Buddhism. 

First under the Mauryas and
then the Kushanas, Kashmir’s
horizons stretched across the
Indian subcontinent, from
Magadha in the southeast, com-
prising modern Odisha and
parts of Bengal, to Malwa or
modern Rajasthan in the south-
west. In modern-day Pakistan,
they covered Gandhara to the
north and the lands of the Dards
in the northwest, comprising
Chitral, Gilgit and Kohistan in
Swat, Gurez in Baltistan and
parts of northern Punjab, and
Mehrgarh or today’s Balochistan
in the west. Beyond the subcon-
tinent, they reached further
west to Palmyra in Syria and
Parthia or Persia, which is pre-
sent-day Iran; north to Bactria,
lands in the Amu Darya or
Oxus basin including parts of
Afghanistan, Uzbekistan and
Tajikistan, through Sindh and
northeast to China.
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Apopular Japanese YouTuber set a
Guinness World Record by wrap-

ping a volunteer in cling wrap in only
one minute, 58 seconds.
Dekakin, a comedian and
YouTuber known for food and
arm wrestling related stunts,
enlisted the help of Ichiho
Shirahata, a member of the
group “Gekijo-ban”
Gokigen Teikoku
singing group whose
ballet experience
came in handy dur-
ing the attempt. The
pair practiced for
hours to perfect
their technique
before the official
attempt, which
was timed to
coincide with
Thursday’s
Guinness World
Records Day.

Guinness stipulated
Shirahata had to be
covered from her feet

to her shoulders in cling wrap without
any gaps. An adjudicator for the record-
keeping organisation kept time and
inspected Shirahata to make sure the
attempt was an official record. Dekakin
was awarded a certificate once the time
was verified at 1 minute, 58 seconds.
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Storms, strikes, computer failures
— you can now add “your plane

has been seized by the
Government” to the list of things
that can delay your flight. In
France, 149 passengers were
preparing to take off for London
late Thursday when French
authorities ordered their
Ryanair Boeing 737 impound-
ed. The budget carrier owed
money and it was “regrettable

that the state was forced” to
evacuate the plane, the civil
aviation authority said. The

passengers had gone
through passport control and

security and were about to walk on
the tarmac to board the plane when

airport authorities
told them to turn
around, passenger Boris
Hejblum said. “The airport staff
told us there was an issue with the plane,”
he said. No Ryanair staff members were
available, and the only communication
from the airline was two text messages
saying simply that the departure was
delayed, and a 5-euro ($5.75) voucher for
food — “less than what a sandwich cost
at the airport café,” the 30-year-old
Frenchman said. The passengers were
put on another flight that finally brought
them to London’s Stansted airport — five
hours late. The multi-million dollar jet,
meanwhile, was released only Friday
after Ryanair paid a bill of 525,000 euros.
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AChinese teenager who already holds
two Guinness World Records broke

two more by solving Rubik’s cubes in
unusual ways. Xiamen resident Que
Jianyu was observed by a Guinness adju-
dicator when he solved three Rubik’s
cubes at once — one in each hand and
one with his feet — in 1 minute, 36.39

seconds. Que then suspended
himself from a bar and broke the

record for fastest time to solve a Rubik’s
cube upside-down, finishing with a time
of 15.84 seconds, 1.6 seconds faster than
the previous record holder.
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Asmall group of British conserva-
tionists are installing mesh-covered

ladders in roadside drains to save
trapped amphibians from certain death.
The Warwickshire Amphibian and
Reptile Team — the memorably
acronymed WART — hopes that by
placing 20 of the rust-resistant alu-
minum ladders down drains near
known breeding pools in England’s
West Midlands, they can boost the
dwindling amphibian population. “The
amphibians are coming to breed and
then hitting the road, getting across the
roads, hitting the curb, along the curb
and into the drains. And then that’s it -
end of story for them, game over,” said
Tim Jenkins, a ladder fitter at WART.

“By installing the amphibian lad-
ders, it enables them to get back out of

the drains and back to their breeding
pools and doing what they should do
and making more amphibians.”

The issue of trapped toads is not
limited to Britain. A 2012 study in the
Netherlands estimated that more than
half a million small vertebrates like
frogs, toads and newts end up trapped
in gully pots and drains each year.
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Self-styled positivity guru
Emile Ratelband thinks

age is just a number. And his
is a number the Dutchman wants
changed. The 69-year-old TV
personality has asked a court in
the Netherlands to approve his
request for a new birthday that
officially would make him 49.

Ratelband says his legal
appeal is consistent with other
forms of personal transforma-
tion that are gaining acceptance
and Government recognition in
the Netherlands and around the
world. “With this free(dom) of
choice, choice of name, freeness of

gender, I want to have my own age.
I want to control myself,” he said

Thursday.
Ratelband says he wants to

avoid age discrimination in
society — especial-
ly on dating web-
sites. “So when I
ask for a mort-
gage, for example,
they say it’s
impossible,” he
told The
Associated Press.
“If I go on Tinder,
then I get women
from 68, 69 when
women are
there.” How
about just

being eco-
nomical with
the truth

about his age?
“I don’t want to
lie,” he said. “I
want to be
myself, so don’t
force me to lie.”
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Aretha Franklin’s voice estab-
lished her reputation as the
queen of soul, but her style was

the stuff of legend. Fans had the
chance to snap up more than 30 of her
history-making looks at a fashion auc-
tion in New York. Franklin, who was
76 when she died from cancer in
August, was known for an elaborate
and glitzy aesthetic, heavy on sequins,
fur and feather boas. A public exhibi-
tion of her outfits was held at the Hard
Rock Cafe last week before going
under the hammer. Highlights of the
Julien’s Auctions collection included
the red ruffled dress Franklin wore for
a Radio City Music Hall concert in
1993, the denim crew jacket from the
1980 Blues Brothers film, in which she
played Mrs Murphy, and the regal
cream gown she wore to Bill Clinton’s
nomination ball.

Franklin sang for three presidents
— Jimmy Carter, Clinton and Barack
Obama — and was awarded the
Presidential Medal of Freedom by
George W Bush in his second term.
She died without making a will, leav-
ing her niece as the executor of her

$80m estate. More than 100 pink
Cadillacs were part of her funeral pro-
cession in Detroit and the service
stretched for eight hours in a church
packed with 4,000 guests. In signature
style, Franklin had three outfit
changes for each public viewing, ahead
of her funeral. Martin Nolan, execu-
tive director of the sale, said the auc-
tion was “celebrating the tremendous
talents, power and grace of America’s
greatest singer of all time”.

Somebody, somewhere knows its
location. But the one man who
could help is refusing to talk.

Portrait of Mlle. Gabrielle Diot (1890),
a painting by Edgar Degas, hung
above the desk of a renowned Jewish
art dealer at his Paris gallery until
1940 when, along with numerous
other works, it was confiscated by the
Nazis. Now, the descendants of Paul
Rosenberg have hired London-based
art detectives to try to recover it,
almost 60 years after the art dealer’s
death. “It’s not impossible that some-
body has seen it,” said Marianne
Rosenberg, Paul’s granddaughter. “We
reserve the right to seek recourse to
the law in all jurisdictions.”

Paul Rosenberg, a patron to both
Henri Matisse and Pablo Picasso,
whom he affectionately called “Pic”,
kept meticulous records of the works
in his keeping, a practice that has
greatly helped his family over the
years in its quest to reclaim them. Of
the 400 or so works looted from his
gallery, only 65 have yet to be recov-
ered, according to Marianne.

Many of the pieces were loaded on
to a train that was stopped outside

Paris in August 1944 by a unit of the
Free French forces led by Lieutenant
Alexandre Rosenberg, Paul
Rosenberg’s son, an intervention
depicted in the 1964 film The Train,
starring Burt Lancaster.

But the 1890 Degas was not
among them, and its whereabouts
since the theft by the Nazis have been
a mystery. The painting first resur-
faced in 1974, when a Hamburg-based
art dealer, Mathias Hans, is said to
have brokered its sale to a Swiss buyer.

Disney is moving ahead with
another Star Wars spinoff TV
series. It follows the

announcement, in October, of the
Jon Favreau-created The
Mandalorian. In an earnings call with
investors, Disney CEO Bob Iger said
that the new show would act as a pre-
quel to Rogue One: A Star Wars Story.
It will star Diego Luna as Cassian
Andor, the rebel alliance spy he
played in the movie. According to a
statement from Disney: “The rousing
spy thriller will explore tales filled
with espionage and daring missions

to restore hope to a galaxy in the grip
of a ruthless Empire.”

Like The Mandalorian, the Rogue
One series will be available on
Disney’s new streaming service, which
Iger revealed will be named Disney+.
A Marvel-related TV series, to star
Tom Hiddleston as Loki, is in devel-
opment, also for Disney+. Also
planned are series spinoffs of the
Disney-Pixar film Monsters Inc, and
the Disney Channel film High School
Musical. Disney+ is due to launch in
the US in late 2019. It will remove its
content from Netflix at the same time.
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You might have noticed that
veganism has been in the
news recently. As the fall-
out from former Waitrose
Food magazine editor

William Sitwell’s vegan comments
continues apace, November 1
marked the World Vegan Day, and
the start of World Vegan Month.

Veganism isn’t about to slip from
the agenda, either. As a new poll
reveals that one third of Britons are
trying to reduce their meat intake,
we’re only two weeks away from the
annual month of Veganuary, in which
people eliminate all meat, fish, dairy,
and eggs from their diet. The initiative,
launched in 2014, seeks to encourage
people to try a vegan diet, stating that,
“Veganism is one of the most effective
choices a person can make to reduce
the suffering of animals, help the plan-
et, and improve personal health.”

Despite the stereotypical litany of
vegan-myths (think: Under-nourished,
long-haired, hippie lentil-lovers), veg-
anism is steadily becoming one of the
most popular diets around the world.
Propagated by the clean eating
brigade, it has a lengthy list of celebri-
ty backers: Russell Brand, Ellen
Degeneres, Natalie Portman, and
Samuel L Jackson. And then there’s the
ever-growing list of vegan athletes,
including Serena Williams, Mike
Tyson, and former Mr Universe
Barnabas du Plessis (a past PETA
spokesperson), which should put paid
to anyone with the phrase “but what
about protein?” on their lips.
Intrigued? Here are some scientifically
tested reasons to give veganism a go:
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Heads up: Diet season is on the hori-
zon! If the four weeks of endless booz-
ing, chocolate-nibbling and mince pie-
scoffing that essentially makes up
December traditionally leaves your
belt a little tight, a vegan diet may be
just the ticket to help you shed the
extra pounds (as long as you move a
bit as well). A 2015 study showed that
those following a vegan diet lost com-
paratively more weight than those fol-
lowing omnivorous and vegetarian
ones. Good news for anyone still in a
cheese-induced coma.
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Agriculture is one of the largest con-
tributors to greenhouse gas emissions
(more than all transport), potentially
increasing to 50 per cent by 2050.
Rearing livestock for animal-based
products requires far more land, water
and energy than producing grain; 27kg
CO2 is generated per kilo beef in com-
parison to 0.9kg per kilo of lentils.
According to a 2016 Oxford study, the
adoption of a vegan diet globally
would cut food-related emissions by
70 per cent. That’s got to be a good
reason to put down the ham sandwich. 

�����#�������������������#���
While veganism isn’t necessarily a one-
way ticket to a zen-like, eternal youth,
numerous scientific studies have been
taken to measure the impact of a
plant-based diet in reducing the risk of
major diseases, including diabetes and
heart disease with positive results. A
vegan diet also eases the symptoms of
arthritis-sufferers and can help prevent

obesity, which affects one in six
Britons and is a leading cause of death.
A 2016 study from Oxford argues that
the mass adoption of a vegan diet
could cut 8.1 million deaths a year.
Becoming vegan for 31 days is not
going to have the same effect, but it’s
worth bearing in mind.
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No one needs to tell you that eating
fruit and vegetables is beneficial, but in
case you’ve forgotten everything your
parents and teachers ever taught you,
they’re full of essential vitamins and
minerals (including calcium, potassium
and Vitamin C) and dietary fibre. All of
these should keep you feeling and (ide-
ally) looking great. Even though you’ve
had the five-a-day mantra drilled into
you for years, the chances are you’re
still not eating enough fruits and veg-
etables. Unless you plan to survive on a
diet of crisps and vegan sausages (I
don’t recommend it) trying out
Veganuary will, if anything, force you
to eat more of the good stuff. 
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Go ahead and raise your eyebrows, but
a recent study analysed the sweat of
those who eat a diet of mainly fruit and
vegetables, and found that it was
deemed to be more attractive to women
(who actually had to smell and evaluate
each sample) than those on a carb-
heavy diet. The sweat produced by veg-

eating men was described as “floral,
fruity, sweet or having medici-

nal qualities.” Do you need
another reason?
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And we blame luck — acts done in
the past as the reason for our pre-
sent woes. Nothing can be farther

from truth. Yes, our present has a lot to do
with our past. For example, all bad habits
like being lusty, greedy, jealous, etc take
roots earlier, but we act on these now,
which hurt. Arjuna had many good quali-
ties. Lord Krishna told him that he was
born with divine endowments. (Gita 16.5)
But what was to cause Arjuna’s downfall? It
was Arjuna’s ego if he was not to heed
God’s instructions. (18.58) Yes, ego was
there earlier also but Arjuna had to act
now in an egoistic manner.

This is what we do too. Lust, greed,
anger, jealousy, ego, hurrying, attachments,
impatience, pride, being anxious, being
fearful, etc are all present in various degrees
in most of us. But these hurt when we act
under their influence. Let me discuss lust,
the most harmful one, first. It has many
manifestations. We can be lusty in a sensu-
ous way; we maybe lusty in what we eat, we
can be driven by lust for power, etc. Don’t
we know when we indulge in these acts?
Two college friends, both unmarried, get in
trouble. Did they not know that what they
were doing was full of danger? Does a dia-
betic not know that he or she is looking for
trouble when he or she gets up in the night
and hurriedly eats a leftover cake? What
will you say about a leader who spreads hate
to win an election? Can he blame his past

for it when violence breaks out and destroys
him? How do you justify greed? A banker
colludes with a client and allows a large
loan to an undeserving person. Once the
facts come out and he is sent to jail, then,
can he blame his bad luck? Two hot-headed
persons get into an ugly fight over a minor
car accident, and get seriously hurt. Can
luck be blamed for such aggression? 

Ego influences behaviour is most fami-
lies and offices. Is someone forcing us to do
so? No, we choose to do so. Someone may
give a justification stating that this habit
developed long ago. Okay, then, we have to
also admit that there is nothing like intelli-
gence in us. We cannot claim to be intelli-
gent and also at the same time, be helplessly
consumed by our faulty emotions.

Yes, there is destiny, which must come
to pass. But there is a difference between
what is avoidable and what is unavoidable.
An act of income tax fraud will surely bring
punishment but doing so now cannot be

blamed on destiny. Habits are formed but
they can also be given up. It is up to us.

Our scriptures warn us against having
attachments for material objects, but do we
heed the warning? Rather we want to be
oblivious of this danger, which takes away
our peace of mind. Pride of possessing
material objects is a brother of ego. Don’t
we realise that these things are with us
temporarily and can be taken away? If we
must be proud, we should be of good
behaviour, impeccable manners, etc. Many
of us become anxious or fearful for no
good reason. We are so accustomed to
blame our luck that even common sense
becomes a foreign concept. Let us wake up
and stop blaming fate; we have many
options in the present to minimise our suf-
ferings. We are not robots. Arjuna gave up
his ego (18.73). We, too, can give up our
bad habits and faulty emotions.
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Time and again the leadership question crops up
to find out what is the right mix of leader quali-
ties. Yet, the issue fails to be resolved. In other

words, people are not consistent in their views. This is
true not only for nations but also organisations.
However, in the case of organisations the people do not
have as much say as is the case of nations, particularly
in the democracies. But the essential question remains
the same — the transient nature of perception of the
people about the leader. Why do people get disillu-
sioned with the leader they once admired?
Management theorists and political scientists, psychol-
ogists, and sociologists have all tried to give prescrip-
tions for effective leadership, only to realise that the
said effectiveness fails to last long. Does it mean that
attempts to find out consistent qualities of effective
leaders are futile? But it does call for some serious
thinking. Interestingly, evolution of leadership theories
have passed through all these stages in the last over
hundred years, though inconclusively. Still, there is a
need to examine the issue afresh because leadership is
one of the most talked about subjects in management
literature. As experts galore try to broach over the sub-
ject, an old Indian story is worth recapitulating. Once,
Lord Shiva and Parvati decided to visit the world along
with their ox. The God was disguised as an old man,
whereas Parvati wore her natural young and beautiful
look. As they took to the streets people would gaze at
this odd couple of an old man and a young woman. On
the way, Lord asked Parvati to ride the ox while he
chose to walk alongside. As they were travelling they
heard comments disapproving the young lady riding
the animal while the old man is made to walk. Hearing
this, Parvati asked Shiva that since people disliked this
it will be good if the Lord rides the ox and Parvati
walks along side. The God agreed and acted according-
ly. Now Shiva was riding and Parvati walking. They
had travelled a little distance when another set of peo-
ple started murmuring sarcastically saying that how
mean it was for the old man to enjoy riding the ox
while the young lady is being made to walk. The God
then changed his mind and asked Parvati to also sit on
the ox so that people do not comment. They both were
now riding the ox. But barely had they travelled a short
distance that another group of people commented that
how inhuman the couple was to ride and torture the
dumb and poor animal. Shiva again changed his mind.
They dismounted the bullock and started walking
alongside the animal. But after travelling some distance
they found a group of people ridiculing their foolish-
ness on having an ox, yet choosing to walk. The Lord
could now realise that no matter what you do there
will be people to criticise you. Moral of the story — do
not try to please everybody. No matter what you do or
how noble your intentions are, people will find fault.
Perhaps, this may give some clue as to why people’s
perception about leaders is fickle. The course open for
leaders is to have an agenda with noble intentions and
pursue the path with dedication, without aiming to sat-
isfy all the people all the time. Leadership is not about
being politically correct. It is about being just correct.
Let the conscience be the judge. 
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Why do we have fear?
Fear arises from doubt
and from the
unknown. When we
have doubts about

how something is going to turn out, it
opens the door to fear. When we doubt
ourselves, we fear making a wrong
decision or making a mistake.  If we
doubt our abilities, we fear that we will
fail in a competition or a test.  When
we doubt whether an outcome will turn
out right, we fear the consequences. If
we doubt the existence of a controlling
power, we live in fear of chance occur-
rences and accidents.

Untruth also leads to fear. If we tell
a lie, we live in the fear of being caught.
We must create an intricate web of lies
to cover the first lie. The number of lies
becomes so great that it is hard to track
what we said to whom and when we
said it. Rather than bringing closure to
the situation by telling the truth, we
spend weeks, months, and even years
spinning yarns to cover up the initial
lie. Fear grips us any time someone
comes close to knowing the truth, for
then we will be exposed and must pay
the consequences of the deed we were
trying to hide.

We fear being weak. The young
boy or girl on the school playground
fears the bully. Each day as he or she
walks home from school, the weak
child lives in fear of being physically
attacked by the bigger children.  At
work, the employee fears the employer.
The employer holds the future of our
salary and job in his or her hands. We
may feel weak and powerless to speak
up for injustices on the job because
those who hold the power may retaliate
and punish us for doing so.

If we examine our lives, we find
that we are fearful of many things.  As
children, we fear and worry about how
long our parents are going to be there
to support us. As students, we live in
fear of failing our examinations. As
parents, we fear whether or not our
child is going to be healthy or whether
or not he or she will grow to be a good
person. As business owners, we worry
about whether our competitors are get-
ting the better of us. Each one of us is
fearful about one aspect of our life or

another. Behind all these fears is the
fear the fear of the unknown.

Those who fear death actually fear
the unknown. We all know that one
day we are going to die. Many believe
that annihilation of ourselves is the end
of our existence. That fear is always try-
ing to eat us up in one manner or
another. People fear the unknown
because it may be unpleasant or
painful. Since they do not know what
to expect, anxiety and fear builds with-
in them. There are many people who
do believe in life after death.  What
they fear then is the unknown of how
they are going to die and what they will
experience at the time of death. They
fear the pain of death. 

Our soul, which is totally con-
scious, is a part of God and, therefore,
is without fear.  Since God is all-con-
sciousness, and the soul is one with the
Lord, it is God in a microcosm. God is
without fear, and the soul is also with-
out fear.  It is only when we are out of
touch with our soul that we begin to be
afraid. The soul is truth; the soul is
totally conscious. Being in connection
with absolute truth means there is no
fear. Thus, there is no fear in the soul.

The soul’s quality of wisdom gives
it access to the knowledge of all that is.
There is nothing potentially unknown
to the soul.  It knows what is and what
is to be. What does it have to fear?
Those who have been in touch with
their soul — the saints, mystics,
prophets, and enlightened beings —
have come to understand the process of
death through firsthand experience.
This knowledge helps eliminate the fear
of death. They say that what dies is the
physical body, which is made of matter.
Being made of matter, it deteriorates, it
decays, and is finally destroyed. But our
true self, which is our spirit or soul, is
eternal. It lives on and on and on.
What we call death in this world of
ours is only a physical death.  For the
soul, it is just the changing of a vesture.
Therefore, the first thing to understand
is that our soul is everlasting. If we can
realise this, fear of the unknown nature
of death, will be eliminated.

The soul is truth. Untruth lives in
fear of being exposed. But as Mahatma
Gandhi often said, “Truth always wins

in the end”. Truth conquers all. If we
live in truth, we have nothing to fear.

We may not want to recognise it,
but there are laws by which the uni-
verse is governed. Ignorance of the laws
is no excuse. We may think we can get
away with deceiving others, with
deceiving ourselves, with deceiving
God, but we cannot get away with these
acts. Sooner or later, truth is revealed. 

If we read the newspapers, we find
thieves may rob a bank and get away.
Parents lie to their children, and chil-
dren lie to their parents. We may take
money that is not ours from our place
of employment. We may cheat on our
loved ones. We may pretend to have
power that we do not have in order to
get people to do what we want. We
manipulate others to get our way. We
make promises we have no intentions
of keeping. There are numerous shades
of untruths in which human beings are
involved. But in the end, the truth will
catch up with us, if not in this life, then
on our day of judgment. No matter
what religion we follow, there is
accountability for our doings. There is
a day of reckoning for each of us.

Living in truth frees us from fear.
We neither fear having to account for
untruth, nor fear being found out.
The prisoner who has served time in
jail for wrongdoings based on lies,
deception and dishonesty decides to
live a clean life of truth.  How freeing
it is for that criminal to wake up each
day and enjoy life without looking
over his or her shoulder in fear of
getting caught.  The person who
speeds on the highway is always
tense wondering whether the police
will stop him or her for a traffic vio-
lation. The driver can enjoy neither
the scenery nor the conversation in
the car. But the person who drives at
the accepted speed limit does not
have to drive in fear. That person can
enjoy the sights along the way, the
music on the radio, or the discus-
sions with other passengers without
fear hanging over his or her head.
The soul’s existence is truth. If we
can tap into the soul, then our real
nature as truth will govern our lives
and free us from fear.
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Evolutionary urge seems to be
intrinsic to human spirit. This is
what has propelled progressive

civilisational evolution down the ages
through conscious human efforts. Even
in individual terms, most of us wish to
make it big in life, and accordingly set
our dream destinations. Dreams are nec-
essary for people to reach heights they
are capable of. Since time immemorial,
the Moon has fascinated and evoked
man’s curiosity, seen every day — yet
unknown. A longing to know and under-
stand it led scientists to send man on the
Moon. But not everyone’s dream comes
true, non realisation of which often
brings in frustrating experiences.  Why?
Are we so helplessly fated?

There is little doubt that we are all
born with immense mind-power, carry-
ing limitless potential. If we could
access, unfold, and optimise our
indwelling potential, one would know
no limits.  Our power of freewill aided
by the faculty of discriminate intelli-
gence, helps us achieve this end through
conscious efforts. Provided, we are aware
of our true nature — with all the core
strengths and weaknesses. The paradox,
however, is that our mind-power ordi-
narily remains under cloud; for, it

remains under a lot of self-acquired lim-
itations, coming as they may as the effect
of Karmic residuals carried over from
the past. That restricts the scope of our
vision. Mind, the mover and shaker of a
being, thus fails to have access to major
part of its landscape, thus limiting our
indwelling potential. 

Seen in real terms, we are all born
with a preconditioned mind in terms of
our desire trends, virtues and attributes as
well as habits and attitudes. That sets the
usual trends of our ongoing life.  What
further compounds our problems is ego,
which doesn’t let us look beyond our pre-
conceived limits. With such a narrowed
vision, we fail to look at issues in hand in
the right perspective.  Consequently, often
we are not able to make the right choices
in life, and with obvious consequences.
When we meet failures, instead of looking
for our own inadequacies for necessary
correction, we try to find refuse in our
destiny. Truth, however, remains that we
don’t succeed or fail in life simply because
that would be so scripted in our destiny.
We fail in life only when we do not strive
sufficiently to address our limitations and
unfold the immense power within. In the
process, our evolutionary potential gets
compromised, leaving us restive from

within, which in turn doesn’t let us
process our thoughts objectively.  

The irony of the whole situation is
that caught up in the usual mills of life,
seldom does one care to figure out one’s
own limitations. Instead, people keep
looking for a probable promising
moment in future. A couple of years
back parents of an errant young man
came seeking guidance on how to bring
him back on the rails. Following a look
into his chart, they were told that the
young man’s thought process seems to
have become incoherent, calling for
immediate medical intervention. They
got badly offended. “Our child has gone
mad — is that what you mean? Just sug-
gest the probable time frame when he is
expected to behave responsibly, and
remedial measures if any necessary,”
they retorted.  “I have offered you my
piece of advice. It is now your call,” I
humbly suggested.  Meanwhile, the
young man’s condition has been getting
worse day by day. He often turns violent,
abusing elders and at times has even
assaulted them. He has wasted a huge
sum of money in the last couple of years.

Let us now look at his astrological
pointers. Lagna lord Sun as well as mind-
signifying Moon are locked in adverse
formation with Uranus and Neptune.

That, in the first place, accounts for his
mercurial temperament. Second, he
should be self-willed, tactless, and unsta-
ble. He would be an escapist, stuck to his
delusionary dream perception, and not
open to look beyond in search of better
options. He may not acknowledge truth
on its first appearance and would rather
continue pursuing his own dream per-
ception undeterred. Third, he may not be
keen on taking pains to achieve some-
thing by himself. He may wish from his
elders to meet all his demands.
Intelligence signifying Mercury is placed
adverse to Mars. That makes him rest-
less, lacking focus, bad tempered, irrita-
ble, hyper-critical, and a habitual liar.
Mars ill-disposed off to Saturn, makes
him suspicious, impatient, bad tempered
and evil minded. It also gives him a
revengeful attitude. Venus opposite
Uranus and Neptune brings in self-indul-
gent tendencies. All put together makes
him vulnerable to mental disorder, call-
ing for sustained psychiatric help.
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